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Thesis abstract
Urbanisation is driven by the complex interactions of many physical
and human factors where human actions and decisions, individually and
collectively, ultimately shape the patterns of urban landscapes. Agentbased modelling is an emerging technique in land use science that is
designed to study multiple heterogeneous and locally interacting active
entities within a system. An example of a local interaction is the request
made by residents to planners for building permits. The decisions of
planners in response to this request leads to emergent properties at an
aggregate level such as city growth, assuming no equilibrium conditions.
This thesis develops a framework for investigating in space and in
time future residential land use change over a polycentric region using
a case study of East Anglia, UK. Conceptually, the framework views
the complexity of housing development in a system of cities (macrogeographical level) as the visible and concrete outcome of interactions
between household demand for new dwellings (micro-geographical level) and
the supply of building permits by local planners (meso-geographical level).
Demand and supply are driven by household location preferences, as well
as local planning, and evolve over time, leading to future land use change
at specific locations. The IPCC socio-economic scenarios are adapted to
describe plausible evolutions in these preferences and strategies in order
to evaluate different urban land use change pathways and the associated
potential consequences for people (e.g. flooding risks) and the environment
(e.g. biodiversity loss from land fragmentation). Simulation of new housing
scenarios is undertaken within the agent-based modelling paradigm using
a new computer programme developed in NetLogo. Issues of sensitivity
analysis, validation, calibration and system complexity are addressed
throughout the thesis. The thesis contributes to the field of landscape and
urban ecology by exploring urban complexity with a spatio-dynamic model
of residential location behaviour driven by human and natural variables.
As land use and land cover change is known to strongly affect ecological
landscape functions and processes, understanding the relationships between
social and natural systems within changing landscapes helps to highlight
hotspots of potential pressure and their effects on the natural environment
as part of an assessment of the possible ecological impacts of new urban
development.
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Part I

General introduction
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The island-city1 no longer exists.

Cities are now thought of as

interdependent kaleidoscopic entities, connected within large polycentric
systems, which emerge in time and space from the complex interactions of
human and environmental factors2 (Allen and Lu 2003, Barredo et al. 2003,
Hillier 2003, Batty 2005, Reginster and Rounsevell 2006, Zellner et al. 2008,
Knox and Pinch 2010).
City growth, and more generally urbanisation, is often seen as the most
important, complex and persistent process of land use change affecting the
natural environment, society and individual people, from local to global
scales (Andersson et al. 2002, Luck and Wu 2002, Batty 2005, Reginster
and Rounsevell 2006, Zellner et al. 2008).

This includes in particular

the accelerating development of new residential housing lots outside of
traditional urban areas, driven by residents preferring to move from areas
with high to low urban densities. This process of periurbanisation3 relates
to the part of society with an increasing interest in more personal space
and ‘greener’ local amenities in their location choices (Cavailhes et al.
2004, Loukopoulos and Scholz 2004, Caruso et al. 2005, Batty 2005, Brown
et al. 2008). Periurbanisation commenced in the fifties and is common in
countries with relaxed planning regulations (e.g. USA, Belgium).
Before industrialisation, people rarely left the villages where they were
born, but human mobility has clearly increased over the twentieth century.
From the beginning of the new millennium, 35% of the UK housing stock
1
As in: a closed, single, self-sustaining entity with a strong central focus and unified
around production and consumption (Batty 2005, Knox and Pinch 2010).
2
Such as land resources, geomorphology, individual preferences, historic trends, level
of economic development, politics or planning policy.
3
Other expressions refer to a similar process, including: suburbanisation, counter
urbanisation, exurbia or (sub)urban sprawl. Note that there is no consensus between
definitions, although the measure of urban density seems to be a common trait (e.g.
Galster et al. 2001, Caruso 2005, Brown et al. 2008).
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had an average occupancy period by the same household of 5 years or
less (ONS 2005, p. 108). Considerations other than distance to work
have become increasingly important in the location preferences of residents
(Loukopoulos and Scholz 2004). Residents now relocate much more easily
and frequently, either within the same urban area or elsewhere, for many
different reasons, including landscape aesthetic preferences (Cavailhes et al.
2004, Loukopoulos and Scholz 2004, Caruso et al. 2005, Batty 2005, Brown
et al. 2008). At the same time, land use planning in the UK has been
criticised for being unresponsive to demand changes and for offering people
insufficient new and affordable homes (e.g. Barker 2004). This problem
can be attributed to the mechanisms of the planning system that develops
strategies over rather long periods of time (typically 20 years) assuming slow
and constant trends in demography and the economy. The UK government
has been advised to incorporate more ‘market information’ into the planning
system in order to make it more responsive to short-term socio-economic
and market changes (e.g. Barker 2006).
Thus, potential further shifts in the location decisions of future
generations of residents and planners will have important implications for
land use change, especially within the context of growing concern about
climate change, sustainable development and environmental conservation.

Rationale & Objectives
Land use science is an emerging discipline that brings together researchers from different backgrounds with the aim of investigating the
spatial dynamics of land use and land cover (LUC) change and the
implications of this for the wider environment (Verburg 2006). In land
use change studies, space is a central concept as the canvas on which
natural and human systems interact (Torrens 2001, Parker et al. 2003). The
majority of LUC models are designed within an environmental management
perspective and include some form of urbanisation because buildings have
a direct consequence for agricultural and natural land uses (e.g. see reviews
by Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and Le Page 2004, Verburg 2006, Matthews
et al. 2007, Robinson et al. 2007, Clifford 2008).
In these models, urban growth is usually interpreted as a passive
diffusion process, simulated through pixel-based neighborhood functions,
that is controlled exogenously by land use planning . However, it is seldom
possible to identify a pixel as a genuine representation of a land use decisionmaker (Verburg 2006).

Human decisions and actions are the ultimate

drivers of landscape dynamics (Andersson et al. 2002), playing a substantial
part in the complexity of the urbanisation process. This may explain why
land use models were perceived to “. . . have done little to enhance the
future-oriented, strategic mission of [forward-looking] planning” (Couclelis
2005, p.1353) whilst, at the same time, modelling was seen as a potentially
critical contributor to the quality of policy making and planning (Couclelis
2005).
Therefore, in this thesis I investigate the research question given below,
with a focus on the interactions between two key agents of land use decision
making: the residents, making location choices, and land use planners,
making housing development and land use management strategies. A key
17
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challenge is to make local planners endogenous within a land use model
because demographic changes and environmental impacts influence their
decisions through space and time.

How can the complex behaviour and interactions
of urban agents be represented in models to
simulate residential land use change in the
future?

Modelling city growth and urban land use dynamics is difficult and
new tools are needed to address its complex nature (Barredo et al. 2003).
Investigating residential land use change from a behavioural perspective
involves the analysis and modelling of local and individual interactions,
reactions and actions in order to observe their consequences at the level
of the whole system (Verburg 2006). Agent-based modelling (ABM) has
been used in such an approach in various domains including urban, social,
economics, environmental and land use sciences (see, amongst others, Jager
et al. 2000, Gilbert and Bankes 2002, Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and
Le Page 2004, Brown et al. 2004, Matthews 2006, Verburg 2006, Phan
and Amblard 2007).

ABM has considerable merit for examining the

uncertainties of complex multidimensional systems involving forces and
behaviours originated in, and modified by, the interaction of heterogeneous
landscapes and individual actors operating at different spatial and temporal
scales (Parker et al. 2003, Verburg 2006, Zellner et al. 2008).

ABM

is an object-oriented technique used to generate synthetically a complex
system from the behaviour of its entities leading to emergent properties,
i.e. characteristics of the system unpredictable from the characteristics of
the agents before simulation (Torrens 2001, Macy and Willer 2002, Batty
2005, Ferber 2007, Matthews et al. 2007, Dessalles et al. 2007, Crooks et al.
2008, Wu et al. 2008). Agents behave according to specified rules (of action,
reaction, interaction) that are not necessarily stochastic or quantitative. For
instance, agent actions can result from thinking through a heuristic decision
tree (e.g. Brown et al., 2008). ABM can be explicit about incorporating
the geography of the landscape as this influences the decisional process,
allowing simulation of the complex interactions between agents and between
agents and their local environment (Parker et al. 2003, Robinson et al. 2007,
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Matthews et al. 2007).
Thus additional elements to the central research question are:

1. What rules should be used to represent the residential
decisions of both agent types?
2. What interactions occur between resident and planner agents?
3. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the ABM approach
for residential land use research (i.e. verification, calibration,
sensitivity analysis and validation).

A real case study region is used in this work because there has been more
conceptual than case-study applications of ABM in urban science research
(e.g. Parker et al. 2003, Sanders 2007, Crooks et al. 2008, Zellner et al.
2008). I will consider a region with an explicit decentralised urban system
of interconnected cities (i.e. several groups of urban areas with a similar
population size), which is important when considering population mobility
and flows and the plans drawn-up by regional policy makers. Testing of the
model against empirical data also has the advantage of assessing the value
of the operational model in forward-looking planning4 .
Simulating autonomous, interacting agents in a real case study, allows
the following questions to be tackled:
4

The results presented at the end of this thesis were used by another project conducting
a sustainability assessment of coastal management in the region of East Anglia (see
Mokrech et al. 2009, for an overall description of the project’s final product).
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1. How will residential land use evolve spatially in a polycentric
region?
2. Will there be potentially significant differences in residential
development between locations?
3. What are the implications of variable levels of spatial
development on the environment, e.g. hazards and nature
conservation?
4. What different development pathways are possible for future
residential decisions?
5. What are the consequences of different futures for the location
and intensity of new residential development?

This research seeks also to contribute to the sustainable development
debate with respect to the built environment. Exploring potential urban
land use changes in the future may highlight specific consequences for the
local environment or social organisation. This includes nature conservation,
recreational areas, human mobility and transport infrastructure, local
services or waste management, to name but a few issues for global
environmental change (Lambin et al. 2001, Brown et al. 2008, Zellner et al.
2008).

Research design & Thesis outline
The thesis has been written as a series of chapters in the concise style
and format of individual academic journal papers. Most of these papers are
in review and Chapter 2 has already been published in Landscape Ecology.
Short illustrated outlines are given at the beginning of each chapter to assist
the reader in connecting between the papers. The last chapter (not to be
published) brings the other chapters together into a broader discussion with
respect to the central research question and its corollary challenges. Each
chapter develops a particular aspect of the general research design depicted
in Figure 1.
Chapter 1 presents an analysis of the latest census data on the
population of East Anglia (EA). The conclusions were used to define stylised
residential profiles to be associated with different location preferences.
Chapter 2 explains how this information was used to populate an ABM of
residential demand in EA. The chapter focuses on the potential implications
of increasing residential demand in natural areas and flooding zones in
the northeastern part of EA. Chapter 3 investigates the demographic
mechanisms involved in the modelling of resident population dynamics.
A calibration method for initial conditions is detailed and a sensitivity
analysis is performed on the demographic variables.

Chapter 4 is a

logical extension of the previous chapter, exploring alternative pathways
of residential demand resulting from potential demographic shifts. Chapter
5 explains how planning agents were modelled in order to (partly) satisfy
the residential demand simulated in Chapter 3. The effective residential
land use change is seen as the outcome of a ‘negotiation’ between residents
and planners. This chapter also highlights the increase in housing stock in
sensitive areas (national park, Areas of Outstanding Beauty, flood plains
or coastal eroding zones). Chapter 6 is another logical extension of the
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Figure 1: General Research Design
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Note: The figure is drawn in the Unified Modelling Language.

previous chapter, which explores alternative pathways of new residential
development resulting from potential shifts in planning strategies and
residents location behaviour.
The annex provides a description of the operational agent-based
model developed throughout this project.

The description follows the

ODD protocol (Overview, Design concepts, Details) designed to describe
individual- and agent-based models in the natural sciences (Grimm et al.
2006, 2010).

The logic behind the rigid sequence is firstly to provide

the context and general information to assist a reader in intuitively
understanding the model.

Secondly, a detailed description is given of

the strategic considerations involved in the methodological choices made
during the model building. The ODD protocol finishes with the simulator
architecture, comprising technical details about the process scheduling and
coding choices. The operational simulator developed here was coded with
NetLogo (Wilensky 1999).

Part II

Housing Demand by
Residents
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Chapter 1

Locating household profiles in a
polycentric region for operational
agent-based modelling

After an article by Fontaine
et al. (2009b)
currently in review

This chapter analyses population statistics1 to establish a stylised
typology of the relationship between household profiles and locations in the
region of East Anglia, UK (Figure 1.1). The typology is used subsequently
to set up a relocation algorithm for residents in an agent-based model of
residential demand for new housing (Chapter 2). The key findings reaffirm
the archetypes of single people concentrating in city centres and families
mainly locating in suburban and peri-urban areas. In addition, the analysis
highlights the location preferences of the retired and elderly in the suburbs
and close to the coast of EA.
1

The Office for National Statistics conducted a census in 2001, more information at
www.statistics.gov.uk.
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Paper abstract
This paper presents a methodology for extracting and formatting
information from observed population statistics in order to create a
stylised location typology for a variety of household profiles (microgeographical level) that could form the basis of the rule-based inputs
to an agent-base model (ABM). The method is demonstrated with the
2001 population census made in East Anglia (EA), UK. EA has an
attractive coastline for some people, and is also known for its flooding
and coastal erosion problems, which may strongly affect residential
choices and planning decisions in the future. The household typology
(profiles) is derived with a principal components analysis, a widely used
statistical method that reduces dimensionality of an input database. The
location typology is established using a cluster analysis to aggregate the
observations. The methodology is used to test whether the archetypes
identified by the social sciences that link specific locations to specific
profiles can be identified simultaneously at both meso- and macrogeographical levels. The main findings reaffirm the archetypes: single
people concentrate in city centres, families mainly locate in suburban
and peri-urban areas, retirees are more prevalent in the suburbs and
close to the coast. The main unexpected result is the spatial association
of single-parent families and families of cohabiting couples. We argue
that these specific spatial distributions reveal different location choices
between household profiles, which could be used to derive householdagents behaviours in an ABM of residential mobility that may be useful
for regional and local planners with respect to population projections and
environmental challenges.

Paper keywords: Location preferences, Typology, Factor analysis,
Clustering analysis, Urban land-use change, agent-based modelling

1.1

Introduction

Agent-Based Modelling is an emerging technique in geocomputation for the
spatial-temporal modelling and better understanding of urban dynamics
and complexity (amongst others: Torrens 2001, Barredo et al. 2003,
Parker et al. 2003, Batty 2005). Agent-Based Models (ABM) of system
properties can lead to multiple, interacting and conflicting processes,
fractal dimensionality, self-similarity, self-organisation, local interactions
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and emergence (Gilbert and Bankes 2002, Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and
Le Page 2004, Batty 2005, Phan and Amblard 2007). These models are
programmed in computer software as object-oriented environment offering
which are advantages in terms of detail, flexibility, dynamics, usability and
behavioural realism (Torrens 2001, Crooks et al. 2008). In general, ABM
approach a system by focusing on the diversity of its active entities, called
‘agents’, and their modes of interaction (Ferber 2007, Matthews et al. 2007,
Crooks et al. 2008). Agents can be natural (plants, animals, etc.), people
(individual, households, etc.) or more abstract entities (institution, market
stocks, etc.). Agent interactions can be simple queries or complex activities
with conditional reactions and feedback mechanisms. ABM generates a
complex system synthetically from the key characteristics and rules of
interaction at a local level of individual agents (Batty 2005, Crooks et al.
2008, Wu et al. 2008). The principle of spatial ABM is based on the
capacity to represent and simulate at the micro-geographical level multiple
and locally interacting agents whose decisions lead to emergent properties
at a macro-geographical level, e.g. city growth or the evolution of a city
system, assuming no equilibrium conditions (Jager et al. 2000, Gilbert and
Bankes 2002, Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and Le Page 2004, Brown et al.
2004, Matthews 2006, Phan and Amblard 2007). The technique has been
used in urban and land use change modelling for over a decade, but there
are still very few examples of operational applications, largely because ABM
demand large data inputs, but also because of calibration and validation
issues (Gilbert and Bankes 2002, Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and Le Page
2004, Batty 2005, Phan and Amblard 2007, Crooks et al. 2008).
Spatially oriented ABM of landscape dynamics often include residential
location decisions as one of the key drivers of population mobility (Torrens
2001, Brown et al. 2008, Monticino et al. 2007 and those reviewed in
Parker et al. 2003).

Location decisions are made by a class of agent

(named ‘households’, ‘homeowners’, ‘residents’, etc.) with socio-economic
attributes that control their behaviour(s) by tuning parameter values in
a utility function (e.g. Monticino et al. 2007) or by indicating the path
to follow within a decision tree (e.g. Brown et al. 2008).

Few or no

explicit differences are made within the class to distinguish between the
different types or profiles (although statistical variations of some parameter
values are made to increase the agents’ heterogeneity) with the exception
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of Torrens (2001) who made a clear distinction between three types of
households based on life cycle stages, with housing-specific preferences
(‘young’, ‘middle’ and ‘seniors’). Lifecycle stage is a crucial distinction
that needs better representation in urban models as specific locations can
be associated with specific household profiles leading to very different
residential mobility (e.g. Knox and Pinch 1995, Dökmeci and Berkoz 2000).
This paper presents a methodology for creating a typology of households
associated with specific locations observed in a polycentric region (a regional
city system) to be used as input to an operational ABM of urban land use
change.
Population location strongly affects the landscape of a region through
urban morphology and urban land use change (Barredo et al. 2003, Holman
et al. 2005a,b, Rounsevell et al. 2006, Reginster and Rounsevell 2006,
Civerolo et al. 2007, Grubler et al. 2007). Different factors influence where
people live (e.g. Knox and Pinch 1995): employment, social exclusion
(e.g. Dujardin et al. 2008), beliefs and values (e.g. Lindberg et al. 1992),
open-space and other amenities (e.g. Cavailhes et al. 2004, Turner 2005,
Caruso et al. 2007, Ng 2008), commuting effects (e.g. Choocharukul et al.
2008), life cycle stage (e.g. Rossi 1955, Nijkamp et al. 1993, Dökmeci and
Berkoz 2000), wealth and income (e.g. Zegras and Srinivasan 2007), etc.
Which of these factors is dominant in determining where people live is
likely to vary between households rather than individuals. A household
represents a single entity that is responsible for the property within which
it is located, whether it comprises single people or groups of people, and
so is a coherent unit of analysis at the micro-geographical level (Akkerman
2006, Sanders 2007). Life cycle stage has been identified as a predominant
factor in the residential location decisions of households with housing unit
adjustment often given as the primary explanation for residential mobility
(Nijkamp et al. 1993, Dökmeci and Berkoz 2000, Torrens 2001, Walker
and Li 2007, Yin and Muller 2007). For example, families with children
require larger properties than couples or the elderly (Lindberg et al. 1992,
Torrens 2001).

Hence the household composition, which includes the

number of people, their age and their aspirations, is a key determinant in
the relocation decision process. Land use change studies using ABM include
the behaviour of people and information about a population either through
social surveys and interviews (usually for small populations/spatial extent)
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or by analysing statistical databases (usually for large populations/spatial
extent) (e.g. Monticino et al. 2007, Brown et al. 2008). The challenge
with operational ABM is the reproduction of an artificial world (also
known as “stylised facts”) with the minimum information possible about
agent characteristics and behaviours (Phan and Amblard 2007, Sanders
2007). Consideration of too limited a number of household profiles may
conceal differences in location decisions between sub-groups, leading to false
conclusions about the spatial distribution of the population (Tranmer and
Steel 1998). Hence, it is vital to encompass as much of real-population
heterogeneity as possible within a minimum number of stylised-agents. This
requires the identification of agreement between theoretical household life
cycle stages and observed statistical measurements.
Urban land use studies have traditionally focused on a meso-geographical
level (single city) at a fine spatial resolution and for a limited number of
household profiles (e.g. Caruso et al. 2007). However, regions are often
seen as the engines of competitiveness and performance indicators are
consequently measured at that spatial level (Boschma 2004).

Thus, a

city focus could miss the interconnections at the macro-geographical level,
i.e. between several urban locations at the regional scale (city system).
These connections include population intra-urban migrations, which are
important in designing and implementing sustainable and coherent spatial
planning policies at both city and city system levels (Holman et al. 2005a,b,
2008). It seems crucial, therefore, to consider explicitly in a spatial ABM
of urban dynamics the regional variety of household profiles that leads to a
variety of specific location decisions and to a general urban pattern observed
at the macro-geographical level of the regional system.
This paper presents a methodology for extracting and formatting
information from observed statistics in order to create a stylised location
typology for a variety of household profiles to be used in an operational
ABM to simulate urban land use change within a regional city system. The
method is demonstrated with the 2001 population census made in East
Anglia (EA), UK. EA has an attractive coastline for some people (especially
retirees), and is also known for its flooding and coastal erosion problems,
which may strongly affect residential choices and planning decisions in
the future (Holman et al. 2005a,b, 2008, Richards et al. 2008, Fontaine
and Rounsevell 2009a). The household typology (profiles) is derived with
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a principal components analysis, a widely used statistical method that
reduces dimensionality of an input database (e.g. Mackiewicz and Ratajczak
1993, Owen et al. 2006). The location typology is established using a
cluster analysis to aggregate the observations (e.g. Owen et al. 2006).
The methodology is used to test whether the archetypes identified by the
social sciences that link specific locations to specific profiles (e.g. Knox and
Pinch 1995) can be identified simultaneously at both meso- and macrogeographical levels.
The validation of the well-known relationship between locations and
profiles will support the design of an ABM of stylised household-agent
profiles and the associated rules that govern location choice behaviour,
interpreted as a trade-off between location preferences (i.e. a desire) and
constraints (e.g. wealth, jobs location, etc). Interpreting choices, desires
and constrains from the results should be undertaken with caution since
local conditions (that attracted the households to their observed location)
may have changed since a decision was made to relocate (Austin and
Mitchell 1975). The interpretation process assumes that changes in local
conditions occur only slowly, and probably more slowly than the average
time for which a property is occupied by a household (currently 5 years
or less for 35% of UK households (ONS 2005, p. 108), since the spatial
distribution remains remarkably stable when looking at only a few decades
(Knox and Pinch 1995).
The location choice per household profile may then become valuable
information to inform (with an operational ABM) regional spatial management strategies with changing demographics. For example, population
forecasts suggest that Western Europe will face a significant increase in its
age profile with one third of the population being over 60 by 2050 (Lutz
et al. 2008). The consequences for the coast of EA could therefore be
significant if the hypothesis that more retirees will move to the coast is found
to be correct. The pressure for new residential development and associated
services and facilities may be at the expense of biological diversity as human
actions and decisions ultimately drive landscapes dynamics (Andersson
et al. 2002). Therefore, location choices are also valuable inputs to future
environmental change scenarios which combine future demographic trends,
residential development and regional urban planning and which are designed
to assess landscape changes and associated environmental consequences.
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1.2
1.2.1

Material & Methods
Study area

East Anglia (EA) in the UK is the northern half of the ‘East of England’
administrative region (right inset in Figure 1.2), with diverse ecological and
social challenges (see, for instance Holman et al. 2005a,b, 2008, Richards
et al. 2008, Mokrech et al. 2008, Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Nicholls
et al. 2009). In 2001, a census indicated that about 2.2 million people
were living in about 900 000 households over the 17 800 km2 area of the
region. EA has a number of features that may influence household location
decisions. It has a long sea border, which has a reputation for increasing
numbers of second homes and retirees, but also for being prone to erosion
in some parts. In addition, it has two large flood plains: one in the King’s
Lynn area, North coast and East of Peterborough, and one around Great
Yarmouth, East coast. The latter is also known as ‘The Broads’, a large
National Park spreading from Great Yarmouth to Norwich. The urban
landscape of EA comprises four cities with more than 100 000 inhabitants:
Cambridge in the South East, Ipswich in the South West, Norwich in the
North East and Peterborough in the North West (main frame of Figure
1.2). The eastern point of EA is called Lowestoft and is known for its aged
population. The western part of the region is less than 100 km away from
London, which makes it attractive to commuters, although the road and
rail networks are not well developed in the eastern half of EA. EA is a
relatively wealthy region with strong economic growth and rural and soft
economic activities (Holman et al. 2005a,b).

1.2.2

Dataset

From the UK population census collected in 2001, the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) built a series of data tables of various socio-economic
themes and for 7 different levels of spatial statistical units (from the local
up to the national level).

Comprehensive and detailed descriptions of

the dataset categories and spatial levels of measurement come with the
tables, all available on-line 2 . All data published on the website are locally
2

http://www.ons.gov.uk
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Figure 1.2: Map of the urban areas in East Anglia (EA) — Right inset: EA in
the UK — Left inset: the four main urban centres (black) and the two eastern
towns (grey) in EA.
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aggregated (legal protection of privacy), Crown Copyright and free of charge
if used for non-commercial purposes.
The ONS table ‘Household Composition — Households (UV65)’ used in
this analysis indicates the number of households falling into 18 subcategories
distinguishing households by [1] the number of adults, [2] the number of
children, [3] the legal link between couple members and [4] a retired/nonretired status (Table 1.1). The ONS defines a household as “one person
living alone, or a group of people (not necessarily related) living at the
same address with common housekeeping — that is, sharing either a living
room or sitting room or at least one meal a day”.
The analysis was undertaken at the spatial resolution of the ‘Lower
Layer Super Output Areas’ (LSOA), which accounts for 1425 statistical
units in EA. ‘Super Output Areas’ are a geographic hierarchy introduced
in 2001 for the ONS Census and designed to improve the reporting of small
area statistics in England and Wales. LSOA are defined by a minimum
population of 1000 (1500 mean), are built from groups of typically 4 to
6 ‘Super Output Areas’ (the first aggregation level of Census data) and
are constrained by the boundaries of the ‘Standard Table wards’ used for
the 2001 Census outputs. Detailed information and definitions of ONS
geographical units are available from the ONS website3 .

1.2.3

Statistical analysis & mapping

Two statistical analyses, as described by Owen et al. (2006), were applied in
sequence to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset using the Minitab©15
statistical software. Spatial results were mapped using the standard GIS
software ArcGIS©.
The first step of the analysis was to reduce the number of variables
(columns) in the dataset using a type of multi-dimensional correlation
analysis: forward stepwise Principal Component Analysis (PCA, a standard
factor analysis). PCA helps to identify variables that behave similarly
across the observations (rows) and replaces these with a single new variable
called a ‘factor’. In mathematical terms, PCA transforms a n-dimensional
variable space into a m-dimensional factor space with a m ? n bounding
3

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/geography/soa.asp
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Table 1.1: Subset of the household categories of the ONS table UV65
‘Household Composition — Households’ and the corresponding tags used in
figures and tables of this paper.
ONS categories and subcategories

Tag

One person
pensioner

OnePen

other

One

One family
all pensioner
married couple

cohabiting couple

lone parent

TwoPen
no children

TwoMar

one dependent child

FamMar1dc

two or more dependent children

FamMar2dc

all children non-dependent

FamMarNdc

no children

TwoCoh

one dependent child

FamCoh1dc

two or more dependent children

FamCoh2dc

all children non-dependent

FamCohNdc

one dependent child

FamOne1dc

two or more dependent children

FamOne2dc

all children non-dependent

FamOneNdc

Other households
with one dependent child

Oth1dc

with two or more dependent children

Oth2dc

all student

OthPen

all pensioner

OthEdu

Note:: The ONS distinguishes three main categories of households based on the
number of adults: [1] ’one person’ indicates an isolated single, [2] ‘one family’ refers
to a household including two and only two adults, and [3] ‘other’ means there is at
least three adults present in the household. The ONS defines a ‘dependent child’ as
“a person aged 0 to 15 in a household (whether or not in a family) or aged 16 to 18
in full-time education and living in a family with his or her parent(s)”. Source: Office
for National Statistics, Census 2001.
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condition and targets the smallest ‘m’ possible. The ‘varimax’ method was
used because it constrains factor axes to be orthogonal, which shows the
maximum variation between them.
Next, each factor was interpreted from the initial variables it represents,
with a cross-table where each initial variable (presented in rows) receives a
correlation score (loadings) for each factor (presented in columns) ranging
from -1 to 1. A factor loading close to zero indicates a very poor variable
substitution by the corresponding factor. A factor loading close to the
extremes indicates an excellent substitution (the sign indicates whether the
correlation is positive or negative). Variables with similar behaviour receive
similar high factor loadings for the same factor (in sign and magnitude)
whose interpretation can then be established. When a variable’s factor
loadings are low for all factors then none of the factors represent that
variable. In this case, a higher number of factors could be considered in
order to identify the missing variable within the factors’ space, but also
ensuring that the factors’ Eigenvalues (the sum of squared loadings) remain
above 1. The number of factors was also chosen on the basis of Communality
Estimates that range from 0 to 1 and measure the overall representation of
the variable in the new m-dimensional space. Again, the higher the better
and, a low communality value indicates the possible need for more factors.
The final factors chosen replace the initial variables column-wise in the
dataset where factor values were calculated for each initial observation.
The number of observations (rows) in the new dataset is then reduced
with a Cluster Analysis (CA). CA helps to identify observations that show
similarity across variables (columns), i.e. the factors in this case, to replace
them with a single new observation called a ‘cluster’. CA groups together
observations that are close in distance to one another in the variable
space (the m-dimensional factor space). The grouping can operate in a
hierarchical or a non-hierarchical way, depending on when the final number
of clusters is chosen. Several methods were investigated and the K-mean
non-hierarchical method was selected for its excellent statistical and spatial
results. Non-hierarchical methods also best control the clustering process,
as they start with a required number of clusters, randomly defining the
position of their centroids in the m-dimensional factor space. Iteratively,
all observations are assigned to the closest centroid, whose position is
recalculated as its shape may have changed. It is possible therefore for two
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observations to be split into separate clusters after being joined together.
This is repeated until no more observations move to a different cluster, i.e.
when the centroid positions no longer change or the change is not significant
(stable system).
Each cluster is then interpreted in terms of factor dominance with a
Boxplot analysis, a graphical representation of the statistical distribution of
factor scores inside each cluster against the distribution of the factor scores
overall. Factor dominance over a particular cluster is established when the
corresponding distribution is higher than the average third quartile and
the highest of all distributions. In other words, the highest (or lowest) box
indicates the cluster that represents the most (or least) number of associated
factors. Therefore, the boxplot provides a type of cluster ranking per factor
or a factor ranking per cluster. This ranking indicates which factor(s),
hence which associated household profile(s), is (are) mainly populating a
given cluster.

1.3
1.3.1

Results
Factor analysis

Factor eigenvalues were above 1 for the first four factors (bottom line in
Table 1.2) and just below 1 for the fifth factor (0.9877). Several variables
were found consistently to be represented by the same factor, whatever the
number of factors chosen (2, 3, 4 and 5), highlighting the data stability:
 All retired households (OthPen, OnePen and TwoPen);
 Married households (TwoMar, FamMar1dc, FamMar2dc and FamMarNdc);
 Families of non-married couples (FamCoh1dc, FamCoh2dc and FamCohNdc);
 Single-parent families (One1dc, One2dc and OneNdc);
 Non-committed adults (TwoCoh and One).

Four factors was finally selected because these met three conditions:
eigenvalues above 1, high communality estimates and high factor loadings
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Table 1.2: Factor loadings, communalities and eigenvalues for each household
variable. The figures in bold indicate which variable is represented by which
factor.

Variables

F1

F2

F3

F4

OnePen

0.06

-0.24

-0.83

-0.14

0.78

One

0.20

-0.27

-0.09

-0.83

0.82

TwoPen

-0.21

0.19

-0.82

0.25

0.82

TwoMar

-0.22

0.78

-0.41

0.03

0.83

FamMar1dc

-0.04

0.87

0.15

-0.06

0.79

FamMar2dc

0.00

0.83

0.24

0.15

0.78

FamMarNdc

0.07

0.62

-0.41

0.36

0.69

TwoCoh

0.10

0.14

0.04

-0.90

0.85

FamCoh1dc

0.59

0.13

0.03

-0.46

0.58

FamCoh2dc

0.78

0.06

0.03

0.02

0.62

FamCohNdc

0.38

0.13

-0.17

-0.05

! 0.19 !

FamOne1dc

0.76

-0.27

-0.01

-0.32

0.75

FamOne2dc

0.86

-0.17

0.08

0.03

0.77

FamOneNdc

0.58

-0.03

-0.52

0.01

0.61

Oth1dc

0.60

0.01

0.01

-0.10

0.37

Oth2dc

0.56

-0.10

0.14

0.12

0.36

OthEdu

-0.14

-0.29

0.12

-0.44

0.32

OthPen

0.00

0.03

-0.69

0.00

0.47

4.2609

2.9233

2.3975

1.7873

Eigenvalues

Communality
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for (nearly) all variables (see Table 1.2, in which the figures in bold indicate
which factor represents the corresponding variable). Furthermore, the four
factors comprise a meaningful association of variables, representing data
variation without adding too much detail, as outlined above (where families
of non-married couples and single-parent families are represented by the
same factor, F1 in Table 1.2).
The variable representation is generally very good as the factor loadings
are greater than 0.60 for most variables and below 0.60, but greater
than 0.50, for three variables (FamCoh1dc, FamOneNdc and Oth2dc).
Conversely, the student household variable (OthEdu) is not well represented
by any factor (best value for F4 with -0.44) nor overall (0.32). Nevertheless,
this is not considered to be a problem. First, this variable accounts explicitly for households containing students only, which are quasi-exclusively
located in or near university campuses. Location choices are thus transitory
and greatly constrained for a very limited period of time. Secondly, the
variable only accounts for 0.18 % of the regional population (see Table 1.3),
which is extremely low. Thirdly, the variable belongs to the same factor
(F4) as singles (One). This can be interpreted as students and singles having
similar location behaviour, which at the regional scale appears to be a
reasonable way to merge profiles. The poor representation of ‘FamCohNdc’
(best value for F1 with 0.38 and 0.19 overall)can be ignored on the basis of
its marginal presence at the region scale (0.34 % of the regional population).
An important step in factor analysis is assigning a comprehensive
definition to each factor for proper interpretation, as follows:
F1 (+): Households with children groups all households with at least
one child, but any number of adults provided they are neither married
nor retired. This includes lone-parent families, cohabiting couples
with children or people living in communities.
F2 (+): Married households includes any married couples, with or
without children, except retirees.
F3 (−): Retired households are households with any number of retired
adults.
F4 (−): Non-committed households merges any household with no
children and with any number of adults, provided they are neither
married nor retired. This also includes student households.
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Table 1.3: Percentage of ONS subcategories for households (Table UV65), split
by number of adults and children and grouped by factors.
All
households
97.12 %

≥ 3 adults

1 adult

2 adults

2.14 %

35.99 %

58.99 %

0 child

OthEdu

One0c

TwoCoh0c

TwoMar0c

34.56 %

0.18 %

13.88 %

5.13 %

15.37 %

1 child

Oth1dc

One1dc

11.17 %

0.75 %

2.55 %

≥2
children
16.62 %

Oth2dc

One2dc

0.77 %

2.41 %

n-dep
child*

OneNdc
2.44 %

8.49 %

FamCoh1dc

FamMar1dc

1.60 %

6.26 %

FamCoh2dc

FamMar2dc

1.72 %

11.72 %

FamCohNdc FamMarNdc
0.34 %

5.71 %

retirees

OthPen

OnePen

TwoPen

26.27 %

0.43 %

14.70 %

11.13 %

* = non-dependent children
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Clustering analysis

The non-hierarchical K-mean clustering method gave excellent results both
in statistical and mapping terms and allowed the definition of as few as
six clusters that still differentiate distinct spatial distributions both within
cities and in rural areas.

The low number of clusters is useful since

it facilitates visual interpretation and understanding of the cluster map
that can be translated into stylised location behaviours for an ABM. An
interpretation of the Boxplots presented in Figure 1.3 led to the following
descriptions of each cluster:
C1: (F2) high concentration of married households
C2: (—) no dominant household profile
C3: (F2) moderate concentration of married households (lower level than
C1)
C4: (F3) concentration of retired households
C5: (F1) concentration of households with children
C6: (F4) concentration of non-committed households

1.3.3

Map analysis

Mapping the cluster results gave spatial distributions of population both
across the region (Figure 1.4) and in detail within towns (Figure 1.5).
The regional map (Figure 3) shows that non-committed households (C6)
concentrate in the centres of towns and cities, i.e. households without
children and either single, student or cohabiting couples. These downtown
locations are surrounded by suburbs (the peripheral part within the urban
areas as defined by planning authorities and shown in Figure 1.2), which
correspond to households with children (C5) and married households in
moderate concentrations (C3), but almost never in high concentrations
(virtually no C1 in suburban areas). Beyond the suburbs is a large zone
that contains mainly no dominant households (C2). High concentrations of
married households (C1) are to be found in the most remote rural areas,
in the eastern part of East Anglia, with reduced accessibility to London.
Conversely, the pattern of married households in moderate concentration
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Figure 1.3: Boxplots of the distribution of LSOA scores for each factor within
each cluster.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Note: Dashed lines indicate the regional interquartile range for the corresponding
factor, i.e. the first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3). Scores for F3 and F4 are plotted
’reversed’ i.e. negative values are shown positive and positive values negative. This
is done for consistency of interpretation: a box over (under) the Q3 (Q1) boundary
indicates the factor, thus its associated variables, is more (less) represented in the
corresponding cluster.
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(C3) in the western part of EA may be influenced by the proximity of
London. Retired households (C4) are more likely to be found in coastal
areas in the counties of North Norfolk (North) or Suffolk Coastal (East), in
the suburbs at the fringes of urban areas, or in rural locations.
No single household profile dominates the mix of households at the fringe
of the main urban areas. This does not mean that these ‘urban doughnuts’
(C2) contain a balanced mix of each household profile, but that the LSOA
factor scores in these zones fall within the overall factor’s interquartile
range. Thus, these zones have no specific outstanding household profile,
whether because of no strong presence or absence. In other words, all
LSOAs within these zones have a proportionally similar mix of households.
Comparing five selected towns (Figure 4) indicates that different urban
patterns exist within EA. Out of the four regional cities, only the centre
of Peterborough exhibits a sparse and limited non-committed household
presence (C6). This city area is mainly composed of singles and nonmarried couples and families with virtually no retired households. This is
consistent with its reputation as attracting a new generation of ‘Londoners’
who commute and do not marry.
In contrast, Ipswich (South East) and Lowestoft (far East) have a well
formed core of non-committed households (C6), with suburbs of households
with children and retired households mainly (C5 + C4), surrounded by
a high concentration of married households (C1) in the periurban zone
(the peripheral part just outside the urban areas as defined by planning
authorities and shown in Figure 1.2).
Cambridge (South West) and Norwich (North East) have a similar
large core of non-committed households (C6) that are associated with
the universities in these towns.

However, the towns differ elsewhere.

Like Peterborough, Cambridge has a suburban mix of households with
children, of either couple type (C5 + C3), with a periurban zone of married
households (C1 + C3) and virtually no retired households (C4).

The

suburbs of Norwich are a mix of households with children and retired
households (C5 + C4) with an exclusive and moderate concentration of
married households (C3) at the periurban fringe and virtually no high
concentration of married households (C1). Norwich has therefore a similar,
but more organised, structure to Peterborough with a notable difference in
retired households.
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Figure 1.4: Spatial typology of the four household profiles in East Anglia.
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Figure 1.5: Map of ‘all second residences and holiday property’ counts, censused
by the ONS in 2001 (Table UV53 ‘Housing Stock’).
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Discussion & Conclusions

People make location choices as members of a household (Akkerman 2006).
These choices are influenced by the household composition, including the
number of people and their age, which constrain the amount of space and
the type of property required. The analysis presented here highlights the
existence of four profiles of households amongst the regional population in
EA, with distinct compositions and spatial distributions that are consistent
with current knowledge (e.g. Alonso 1964, Akkerman 2006, Knox and Pinch
1995). The results can be qualitatively summarised, as below, in order to
form the basis of the rule-based inputs to an ABM. It is important to
note that these descriptions only take into account the dominant spatial
location of each household profile. The Boxplot analysis gives a more
detailed gradation of the locations (clusters) for a particular household
profile (factor) based on the relative representation. This ranking can be
interpreted as a classification of aggregated locations (cluster of LSOAs
with presumably similar spatial attributes) by the associated household
profiles, if one agrees with the common assumption that an area with a
higher concentration of a certain type of household has more attractive
characteristics for those households (pull effect). Conversely, an area with
a lower concentration of a certain type of household has more repulsive
characteristics (push effect) or, at least, fewer attractive characteristics, for
those households (e.g. Alonso 1964, Fujita and Thisse 2003, Cavailhes et al.
2004). Thus, Figure 1.3 provides spatial trends in location (clusters) per
household profile (factor) for the population of East Anglia in 2001.

1.4.1

Non-committed households

Singles and cohabiting couples without children (19% of all households) are
more likely to be found in urban centres of cities and large towns. The
most accepted reason for finding more non-committed households in urban
centres is the concentration and proximity of jobs and urban services such
as commerce, culture, transport, health, bars, clubs, cinemas, etc. Another
issue is the size of properties, which are usually smaller in the city centre
and thus usually occupied by singles and couples (e.g. Dökmeci and Berkoz
2000). Some may locate a little further away from city centres where the
urban fabric is less dense and provides larger properties at a lower price,
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but they remain well within the urban area boundaries.

1.4.2

Married households

Married couples with or without children (39% of all households) are the
more spatially dispersed profile across the region, with a higher presence
in the East than in the West. Couples who become parents usually seek
larger properties to raise their children. This tendency is reinforced when
there is more than one child and as children become older. Open-space
neighbourhoods, such as public or private gardens, are an added incentive.
Family wealth may influence the timing of relocation with annual incomes
usually increasing over time making relocation easier. Families are more
likely to be found in rural areas, i.e. the rural periphery of cities and large
towns, with good transport connections. Only a few can afford properties
within urban areas.
The reason for the distinction between East and West in terms of
the presence of married couples is difficult to elicit from the dataset and
analysis. However, it can be hypothesised that the distance to London is
a factor since married households may have jobs in London. The search
for spatial amenities may also play a role. Parents often seek more space
(both inside and outside of buildings) for their children, which can only
be found at a reasonable price further from urban centres (e.g. Cavailhes
et al. 2004). As households with families are mainly located in suburban
or periurban areas, it is likely that their search for space is offset by the
need for proximity to city centres for jobs and services (Lindberg et al.
1992). This leads to a balance between ‘green’ amenities (open space, low
density, garden, etc) and ‘grey’ amenities (job, school, shops, health centre,
transport infrastructure, etc) (Caruso et al. 2005, 2007).

1.4.3

Households with children

Families of cohabiting couples or single-parent families (13% of all households) are the least spatially dominant profile and more likely to be found
in the suburbs of cities and large towns. The similarity of the spatial
distribution between these household types was unexpected. It is commonly
assumed that single-parent families have significant economic or social
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constraints that force them to live close to urban centres. This is not,
however, the case for families of cohabiting couples whose are considered to
form more stable households than cohabiting couples without children (e.g.
Le Bourdais 2004). The second demographic transition describes, amongst
other things, the increasing number of partnerships instead of marriages and
an increasing share of children born out of wedlock, particularly in western
countries. If this trend occurs also in EA then at least three alternative
spatial distributions could be considered for the ABM because partnerships
will grow at the expense of marriage. The first option is for the families
of cohabiting couples to remain represented by the same factor as observed
here, with only an increase in the visibility of their spatial distribution on
the clusters map. The second option is to shift the families of cohabiting
couples from the observed factor to the married household factor. This
assumes little or no influence of the couple’s status in the relocation process
and relative stability in the spatial distribution on the clusters map (but
a change of factor labels). The third option is the emergence of a new
independent factor. This assumes a strong influence of the cohabiting status
on the relocation process and nothing can be said at this stage about the
spatial distribution on the clusters map. An ABM can be used to test
these alternative optiond by changing the relocation process behaviour of
this household profile and observing the possible changes on the overall
spatial distribution of the population at the macro-geographical level.

1.4.4

Retired households

Retirees (26% of all households) are more likely to be found either in specific
rural areas, along the coast or at the periphery of cities and large towns of
the eastern part of the region. Retirees have potentially much more freedom
to relocate than other household profiles since they are no longer tied to
jobs, but their mobility is likely to be constrained by social connections to
a particular place and less wealth. If (wealthy) retirees prefer to move to
a coastal zone because it is traditionally perceived as being better for the
health (Andrews and Kearns 2005), their presence appears to be greater in
specific parts of EA (see north and east coasts on Figure 1.4), which are also
considered to be more aesthetically attractive. This hypothesis about the
role of attractiveness is supported by a clear spatial correlation, along the
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coast between [1] cluster 4, [2] a larger number of second homes and holiday
properties (Figure 1.6) and [3] Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (not
shown) designated after the National Parks and Access to the Countryside
Act 1949, which aims to protect about one fifth of the countryside of
England and Wales for ecological value. It is thus reasonable to assume
that landscape aesthetics plays an important role in (some) retirees’ location
choice.
Figure 1.6: Map of ‘all second residences and holiday property’ counts, censused
by the ONS in 2001 (Table UV53 ‘Housing Stock’).

1.4.5

From household profiles to household agents

This study has shown that the 2001 population and residential households
are not randomly distributed across EA. The analysis demonstrates that
households have different spatial distributions according to their profile.
Inter-urban variations in household locations also occur that are probably
a function of the attributes of different cities. These spatial distributions
are ‘revealed’ location choices, i.e. the result of the competition between
household desires and constraints. Thus, the method developed here can
provide insight into household location choices at fine resolutions and over
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large geographic extents, which is useful for regional agent-based modelling
of household spatial behaviour.
The discussion above suggests that important events in life, such as
marriage or partnership (or divorce), birth (or death) and retirement, are
key drivers of household spatial location choices. For example, the decision
of a young couple to form a household seems as important as the decision
to have a child, although the outcomes for location choices are different.
The results suggest that either decision will result in changes in profile, but
with distinct consequences for spatial location depending on their marriage
choice. Hence, the qualitative profile descriptions can form the foundation
of the micro-geographical level in an ABM of residential mobility in EA.
For example, household agents may, during the relocation process, evaluate
simple spatial attributes depending on their associated profile (such as
distances to urban areas or to the coast) to determine their next place
of residence.
Nevertheless, this type of analysis does not explain the underlying
reasons for location preferences, which are unique to an individual. The
method does not, for example, consider the reputation of a specific
neighbourhood that may attract or repel people (as done by Lindberg1992).
Analysing the effects of neighbourhood attributes would require, however,
much more spatial and local information for the entire region, in addition
to household structures. Other decisional processes not considered here
include individual values such as freedom, well-being or proximity to
relatives, family ties, traditions, etc (Lindberg et al. 1992). Such an analysis
goes beyond the scope of this study, which is targeted at spatial profiling
of households using a single database for a large geographic region.
The possible location preferences of the different household profiles were
based on their current spatial distribution observed in 2001. This is a static
analysis (O’Sullivan 2005) and does not provide information about past
mobility nor why a household would move to another location now or in
the future. In other words, it is a snapshot of an entire population that is
spatially distributed at a certain moment in time. To explore the dynamics
of location choices (several points in time), the method would need to be
applied to previous time steps, e.g. the 1991 and 1981 census data, so that
any change in location preference would emerge, revealing possible shifts in
population behaviour through time. Nonetheless, the few existing analyses
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to have attempted this have shown relative stability of spatial distribution
patterns over periods of two or three decades at least (Knox and Pinch
1995, pp. 47-48).

The results of this analysis may be useful for both regional and local
planners. Importantly, the method identifies locations that are sought after
by different types of household. If one assumes that these spatial trends
will hold in the (near) future, then the identification of these locations
would help in forecasts or scenarios of potential future housing needs and
pressures (Reginster and Rounsevell 2006). For example, Figures 3 and 4
indicate that the population at the coast will age more rapidly than in other
parts of the region with the need for local planning authorities to develop
strategies that integrate service provision accordingly, but also the potential
risks of increased coastal flooding, sea-level rise and coastal erosion (e.g.
Richards et al. 2008, Nicholls et al. 2009). Conversely, local authorities in
the west of EA may need to deal with rapidly increasing house prices that
become unaffordable to local people as a result of migration out of London.

Further research could better qualify each cluster in terms of nonpopulation characteristics such as urban structure, transport links or green
amenities, to create a spatial typology of housing needs. Alternatively,
combining the present typology with a spatial ABM of demographic
simulation would also indicate where housing pressures are likely to be
greatest in the future (e.g. Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, , Chapter
2 ). Demographic projections for Western Europe indicate a roughly 50%
increase in people aged 60 or over in the next 50 years (Lutz et al.
2008). The analysis presented here suggests that a consequence of this
demographic change would be additional housing pressures in coastal areas.
Thus the ABM may help local planners in identifying future ‘hot spots’ of
change, with potential impacts on environmentally sensitivity areas (e.g.
areas of natural outstanding beauty, flooding zones, natural biodiversity,
coastal erosion, etc) or places which are at greater risk of environmental
degradation or of population security (Holman et al. 2008).
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Chapter 2
An agent-based approach to model
future residential pressure on a
regional landscape

After an article by Fontaine and
Rounsevell (2009a)
published in the Landscape
Ecology journal

This chapter presents the first module of the agent-based model
developed here, simulating future residential demand for new housing in
the northeastern coastal part of East Anglia over 25 years (Figure 2.1).
The central principle is that as households change life cycle stage they
also change their residential location (after Chapter 1), which drives the
demand for new housing when there are no available properties in areas
with suitable local amenities. The demand may or may not be satisfied
by planning decisions modelled subsequently (Chapter 5). Demographic
dynamics are analysed in more detail (Chapter 3) as this drives household
life cycle changes and thus also has an influence on the potential changes
in urban land use. The key finding is that non-uniform, spatial patterns of
residential demand with more pressure in some locations may increase the
risk of ecological impacts or flood damage in the northeastern coastal part
of East Anglia.
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Figure 2.1: Chapter 2 within the General Research Design
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Paper abstract
This paper presents a framework to model future residential demand for
housing in a polycentric region. The model, called HI-LIFE (Household
Interactions through LIFE cycle stages), builds on Agent-Based Modelling
(ABM) paradigms. In contrast to traditional equilibrium-based urban
economics models that assume a homogenous population of rational
actors, ABM focuses on the diversity of heterogeneous household agents
and their behaviour in time and in space. The model simulates land-use
patterns at the regional scale by integrating qualitative knowledge of
agent location preferences with quantitative analysis of urban growth
dynamics within a high resolution spatial modelling framework. The
model was calibrated for the region of East Anglia in the UK using a
semi-quantitative procedure. Simulation of urban dynamics for the future
was undertaken for a 25 year period with the assumption of a continuation
of baseline behavioural trends. The results demonstrated non-uniform,
spatial patterns of urban sprawl with some locations experiencing greater
urban development pressure than others. The town of Brundall, in
particular, has a large potential demand for residential housing because
of its proximity to the principle city, Norwich. As Brundall is also located
close to a national park and a river, new housing development in this
area would increase the risk of ecological impacts and flood damage. By
modelling explicitly agent behaviour and interactions, ABM can simulate
the response and adaptation strategies of a population to changing
circumstances. This makes ABM especially well suited to the analysis of
environmental change and landscape ecology pressures through scenario
modelling.

Paper keywords: Agent-based modelling, multi-agent systems,
urban growth, land-use change, regional landscape, residential
demand, household behaviours, location choices, preferences

2.1

Introduction

Urbanisation is arguably the most important process of land-use change
in Europe (Reginster and Rounsevell 2006). Rapid urban growth affects
not only people, but also biological diversity, biogeochemical cycles and
climate at both local and regional scales (Andersson et al. 2002, Luck and
Wu 2002). Changes in the urban landscape are driven by the complex
interactions of many physical and human factors including land resources,
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geomorphology, individual preferences, historic trends, level of economic
development, politics and planning policy (Allen and Lu 2003, Barredo
et al. 2003, Batty 2005). Human actions and decisions ultimately drive
the dynamics of urban landscapes (Andersson et al. 2002). Analysing the
processes through which people make choices about residential location can
contribute to the understanding of how the urban landscape has changed
in the past and may change in the future (Torrens 2001, Rounsevell et al.
2006, Caruso et al. 2007). Life cycle stage, rather than economic motives,
has been identified as the predominant factor in the residential location
decisions of households with housing unit adjustment often given as the
primary explanation for residential mobility across age groups (Nijkamp
et al. 1993, Dökmeci and Berkoz 2000, Torrens 2001, Yin and Muller
2007). Families with children require larger properties than young couples
or the elderly (Lindberg et al. 1992, Torrens 2001). Other factors such as
lifestyle, neighbourhood facilities, housing tenure and housing quality also
come into play (Lindberg et al. 1992, Nijkamp et al. 1993, Dökmeci and
Berkoz 2000, Walker and Li 2007, Yin and Muller 2007, Niedomysl 2008).
It seems appropriate, therefore, to explicitly incorporate into models of
urban dynamics the variety of household behaviour in making residential
location choices.
Although people are central to traditional theories of urban economics,
their diversity and behaviour are not acknowledged and physical determinism remains important in most urban studies (Fujita et al. 1999, Torrens
2001, Fujita and Thisse 2002, Barredo et al. 2003, Batty 2005).

The

traditional image of the city, however, as being self-sustaining, closed and
with a strong central focus, no longer holds because urban change processes
are played out in both time and space (Batty 2005). New theories and
new applications are needed to better understand urban dynamics and
complexity: properties that lead to multiple, interacting and conflicting
processes, fractal dimensionality, self-similarity, self-organisation, local
interactions and emergence (amongst others: Torrens 2002, Barredo et al.
2003, Parker et al. 2003, Batty 2005). Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) is an
emerging technique in geocomputation that has the potential to address
these issues.

Agent-based modelling is programmed in object-oriented

environments and offers advantages in terms of detail, flexibility, dynamics,
usability and behavioural realism (Torrens 2001). Generally speaking, ABM
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approaches a system by focusing on the diversity of its active entities, called
‘agents’, and their modes of interaction (Ferber 2007, Matthews et al. 2007,
Crooks et al. 2008). Agent classes can be natural (plants, animals, etc.),
people (individual, households, etc.) or more abstract entities (institution,
market stocks, etc.). Agent interactions can be simple queries or complex
activities with conditional reactions and feedback mechanisms.

Agent-

based modelling has some similarities to the microsimulation technique used
by economists and demographers, but there are fundamental differences
between the two approaches on the basis of their focus, programming and
computational strategies (Wu et al. 2008). Microsimulation uses aggregate
algorithms to model the transitions of members of a population between
age groups or socio-economic categories. Data flows are computed with
a procedural programme, driven only by statistics and probabilities (Wu
et al. 2008). Conversely, ABM generates a complex system synthetically
from the key characteristics and rules of interaction of individual agents at
a local level. Such rules are not necessarily stochastic or quantitative. The
system dynamics are then computed with an object-oriented programme
(Batty 2005, Crooks et al. 2008, Wu et al. 2008). The principle of ABM
is based on the capacity to model multiple and locally interacting agents
whose decisions lead to emergent properties at an aggregate level, e.g. city
growth, assuming no equilibrium conditions (Jager et al. 2000, Gilbert and
Bankes 2002, Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and Le Page 2004, Brown et al.
2004, Matthews 2006, Phan and Amblard 2007).
Nonetheless, a city is more than just its inhabitants: it is a built
environment that is shaped by its inhabitants who, in turn, are influenced
by that environment (Torrens 2001). Agent-based modelling is explicit
about incorporating the geography of the landscape as an influence on the
decisional process. Space is the canvas on which natural and human systems
interact (Torrens 2001, Parker et al. 2003). Space is usually represented by
congruent cells in a regular lattice, especially in land-use change studies
(Parker et al. 2003). This allows simulation of the complex interactions
between agents and between agents and their environment (White and
Engelen 2000, Parker et al. 2003, Matthews et al. 2007).
Spatially-oriented, agent-based models (hereafter termed ‘models’) of
urban landscape dynamics often include residential location decisions as
one of the key drivers (Torrens 2001, Brown et al. 2008, Monticino et al.
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2007 and those reviewed in Parker et al. 2003). The location decisions are
made by a class of agent (named ‘households’, ‘homeowners’, ‘residents’,
etc.) having socio-economic attributes that control their behaviour(s) by
tuning parameter values in a utility function (e.g. Monticino et al. 2007)
or by indicating the path to follow within a decision tree (e.g. Brown et al.
2008). Few or no explicit differences are made within the class to distinguish
between the different types or profiles (although statistical variations of
some parameter values are made to increase the agents’ heterogeneity)
with the exception of Torrens (2001) who made a clear distinction between
three types of households based on lifecycle stages, with housing-specific
preferences (‘young’, ‘middle’ and ‘seniors’). This is a crucial distinction
that needs better model representation as a specific location trend can be
associated with each household profile (Torrens 2001, Fontaine et al. 2009b,
Chapter 1). This point becomes increasingly important if one considers
the ageing population that is forecast for Western Europe (Lutz et al.
2008). Shifts in the relative weight of each profile in the population will
thus change the relative importance of the associated location trend, with
potential consequences for housing pressures in specific locations, i.e. those
locations favoured by older people. Subsequently, urban morphology, and
ecological impacts on the landscape as a whole, are likely to be affected
strongly: “land-cover change and subsequent loss of natural resources
due to conversion to anthropogenic use is commonly cited as a principal
environmental threat” (Wickham et al. 2000).
Urban land use studies have traditionally focused on single cities at a
fine spatial resolution, whether real cities (e.g. White et al. 1997, Torrens
2001) or theoretical constructs (e.g. Batty et al. 1999b, Caruso et al. 2007).
An exception to this is reported by Brown et al. (2008) who model ‘exurbia’
(commonly referred to as peri-urbanisation) in a region of 5.5 million
people in Southeastern Michigan. A city focus may fail to take account
of the connectivity between urban locations at the regional scale, which is
often important in understanding and implementing spatial planning policy
(Holman et al. 2005a,b, 2008). In a globalising world, regions are seen
as engines of competitiveness (see Boschma 2004), especially within the
European Union, and consequently performance indicators are measured
at the regional level.
This paper presents a framework for modelling (the concepts) and
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simulating (the computer programme) in space and time, residential
demand for new housing over a polycentric region (several urban centres).
The framework, called HI-LIFE (Household Interactions through LIFE
cycle stages), builds on ABM paradigms in its concepts and is coded
using the NetLogo programming environment of Wilensky (1999). HI-LIFE
was developed for, and tested within, East Anglia (EA), a region of the
UK. Fine resolution census and geographic data were used as the starting
point for the dynamic simulations of the disaggregated population (active
agents), the disaggregated landscape (space, passive agents) and their
interactions. Agent-based modelling is seen as a promising technique for
spatial modelling, for which there are few examples of real data application
(Gilbert and Bankes 2002, Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and Le Page 2004,
Batty 2005, Phan and Amblard 2007). Therefore the work reported here
focuses on a real case study. HI-LIFE also includes an original method for
the calibration of the model parameters against observed, initial conditions.
This is important as the calibration and validation of models is often cited
as a weakness of ABM that needs to be improved (Parker et al. 2003, Batty
2005, Phan and Amblard 2007).
Regional changes in housing demand are the outcome of numerous
individual location choices made independently by distinct household types
in HI-LIFE. Agents’ choices are driven by their life cycle stage which
condition aspirations and constraints towards social and environmental
amenities. Not only are the various location choices of the population
considered in HI-LIFE, but also the demographic dynamics of evolving
households.

The challenge here is two-fold.

First, HI-LIFE needs to

integrate the detailed qualitative knowledge of social behaviour concerning
location choices, plus the demographic knowledge, with the quantification
of urban and natural land-uses and landscape dynamics.

Second, HI-

LIFE has to be capable of dealing with a regional population, e.g. about
two million people in East Anglia, whose pressure for new housing in a
polycentric region can be very different from the additive results of several
city-oriented models: “More is Different” (Anderson1972, cited by Batty
and Jiang 2000, and an anonymous reviewer). This work contributes to the
field of landscape ecology by exploring urban complexity with a spatiodynamic model of residential location behaviour driven by human and
natural variables. Land-use and land-cover change is known to strongly
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affect ecological landscape function and process (Wu and Hobbs 2002, Hietel
et al. 2004). The HI-LIFE framework will help to better understand the
relationships between local urban patterns, residential location processes
and pressures on the ecology of regional landscapes. Doing so, the model
should help in understanding the relationships between social and natural
systems within changing landscapes. The HI-LIFE framework can be used
to highlight regional hotspots of potential residential pressure and their
effects on the natural environment as part of an assessment of the possible
ecological impacts of new urban development.

2.2

Material & Methods

The agent-based model used in HI-LIFE is a spatially-oriented and
considers two main classes of objects: households, representing the human
population, and land units, representing the landscape where the population lives. Households are mobile agents who can decide to change location
at certain points in time, according to rules that depend on their assigned
(and changing) attributes. Land units are immobile agents with attributes
such as accessibility (through the transport network) and the number of
residential properties. A household ‘chooses’ to change location, from one
land unit to another, when the rules triggering a move are satisfied.
This section describes each of the model components in theoretical
terms: the population, the landscape and their interaction rules. It also
presents the case study used to develop and test the model and discusses
the method used to set up the initial model conditions.

2.2.1

The population

In HI-LIFE, people are not represented as individuals, but are members
of a household as in the real world (Akkerman 2006). A household is
a coherent unit of analysis because it is a single entity (comprising single
people or groups of people) that is responsible for the property within which
it is located. Location decisions are affected by the household composition
(the number of people, their age, their aspirations, etc.) as this influences,
amongst other factors, the amount of space required. The type of property
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selected by a household is also constrained by, for example, household
wealth (income), work location and the presence of other related households
(family, friends). Importantly, however, household lifecycle stage has been
demonstrated to be a key element in location choices (Dökmeci and Berkoz
2000, Torrens 2001). Thus, in HI-LIFE it is assumed that a change in
the life cycle stage of the Household Agent (HA) can lead to a change in
location. Important examples of this process include: [1] When a child
leaves his/her parents,[2] When a new couple is formed,[3] When a couple
have children,[4] When all children have left the family home and [5] When
the members of a household retire (removing the ties to work location). The
key characteristics of the HA class are thus: [1] Location,[2-3] The number
and ages of adults and [4-5] The number and ages of children.
Combining the HA characteristics with the global parameters, time
(annual), birth rate, death rate and coupling rate leads to the dynamic
population model, depicted schematically in Figure 2.2. The demographic
model runs through a cascade. Starting from the end (right-hand side of
Figure 2.2), the death rate (d %) is a direct function of age. Households
may lose member(s) every year, which results in a change in composition
and life cycle stage, e.g. from stage 5 to stage 6 (other changes are not
shown). ‘Mature’ households become retired (from stage 4 to stage 5),
when all members have reached retirement age (r is set at 65 for men
and 60 for women). Couples have children as defined by the birth rate (b
%), but for some couples who never have children and thus do not change
life cycle stage (the dotted line from stage 2 to stage 4). This structural
change leads couples to become new families (from stage 2 to stage 3).
Other families can become bigger families (not shown). Children leave the
family home and establish their own household (from stage 3 to stage 1,the
dashed line indicates the creation of a new generation of households). These
households may combine to form couples in a new household (from stage
1 to stage 2, defined by the ‘coupling’ rate, c %). Those households that
remain single thus do not change life cycle stage (the dotted line from stage
1 to stage 1b). The new generation of couples may in time have children
and the demographic loop is completed. Other possible household stages
are single-parent families, widowed households and orphans (not shown in
Figure 2.2). In the last example, orphaned children are not included in the
simulation until they reach the age of 18 when they rejoin the residential
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location search as ‘single’ (stage 1).
Figure 2.2: The main lifecycle stages of Household Agents (HA) in the
demographic cascade of HI-LIFE.

Note:: Arrows indicate the principle possible transitions through time. The circles
indicate the condition for the transition to occur (c % = coupling rate; b % = birth
rate; d % = death rate, r = retirement age). The dotted lines indicate stage transitions
that pass over intermediate stages. For example, single households not becoming a
couple, but instead passing to the ‘old single’ stage (from stage 1 to stage 1b), the
grey tone of stage 1b indicating that this HA does not change location. The dashed
line indicates the arrival of a new generation of households (loop). Household agents
not shown are ‘orphans’, ‘single parent’ households and ‘non-family’ households (i.e.
communal housing).

As the region is open to the rest of the world a migration process is
added to the demographic cascade. Net migration numbers (in-migration
minus out-migration) are applied to singles, couples, families and retirees,
where migrant numbers for each category are randomly selected from all
HAs comprising the target group.

2.2.2

The landscape

The regional space is represented by a regular lattice of grid cells indexed
by their geographic coordinates (i,j ) in the matrix space I × J. Each cell
is considered to be a homogeneous land unit with key spatial information
that is used by HAs when making location decisions. A cell can host more
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than one HA at a time. Three sets of human and natural spatial features
are considered by a HA when making its relocation decision. The first set
includes:
1. The total number of residential properties (RP);
2. The number of available RPs (RP-free), which is the difference
between the number of RPs and the number of HAs located on that
land unit who occupy some of these RPs;
3. The number of non-residential properties (NRPs) such as offices,
shops, schools, hospitals, etc.
NRP is combined with RP to calculate the local urban density (ρij )
and this attribute is used by HAs in their location decision process (see
below). The ρij of a land unit represents the degree of urbanisation, or
more precisely, how much of it is not green or open space. Mathematically
(see Equation 2.1), ρij is the relative number of land units (N ) that hold at
least n properties in a Moore neighbourhood (M ), which is the collection of
cells falling in a square of size (2r + 1)2 whose centre matches the targeted
ij cell, thus including it. In HI-LIFE, the range r is fixed at 1 so M (r)
always equals 9.

XX
ρij =

k

Nkl

l

∀ |k − i| ≤ 1, |l − j| ≤ 1

M (r)

(
where

Nkl =

1 for

(2.1)

Pkl > n

0 otherwise

Pkl = RPkl + N RPkl
M (r) = 9
The n threshold is used because below a certain number of properties
the landscape is viewed as attractive to HAs seeking residential properties
within open space. This is due to the fact that, at this level, there is
virtually no urban development.

This allows the model to distinguish

isolated land units, with a very low level of urban development in their
neighbourhood, from land units with planned development and urban areas
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with a certain level of urbanisation. The intention here is not to make a
distinction between low and high building density, but rather to identify
which land units have already been affected by urbanisation, regardless
of the density. Conversely, the number of properties each land unit holds
indicates its degree of urbanisation. This contrasts with many urban studies
that use a presence/absence attribute, i.e. a cell is either urban or rural
(e.g. Batty 2005, Caruso et al. 2007).
A second set of elements within the model relates to land unit
accessibility. For each cell, the Euclidean distance to the closest object of
each of the following physical and social feature classes is computed: [1] The
main road network, [2] Train stations, [3] Key service areas, [4] Market
towns and [5] Large cities. The spatial classification of UK urban areas
(key service areas, market towns and cities) is made by the official planning
offices on the basis of population thresholds and detailed mapping. As do
many urban models, HI-LIFE assumes that the number of jobs and services
is directly related to the population size of urban areas (Fujita and Thisse
2002, Batty 2005, Caruso et al. 2007).
A third set of spatial features groups natural phenomena. Environmental amenities are assumed to be important for the location choices of some
HAs (Torrens 2001, Brown et al. 2004, Caruso et al. 2007). An example of
this is that retirees tend to relocate to coastal regions because of their scenic
value and mild climate. Elements considered with an attractive effect are:
[1] The coastline, [2] Rivers and water bodies and [3] Green recreational
areas such as national parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB). AONB were created from the legislation of the National Parks
and Access to the Countryside Act of 1949 and represent about one fifth of
the countryside of England and Wales. Some natural features are assumed
in the model to have a repulsive effect on residents including: [4] Flooding
zones and [5] Coastal cliff erosion zones, both of which are of concern in
EA (Richards et al. 2008).

2.2.3

People and landscape interactions

Household agents can change location only when they move from one
life cycle stage to another (see Figure 2.2 and ‘The population’ section).
Once the HA attributes have changed, the HA scans the region for a
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location with their new, preferred characteristics. All HAs use the same
process for ranking land units based on the lands Potential Attractiveness
(PA) where the parameters of PA are adapted according to the life cycle
stage (see below).

The probability for a land unit to be chosen by a

HA is derived directly from its PA and this identifies categories of land
units as ‘optimal locations’ (High), ‘second-best locations’ (Medium) and
‘suboptimal locations’ (Low). Each category is reduced to land units with
available (vacant) properties (RP-free ¿ 0) and a HA chooses a new location
randomly from the highest non-empty category.

In the event that all

categories are empty, one of the following three cases occurs:
1. The HA already has a property in the region and remains there, but
is unsatisfied;
2. The HA is new to the region (a migrant or new single) and moves to
any available property;
3. There is no available property in the region and so, the HA leaves the
region, unsatisfied.
In all cases, the unsuccessful choice of the HA to move is indicated in
the model by randomly marking a ‘High’ PA land unit. Thus, the demand
for new property is tracked through the model runs in space and in time
and this provides an indicator of residential housing pressure. The PA of a
land unit ij perceived by an agent HA is the trade-off between: [1] The local
externalities (LX) and [2] The accessibility (A) of that location. In other
words, HAs look for comparative advantages at location ij, as in Equation
2.2.

P Aij (HA) = LXij (HA) . Aij (HA)

(2.2)

LXij synthesises the amenities offered at and around location ij,
reflecting a balance of preferences for each HA between open space and the
provision of urban services (Caruso et al. 2005, 2007). Both environmental
externalities (E) and social externalities (S) are calculated as a CobbDouglas function of the local urban density (ρij ) and combined as in
Equation 2.3 (after Caruso et al. 2007). The core idea of the function
is that as soon as a land unit triggers an urbanisation process (increasing
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urban density), it losses greenness and open space. The key parameter in
this measure is therefore the n threshold used to measure ρij because this
determines the start of the urbanisation process. It would be possible to
use the actual number of properties (Pij ), or the ground surface occupied
by them (Sij ), as a measure of the level of urbanisation, but there are three
major drawbacks to doing this. First, the LX function from Caruso et al.
(2007) mathematically bounds the density measure between 0 and 1. In
other words, Pij (or Sij ) would need to be set as a proportion, but against
what? If Pij is chosen, what would be the maximum number of properties
to find in any land unit? If Sij is chosen, it is not reasonable to set the
maximum as the entire land unit surface because utilities and the transport
network also occur and occupy some space. Second, using Pij (or Sij ) would
generate a higher P A for highly urbanised areas (e.g. cities) compared to
cells with fewer properties (e.g. a countryside village). As a result, PA
would be affected by double accounting of urban area sizes because that
distinction is already included in the A measure (see below). Third, using
the Pij value only is not indicative of the state of the surroundings since a
low Pij can derive either from an isolated rural development or a ‘hole’ in
the middle of a large city, e.g. a park.

LXij (HA)

=
=

E β(HA) .S γ(HA)
(2.3)
h
i
√
exp γ(HA) . ρij − β(HA) . ρij

The accessibility (Aij ) synthesises the distances (Dij ) that separate
location ij from the different spatial features described in ‘the landscape’
section above, i.e.

transport links, jobs and services provision, leisure

opportunities and natural hazards. As Equation 2.4 shows, each distance
(Dij ) is considered with respect to the furthest location (Dmax), the
principle being to measure the comparative advantage of location ij. A
negative exponential function is used to reflect the distance decay of the
influence of these geographic features, from the point of view of each type of
HA. The alpha parameter determines the shape of the decreasing curve: a
low alpha indicates that connectivity decreases sharply and quickly with
increasing distance,a high alpha is used when the connectivity reduces
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slowly with distance. When alpha is null, the feature is not considered
by the HA because D0 = 1, always.

Aij (HA) =

Y
D

where

" 
αD (HA) #
Dij
exp −
Dmax

D max = max {Dpq
αD (HA) ∈ [0, → [

∀

(2.4)

p = 1, . . . I, q = 1, . . . J}

Household agents may also eliminate land units from their preferences
that do not meet certain risk criteria. In the model, this includes natural
hazards such as flooding and costal erosion, which are identified as spatial
risk zones. When HAs have an aversion to these risks, the corresponding
land units are assigned a null PA.
Many of the calculated PAs can be similar across HA types and this
leads in the model to competition for space between HAs of the same and
different types. The moving process starts for different HAs at different
points in time and the allocation is based on a ‘first-come first-served’ basis.
This leads to the creation of a general demand for more residential housing
and pressure at some locations for new housing development.

2.2.4

Case study: the Norwich area in East Anglia, UK

The model was applied at a resolution of 250m by 250m in the region of East
Anglia (EA), the northern half of the UK’s East of England administrative
region (see inset of Figure 2.3) with a focus on the area around the city
of Norwich.

The Norwich area includes the various features described

in ‘the landscape’ section that may influence household location decisions
(Figure 2.3). It also has important ecological challenges. This includes
floodplain management such as the conservation, viability and availability
of coastal and fluvial habitats and policy adaptation to climate change
for flood mitigation and the maintenance of agriculture (Holman et al.
2005a,b, Richards et al. 2008). Norwich has a population of more than
100, 000 people and is surrounded by smaller towns. East Anglia has a long
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sea border with increasing numbers of second homes and retirees, which is
also, at some locations, prone to sea erosion. The Great Yarmouth area,
on the coast, is a major sub-centre and has significant flooding problems
due to its large flood plain. The region also includes ‘The Broads’, a large
National Park spreading from Great Yarmouth to Norwich along the main
river Yare. The eastern point at Lowestoft is known for its growing elderly
population. Unlike the western part of East Anglia, the Norwich area is
more than 100 km from the centre of London making it less attractive
to London commuters.

In general, the region is relatively prosperous

with good economic growth and diverse economic activities (Holman et al.
2005a,b).
Figure 2.3: Location of East Anglia in the UK (right inset) and the urban areas
around Norwich.

Data on the structure and the spatial distribution of household demographics were taken from the 2001 population census conducted by
the British Office for National Statistics (ONS) and available online
(www.ons.gov.uk, last accessed 8.02.2008). All data published on the website are locally aggregated (legal protection of privacy), Crown Copyright
and free of charge if used for non-commercial purposes. The data used here
were a subset of the ONS table ‘Household Composition — Households
(UV65)’, which distinguishes 18 categories of households on the basis of:
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[1] The number of adults, [2] The number of children, [3] The legal link
between couple members and [4] A retired/non-retired status. Fontaine
et al. (2009b, Chapter 1) describe in detail how the data were used to
derive information about household life cycle stages and location trends.
The main findings from this analysis were: [1] Non-committed households
are concentrated in town centres, i.e. households without children composed
either of a single person or a cohabiting (non-married) couple or students,
[2] A high number of families locate in suburban (mostly families of
cohabiting couples or single-parent families), peri-urban and rural areas
(mostly families of married couples) and [3] Retirees are located mostly
in the suburbs and on the coast (Fontaine et al. 2009b). These findings
were used to categorise the regional population into three groups of HAs:
[1] Singles & couples, [2] All families and [3] All retired.
Data on the distribution of properties were derived from the UK
National Property Database (NPDB), which is a census of buildings and
property attributes in the UK, including coordinates and usage (residential,
commercial, etc.).

RPs and NRPs are the aggregated numbers of the

relevant properties occurring within each cell. This local clustering insures
data privacy as the NPDB use is restricted. The HI-LIFE model was
implemented within the NetLogo ABM platform (Wilensky 1999) and the
code is available on request. NetLogo is a Java-based environment with a
user-friendly interface.

2.2.5

Initial conditions

The study reported here was based on a real case study with observed data
being used to set the initial conditions for the simulation runs. In doing
this, however, it was necessary to calibrate the model by identifying the
parameter settings that generate the best fit of the model outputs to the
observed baseline. Although the statistical analysis (Fontaine et al. 2009b)
provides qualitative information that was used to establish the model rule
base, it does not provide parameter values for each HA. Furthermore, the
ONS household distribution data is only available at the Lower Super
Output Areas (LSOA) statistical level, which groups a minimum of 1, 000
people (mean of 1, 500). This means that the spatial extent of the LSOA
is very small in cities, but much larger in rural areas. Thus, even if the
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distribution of residential properties at the 250m resolution were to be
known, it would not be possible, definitively, to know the exact population
location within each 250m grid cell.
To overcome the problem of establishing the parameters that best
reproduce the baseline conditions the following calibration procedure was
applied. First, the results of the qualitative analysis were used to identify
the relevant variables for each of the three possible categories of HAs and
their possible range of values (Table 2.1). Additionally, within the P A
function, gamma was always fixed to 1, so that beta represents the relative
contribution of environmental amenities to LXij (HA).

Three values

within each range were chosen to limit the variable space to be searched:
upper bound, lower bound and median. Secondly, all combinations of
the parameter values were tested for each HA type, without the RP-free
constraint, leading to the dispersal of the HAs over the whole region.
The observed ONS HA numbers were used.

The HA location choices

were randomly weighted so that land units with higher P As had a higher
probability of being selected (geometric distribution). Each result was then
aggregated to the LSOA level and compared with the observed ONS data
of the type considered. This comparison was based on an estimation of
correlation coefficients, an interpretation of the HA mapped and a statistical
evaluation of the histogram shape. The retained set of parameter values
(values in bold in Table 2.1) was the one with the highest correlation, a
visual similarity of spatial distribution and a consistent histogram.

2.2.6

Simulation of the future

The calibrated parameter set was used in HI-LIFE to simulate demographic
and urban dynamics over a 25 year period assuming that: [1] Household
behaviour continues as it is today, [2] Demographic trends continue as they
are today and [3] No more residential properties are built. HI-LIFE key
output is the tracking of demand for new RP in each land unit every year.
At the end of the run, the output was compiled to sum demand over
time (but not over space) and was compared to a hypothetical total RP
number to evaluate the demand ratio (DR). The higher the value of DR,
the greater the change in the urban landscape, if the residential demand
were to be satisfied. Conversely, the change would be marginal (DR ≈ 0)
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for a land unit with a low demand (e.g. a one-digit number) and high urban
development at the baseline (e.g. hundreds of RPs in 2000). Land units
with similar values of demand in 2025 and RP in 2000 may be considered
under moderate pressure (DR ≈ 0.5) for residential housing. As soon as
the demand becomes greater than RPs at baseline, the pressure becomes
excessive. The extreme case is for a land unit with no RP in 2000 and a
positive demand after 25 years of simulation for which DR equals 1. In
a second step, the DR values were extracted for two landscape types of
particular interest, i.e. those within hazard zones (flood plains and coastal
cliff erosions) and those within AONBs and national parks. The extraction
was undertaken separately and combined and the results mapped. These
maps are indicative of areas where future urban development might have
the greatest impacts on people and the natural environment.

2.3

Results

The results of the calibration exercise for the location decision parameters
are shown in Table 2.1 for all HA groups: [1] Singles & couples, [2] All
families and [3] All retired.

The correlation coefficients between the

observed and the simulated spatial distributions are low (< 0.5) but the
corresponding set of values (in bold) were considered to be adequate given
their qualitative consistency with the main location findings in Fontaine
et al. (2009b).

The results suggest that singles and couples look for

locations with social amenities (beta = 0) especially close to large cities
with good accessibility (both alpha = 0.2 compared to alpha = 5 for
other urban areas). Families do not favour a particular type of urban
area (all alphas equal 1), but consider the presence of urban areas to
be more important than accessibility. Retirees prefer locations with some
environmental amenities, especially near coastal towns.
Histograms were produced of LSOA by number of HA per category for
the observed and modelled data (see Figure 2.4 for ‘singles & couples’).
These have similar curves that follow no particular distribution and have
equal means. This is consistent with the methodology because the model
calibration uses the same number of observed HA to be dispersed over the
same number of LSOA. Standard deviations are higher for the simulated
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Table 2.1: Calibration results for the initial condition of the three groups of
household agents (HAs).

Singles & Couples
HAs

All Families

All Retired

HA1(b), HA2

HA3, HA4

HA5, HA6

city centre

suburbs & rural

coastal towns

γ LX

{1}

{1}

{1}

β LX

{ 0, 0.25, 0.5}

{0, 0.5, 1}

{0, 0.5, 1}

{0, 0.2, 1, 5}

{0, 0.2, 5}

{0}

α key service areas

{0.2, 1, 5}

{0.2, 1, 5}

{0.2, 1, 5}

α market town

{0.2, 1, 5}

{0.2, 1, 5}

{0.2, 1, 5}

α cities

{0.2, 1, 5}

{0.2, 1, 5}

{0.2, 1, 5}

{0}

{0}

{0.2, 1, 5}

correlation (final set)

0.380

0.250

0.230

correlation (random)

− 0.160

− 0.150

− 0.026

main

locationa

α roads

α coastline

Note:: Sets of parameter values tested are in curly brackets, with best-fit calibrated
values in bold. The coefficient of correlation with a random distribution is given for
comparison with the coefficient given by the final set. a After (Fontaine et al. 2009b,
see Chapter 1)
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than for the observed data. Thus, the simulated histogram distribution
is more spread out and with more outliers (see Table 2.2 for ‘singles &
couples’, which also includes descriptive statistics confirming the similarity
between both distributions).
Figure 2.4: Histograms of Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) by number of
‘singles & couples’ households observed and calibrated.

A visual comparison of the HA maps (see Figure 2.5 for ‘singles &
couples’) indicates that the observed and modelled spatial distributions
are similar. This calibration set underestimates the HA population for a
number of market towns, such as Cromer and Sheringham on the northern
coast, and Wymondham, which is south west of Norwich. Overall, a number
of rural LSOA are over-estimated, although the three main urban areas of
Norwich, Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft are represented correctly. Similar
differences are observed for the two other HA groups.
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show that the cumulated residential demand after
the 25 year simulation run occurs evenly amongst the principal urban
centres (cities and market towns have the highest counts of RPs). However,
Caister-on-Sea (North of Great Yarmouth) has the greatest spread of
relative housing pressure in the region, as shown by the demand ratio (DR)
map (Figure 2.8). Furthermore, Great Yarmouth, Norwich and Brundall
(East of Norwich) are under high pressure for urban expansion.

The
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Table 2.2: Statistical description of Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) by
number of ‘singles & couples’ households observed and calibrated.
Observed

Calibrated

count of LSOA

465

465

min

0

0

median

93

87

max

518

1026

mean

115.28

115.28

standard deviation

78.52

103.38

variance

6,166.01

10,686.42

skewness

1.92118

2.7694

kurtosis

4.52136

14.7009

Figure 2.5: Observed (left) and modelled (right) numbers of ‘singles & couples’
households (HA) per Lower Super Output Area (LSOA).
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Lowestoft fringe also has a high residential demand, but to a lesser extent.
Figure 2.6: Number and distribution of residential properties (RPs) in the area
of Norwich in 2000.

Extracting the DR by hazard zones (Figure 2.9) highlights one particular strip of land, between Caister-on-Sea and Great Yarmouth. In this
area, the land is virtually at sea level (which is less than a kilometre away)
with the River Bure behind it. The housing demand in Brundall is again
important where it crosses the river Yare and its floodplain to the south.
Figure 2.10 shows the DR within the erosion and flood risk zones. Large
areas of land between Norwich and Great Yarmouth and several locations
on the North coast have high DR values that fall within these zones. Further
areas with potential risk are located around Brundall, East of Norwich, and
between Caister-on-Sea and Great Yarmouth.

2.4

Discussion & Conclusions

The calibration results for the HA spatial distributions have a higher
correlation coefficient than a purely random allocation (Table 2.1) and
spatial patterns that are much closer to the observation (Figure 2.5).
A better match between data and model would have been surprising
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Figure 2.7: Distribution of accumulated demand for residential properties by
household agents in the area of Norwich, after a 25 year simulation.

Figure 2.8: Distribution of the demand ratio (DR) in the area of Norwich, after
a 25 year simulation.

Note:: The demand ratio (DR) is the accumulated demand for residential properties
(Figure 2.7) divided by the sum of the residential properties in 2000 (Figure 2.6) and
the accumulated demand for residential properties.
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Figure 2.9: Location of land units (cells) with human risk in the area of Norwich,
after a 25 year simulation.

Note:: Human risk is defined for cells with a positive demand for residential properties
which belong to either the eroding zones (wetlands and cliffs) or the flooding zones
(return period of one hundred years).
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Figure 2.10: Location of land units (cells) with natural risk in the area of
Norwich, after a 25 year simulation.

Note:: Natural risk is defined for cells with a positive demand for residential properties
which belong to either the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) or ‘The
Broads’ National Park.

2.4. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
as the model is a stylised representation of reality.
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of the accessibility variables (A) with the local amenities measure (LX)
also substantially increased the goodness-of-fit of the calibration both
statistically and spatially. Yet, the correlation coefficients are not entirely
satisfactory from a statistical point of view. Several factors may explain
these low values. First, most final choice parameter values were selected
using the lowest or the highest limits, which might indicate the need for
a wider search range. Second, with a weighted random element to the
location choice algorithm, the results are never exactly the same for each
calibration run with the same set of parameter values. Different weighting
methods could be tested to further explore this effect on the results. It is
also possible that a HA could choose between locations with an equal PA
that are in different LSOAs. Lower correlation coefficients would result if
the randomisation process placed the HA in the ‘wrong’ LSOA. Finally,
the correlation measure is a non-spatial statistic that does not take account
of the spatial relationships between objects. Spatial interpretation based
on visualisation was used to overcome this limitation, but the reliability of
visual and qualitative spatial analyses are themselves limited. Adaptation
of other metrics of spatial comparison has been carried out by other authors
(e.g. O’Neill 2005, Hagen-Zanker 2006) and could be useful here as a mean
of increasing confidence in the calibration method.
The differences in the spatial patterns between the observed and
modelled agent locations shown in Figure 2.5 can probably be explained in
different ways. Underestimation in the north and overestimation elsewhere
could be a result of the accessibility calculation that uses the three
population sizes to depict the urban settlement hierarchy. This approach
may work effectively for large settlement areas, but not for the smaller
settlements. Moreover, even if the hierarchical approach were appropriate,
the population threshold values used to establish the settlement size classes
might not be. The overestimation observed in rural areas also indicates
that the accessibility measure could be improved. The model shows a better
simulation for the south of the region. This suggests that spatial patterns
in the north are also influenced by a variable or variables not included in
the model.
Although the low correlation coefficients mean that the results of the
25 year simulation should be interpreted with caution, they do provide
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interesting insights into the emergent behaviour of the modelled population.
The combined effect of individual HA behaviour leads to a high localised
demand at, and spreading from, the main urban centres (Figures 2.7 and
2.8). This is consistent with many urban studies of growth and sprawl
with time (Batty 2005). The relatively high demand for housing in the
market towns immediately surrounding Norwich can be interpreted as HAs
who prefer to remain close to the main centre, for jobs and services, but
also seek a less densely populated and greener living environment. This
process of peri-urbanisation has been extensively discussed in the literature
(amongst others: Batty 2005, Caruso et al. 2007).
Conversely, the effect of landscape heterogeneity on the population
location dynamics is revealed when the demand results are filtered with
environmental maps. This also identifies important hotspots. For example,
the market town of Brundall (East of Norwich, along the river Tayle),
which has limited significance today in terms of urban extent and intensity
(Figure 2.6), may become important for planning decisions and conservation
strategies in the near future. This is also the case for the coastal area
between Great Yarmouth and Caister-on-Sea, a low lying area occupied by
agricultural fields, a golf club, a horse race track and a permanent caravan
park. These examples are hot-spot locations for both human and natural
risks as they are located beside the main floodplain and the only national
park in East Anglia (Figure 2.11). Permitting residential development in
this area would have a large impact on the viability of local habitat and the
conservation of biodiversity (Richards et al. 2008). Whilst residents would
be attracted by the aesthetic qualities of the area (Brown et al. 2004) their
presence would exert additional pressure on its ecological status.
An advantage of the ABM approach and regional models such as HILIFE is that they can simulate where, when and from whom the demand for
new residential development will have derived. The demand pressure along
the coast is largely due to the preferences of retirees (see positive alpha
in Table 2.1). However, the number of retirees increases slowly during the
simulation period and even stabilises during the five last years (HA5 and
HA6 curves in Figure 2.12). Thus, the future pressure of retirees may be less
of a problem depending on the number of retiring migrants to the region.
Nonetheless, other demographic projections anticipate a net increase in
the proportion of elderly people in Western Europe (Lutz et al. 2008).
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Figure 2.11: Distribution of the demand ratio (DR) restricted to land units
(cells) with both natural and human risks in the area of Norwich, after a 25
year simulation.

Note:: The outlines of urban areas are shaded to help localisation.
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Hence, further exploration of possible demographic futures is needed to
compare the population dynamics of HI-LIFE with alternative demographic
projections. Great Yarmouth also attracts singles (HA1 curve in Figure
2.12) and this explains the extra residential pressure in addition to that
created by the demand from retirees.
Figure 2.12: Demographic projection of household agents (HA) in East Anglia
for a 25 year simulation.

Agent location preferences were modelled in HI-LIFE using local
externalities and distances. However, individuals take account of many
other factors when making their relocation choices (Lindberg et al. 1992,
Nijkamp et al. 1993, Dökmeci and Berkoz 2000, Walker and Li 2007, Yin
and Muller 2007, Niedomysl 2008). Employment location is considered by
many to be the key household location driver (Fujita and Thisse 2002).
Employment is considered in HI-LIFE indirectly through the hierarchy of
urban areas, following the assumption that the larger the city the more
employment opportunities. A limitation of this approach is its inability
to adequately deal with changes in the local job market, for example, an
explosion or collapse in the economic activities of Great Yarmouth. Both
of which could potentially have significant impact on demand location and
consequently on habitat quality. A second consideration for relocation
is the state of the housing market (tenure and prices).

This factor is

considered in HI-LIFE indirectly with the stepwise relocation procedure
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of HAs. The process of first allocating HAs to existing properties mimics
the rental and buying markets, whilst the demand process mimics the new
housing market. The spatial pattern of house prices is not considered
because it is assumed that HAs are able to afford their chosen location and
that prices are themselves an output of the supply and demand balance.
A limitation of this approach is that HI-LIFE cannot explore either the
outcomes of booms and busts in the housing market, or the effects of
change in personal wealth. Addressing these issues would greatly increase
the model complexity (through more agent characteristics) with possibly no
particular gain in terms of better model outputs. Finally, there is also the
possibility that people may consider the sensitivity of natural areas while
making their residential choices. Household agents in HI-LIFE consider the
aesthetics of open space and ‘green’ amenities to add value to a location,
but there is no measure of how people might consider their impact on the
environment when making location choices. For example, HAs might want
to avoid putting pressure on ecologically sensitive areas such as national
parks. Implementing such an approach would require considerable effort
(carrying out surveys etc.) to determine the attitude of individuals to
environmental protection issues within the region.
The work presented here is the first step in a comprehensive model
of urban growth dynamics at the regional scale and there are several
ways in which the model could be developed further.

For example,

it would be possible to incorporate the supply-side for new residential
properties, i.e. new build by developers who are regulated by local and
regional planners. Second-home owners, i.e. property owners who are
transient residents, could be considered as a further household agent
type within the model. Second-home owners have very specific location
preferences, but also compete with the local population for residential
properties. They are especially present along the north-eastern coast of
East Anglia where second-home ownership accounts for up to 40% of the
total residential stock in some towns (ONS 2001). The model could also be
used to explore the consequences of a range of alternative, future economic
growth and demographic projections using, for example, the IPCC-SRES
scenarios (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change — Special Report
on Emissions Scenarios,Nakicenovic and Swart 2000). The IPCC scenarios
have become a standard for environmental change studies (Holman et al.
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2005a,b, 2008, O’Neill 2005, Gaffin et al. 2004, Rounsevell et al. 2005,
Reginster and Rounsevell 2006).
This paper has shown that spatial-ABM has the potential to add to
landscape ecology and urban modelling the focus it places on the agents
who are ultimately responsible for the urbanisation processes. This focus
on the diversity of urban agents and their behaviour in time and in space
contrasts with equilibrium-based urban economics models that are founded
on a homogenous homo economicus population (Jager et al. 2000). By
dealing explicitly with agent behaviour and their interactions, ABM has
the potential to identify locations with greater demand pressures and to
simulate the response and adaptation strategies of a population to changing
circumstances. This makes ABM especially well suited to the analysis
of environmental change pressures through scenario modelling of future
urban growth patterns (Holman et al. 2008, Reginster and Rounsevell 2006).
However, to achieve this, the next generation of residential ABM models
needs to: [1] Improve on calibration methods that are appropriate to spatial
urban data, [2] Include other agents with a role in urban development and
planning, [3] Adapt the approach to better simulate scenarios of future
urban change and [4] Consider measures of ecosystem services to better
integrate the environmental impacts of residential development.
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Chapter 3
Demographic calibration and
sensitivity in an agent-based
model of residential location
choices

After an article by Fontaine and
Rounsevell (2009b)
currently in review

This chapter presents a methodology to calibrate the demographic
dynamics of the agent-based model developed in Chapter 2 (Figure 3.1).
The first part of the chapter discusses the creation of a large synthetic
population from partial census data. The key finding from this analysis is
that it is not possible to create a population that exhibits accurately both
the household distribution and the age pyramid of observed data. Choices
about creating synthetic populations have to be made according to the
simulation objectives. The second part of the chapter presents a sensitivity
analysis of the population dynamics with respect to demographic variables.
The key finding is that the demographic dynamic is highly sensitive to
the ‘coupling rate’ of single households, independent of birth or death
rates. The information is used subsequently with different demographic
scenarios in order to evaluate possible future housing demand alternatives
(Chapter 4).

The third part of the chapter presents simulations of
85
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potential pressures for new housing resulting from the competition between
households through changing life cycle stages (as in Chapter 2). Secondhome owners are included to this simulation. Compared with Chapter 2,
the scale of simulation is extended to the eastern half of East Anglia and
to a 50 year time horizon. The key finding of this analysis confirms the
conclusions of Chapter 2 that future demand may increase pressure for
new housing in inappropriate locations along the coast. The demand is used
subsequently in interaction with the decisions of local planners (Chapter 5).
Figure 3.1: Chapter 3 within the General Research Design
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Paper abstract
Population growth has major impacts on the environment, economics
and society through the combined effect of population relocation and
population structure. Households make different location choices at
different times in their life cycle. Yet there are few long-term population
projections at the regional scale that deal with population structural
changes and spatial patterns of population mobility at the sub-regional
scale. This paper analyses and tests the robustness of an Agent-Based
Model (ABM) named HI-LIFE (Household Interactions through LIFE
cycle stages) that simulates the spatial distribution of an heterogeneous
population of households. HI-LIFE is designed to produce demographic
change that is explicit about the location of residential pressure in the
future, especially in areas with environmental hazard or sensitivity. The
paper concentrates on a detailed sensitivity analysis of the model as
well as on establishing the direct relationship between the demographics,
residential demand and urban landscape dynamics. HI-LIFE was applied
to the region of East Anglia, UK, as a case study. The results demonstrate
that HI-LIFE can simulate population projections that are disaggregated
in time and space and for different households stages (demographic
profiles). ABM is shown to be suitable for modelling spatial population
changes by providing a flexible way of representing the heterogeneous
behaviours of different household agents and the potential consequences
of their decisions for the regional landscape.

Paper keywords: Agent-based modelling, Urban growth, Landuse change, Regional landscape, Residential demand, Household
behaviours, Location choices, Preferences

3.0.1

Introduction

Population growth is a major concern because of its potential, but uncertain
impacts on the residential land use dynamics (Lutz et al. 2001, Fontaine
and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2). There is an 88% probability that the
world’s population growth will end during this century, with a median value
of 8.4 billion people by 2100 (Lutz et al. 2001, 2008). The latest probabilistic
population forecasts also indicate a significant, but transitional, acceleration
in ageing in the coming years, with the proportion of the world’s population
of 60 years or over (60+) increasing from one-tenth in 2000 to one-third in
2100 (Lutz et al. 2008). Broken down into world regions, these statistical
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estimates reveal a relatively stable median population size in Western
Europe with a slight increase by 2050 (when the one-third threshold of 60+
will already be reached) followed by a slow decrease during the remaining
half of the century (Lutz et al. 2001, 2008).
Regardless of population size, population environmental impacts will
remain important because of the combined effects of both population
relocation (e.g. Grubler et al. 2007) and population structural change
(e.g. Dökmeci and Berkoz 2000, Walker and Li 2007). Households make
different location choices at different times in their life cycle (Fontaine
et al. 2009b, Knox and Pinch 2010, Chapter 1). Yet there are few longterm population projections at the regional scale that deal with population
structural changes and spatial patterns of population mobility at the subregional scale.
At a time when the ageing process is under considerable scrutiny (e.g.
Lutz et al. 2008), structural change such as household occupancy rate (the
average number of people per household) seems to attract little attention
in demographic models (see reviews by Wood et al. 1999, Booth 2006).
Nonetheless, a population with a stable total number, but with decreasing
occupancy rate, will exert greater pressure on the housing market. A lower
occupancy rate in a stable total population arising, for example, from
decreasing fertility and mortality rates and/or increasing divorce rates,
may still require an increase in the number of available homes. Smaller
households have different accommodation requirements than traditional,
larger households with the resulting increased housing demand having
consequences for the housing market and the broader landscape (Fontaine
and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2). Demography will, therefore, become
a key factor in urban landscape dynamics (through residential pressure)
and the potential impacts of new build development on the environment,
economics and society.
The work reported here seeks to overcome the structural limitation
of population projections by using the Agent-Based Modelling (ABM)
approach.

ABM has some similarities with, but differs fundamentally

from, microsimulation modelling (MSM) (Wu et al. 2008).

MSM use

general algorithms to model the transitions of members of a population
between age groups or socio-economic categories. MSM control data flows
centrally through a procedural programme, driven only by probabilities and
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statistics (Wu et al. 2008). Conversely, ABM generate a complex system
synthetically from the key characteristics and behaviour of individual
agents and their rules of interaction at a local level. Such rules are not
necessarily stochastic or quantitative.

The system dynamics are then

computed with an object-oriented programme (Batty 2005, Crooks et al.
2008, Wu et al. 2008).

Both ABM and MSM have the advantage of

describing a system from an individual perspective (e.g.

one person)

with the aim of observing global outcomes (e.g. population dynamics).
Nonetheless, MSM does not allow its agents to interact or adapt whilst
ABM is flexible in considering heterogeneous entities (called the system
‘agents’) who behave autonomously and interact according to pre-defined
rules resulting in complex properties emerging at an aggregate level (Jager
et al. 2000, Gilbert and Bankes 2002, Macy and Willer 2002, Ferber 2007).
Traditional population projections also lack precision in defining the
spatial dimension of human mobility. Projections are usually derived from
aggregate cohorts and for a given spatial extent (world, world region,
national or subnational), regardless of the local characteristics of an area
(e.g. Wilson and Rees 2005, Booth 2006). An exception to this is the recent
work of Grubler et al. (2007) who disaggregate demographic projections
from world regions to countries level and then downscale further to a grid
cell level, taking urbanization and rural-urban income disparities explicitly
into account.
Demographers are even urged to focus on the demographic variables
of relevance to policy-makers if they want their work to be adopted by
practitioners (Wilson and Rees 2005). Yet, landscape morphology may
have a large influence on migration and on population dynamics in general
(e.g. Brown and Robinson 2006, Verburg et al. 2004, Fontaine et al. 2009b,
Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapters 1 and 2). This limitation can
be overcome also with ABM that can integrate the spatial dimension as
another agency, as done for ABM of land use change (see reviews by Parker
et al. 2003, Matthews et al. 2007). Within a spatial ABM framework, agents
represent specific types of land-related actors (e.g.

individual farmers,

residential households, local institutions, etc). Agent behaviour modifies
the spatial characteristics of the environment within which the agents exist
leading to an iterative evolution in the landscape morphology and agent
decision making (Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and Le Page 2004, Brown
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et al. 2004, Matthews 2006).

The HI-LIFE model (Household Interactions through LIFE cycle stages)
has been developed to link demographic projections with ABM paradigms
in modelling urban residential growth (Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a,
Chapter 2).

HI-LIFE’s main purpose and strength is to evaluate the

impact of households relocation on the environment, economics and
society of a polycentric region. The agent-based approach acknowledges
the existence of individual entities (the households) that have specific
characteristics, rules of (inter)actions and autonomous behaviours, which
contribute to both population dynamics and urban land use. HI-LIFE also
accounts for the physical environment within which households exist. The
physical environment is represented by a regular lattice of geographicallyreferenced cells that have specific local characteristics (physical, social and
environmental) the attributes of which evolve iteratively in response to
agent (inter)actions.

The demographic module integrated within HI-LIFE has been designed
to deal with a highly disaggregated population over a large region. The key
outputs of the model are annual population counts broken down by age and
household type along with their spatial distribution. This paper focuses
on the validation, calibration, uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of the
demographic module because these are often disregarded in ABM studies
and cited as a weakness that needs improvement (Parker et al. 2003, Batty
2005, Phan and Amblard 2007). The region of East Anglia (EA), UK, is
used as a practical case study to demonstrate the applicability of ABM
in modelling spatio-dynamic population and their potential consequences
on the regional landscape in the future.

These analyses also provide

key information to inform the development of demographic scenarios that
allow exploration of the potential consequences of distinct changes in
demographic variables — birth, death, coupling and migration rates (the
other article, this issue).

3.1. MATERIAL & METHODS

3.1
3.1.1
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Material & Methods
Model overview

HI-LIFE contains two classes of agents: households and land units (Fontaine
and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2). The characteristics of the household
agents class (HAs) are the number and the age of adults (1 or 2 people,
aged 18 or over) and of children (from none to many, aged from 0
until they leave the parents) along with its current location (a land
unit identifier). For results clarity, each HA is always associated to one
of the following life-cycle stages: single (HA1), couple (HA2), family
(HA3), former-family couple (HA4), retired couple (HA5) and retired
single (HA6). These stages can be aggregated further into three types
of agents: young households (HA1+HA2), mature households (HA3+HA4)
and retired households (HA5+HA6). Note that specific household state
(e.g. single-parent families), are effectively modelled and assimilated to the
best corresponding stage (e.g. single-parent families belong to HA3) (see
Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2, for more detail).
Four distinct processes (birth, death, coupling, i.e.

marriage or

cohabitation, and migration) drive the transition of the HAs from one life
cycle stage to another, creating the population dynamics as measured in
demographic projections. The processes are programmed as conditional
probabilities (the demography parameters) assigned to households or
individuals. Coupling is assigned to singles only and birth to couples and
families with young children. The probability of death for each HA adult
follows an exponential function of the age. Migration relates to the three
HA types (young, mature, retired) since available data show that different
households have different behaviours of immigration or emigration to and
from the region.
At each change of stage, the HA restarts a relocation algorithm because
location preferences shift throughout the life cycle (e.g. Dökmeci and Berkoz
2000, Knox and Pinch 2010): HA1 are mainly in urban centres, HA2 in
urban centres and the suburbs, HA3 and HA4 in the suburbs, peri-urban
and rural areas, HA5 and HA6 in the suburbs and at the coast (the latter
is a specificity of the case study region, see Fontaine et al. 2009b, Chapter
1, for more detail).
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The characteristics of the land units (pixels resolution: 250m × 250m)

are local information, about spatial features, evaluated by the households
when they make (re)location decisions: local urban density, the stock
and availability of residential properties (RPs), transport connectivity (i.e.
distance to the nearest main road), access to jobs and services (i.e. distances
to three levels of urban areas), environmental amenities (i.e. distances to
national parks and to the coast) and local environmental risks (i.e. distances
to flooding or coastal eroding zones). When a household cannot find a
vacant RP at a location that satisfy its new preferences, it relocates to a
suboptimal cell (i.e. within a direct neighbourhood), and indicates where
it would like to see new development occurring. In the case no RP are
available at all, the household stays at its original location or outside the
region if immigrating. The collection of the individual demands for new
housing is computed through space and through time to estimate future,
potential residential pressure on the landscape.

3.1.2

Case study: the eastern half of East Anglia, UK

HI-LIFE was applied to the region of East Anglia, UK (EA, inset in Figure
3.2) that provides interesting and a diverse ecological and social challenges
such as flooding, coastal erosion, biodiversity loss or ageing population
(Holman et al. 2005a,b, Richards et al. 2008, Fontaine and Rounsevell
2009a, Chapter 2). EA population is about 2.2 million people living in
about 900, 000 households over 17, 800km2 (ONS 2005).
The eastern half of EA is a coastal area with high numbers of secondhomes, holiday properties and retirees (Fontaine et al. 2009b, Chapter
1). The city system comprise two cities with over 100, 000 inhabitants
(Norwich in the North and Ipswich in the South) and four large towns with
a population between 60 and 28 thousand inhabitants (Figure 3.2a).
The coast is prone to erosion and flooding of wetlands, soft cliffs and lowlying beaches (Richards et al. 2008, Figure 3.2b). EA has a large National
Park, The Broads, reaching from Great Yarmouth to Norwich, which is also
the flood plain of the river Yare. Most parts of the coast are designated
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) after the National Parks
and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, which aims to protect about one
fifth of the countryside of England and Wales for ecological value (Figure
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3.2). In general, the region is relatively prosperous with good economic
growth and diverse economic activities (Holman et al. 2005a,b).
Figure 3.2: The eastern half of East Anglia, UK, with main roads, urban areas,
zones of hazard and sensitivity

Note: The spatial classification of UK urban areas (Key Services Area, Market
Town, City or Large Town) is made by the official planning offices on the basis
of population thresholds and detailed mapping. The zones of sensitivity are
the Broads National Park and the Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).
The zones of hazard are the eroding zones, in the wetlands (North) and along
the coastal cliffs, and the flooding zones with a return period of one flood in one
hundred years.

3.1.3

Calibrating household agents

HI-LIFE requires detailed descriptions of household agents in terms of the
number, type (adult or child) and age of each household member. These
data were made available through the UK’s Office for National Statistics
(ONS) that has produced data tables from the population census of 2001.
ONS data are available on-line1 and at various spatial levels (from national
to local). All published data are aggregated (legal protection of privacy),
Crown Copyright and free of charge if used for non-commercial purposes.
1

www.ons.gov.uk
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The spatial level used in this study was the Lower layer Super Output
Areas (LSOA), for which EA comprises 1, 425 statistical units.

Super

Output Areas are a geographic hierarchy designed by the ONS to improve
the reporting of small area statistics in England and Wales. A minimum
population of 1, 000 (mean 1, 500) defines the LSOAs boundaries.

Households composition
Two ONS tables were used.

Table UV65 (Household Composition —

Households) holds information about household structure in terms of the
number and the type of household members, but not on their age. Table
KS02 (Age Structure) holds counts of people belonging to 16 different
age intervals (ranges), but without information about their household
membership.
The level of detail of Table UV65 allowed a match to be made
between the categories of households and the six life cycle stages (Table
3.1). However, the age pyramid of the population had to be recreated
synthetically, as there is no direct match between Table UV65 and Table
KS02. A three step procedure was followed: [1] initial ages were assigned to
household adults from Table UV65 (two different methods were tested), [2]
the demographic module of HI-LIFE was run to observe the influence of the
initial age structure on the population dynamics, and [3] final adjustments
were made to the model calibration.

Assigning age to household adults
The first method used an equally random function taking advantage of
the distinction between non-retired and retired households in Table UV65.
The lower and upper bounds of this uniform function were straightforward
because an adult was defined as someone aged 18 or over (with a maximum
of one hundred years old) and the official retiring age for woman and
man are 59 and 64 respectively. Therefore, for each adult, the function is
bounded according to the retiring status its household is in, considering that
couples always combine a woman and a man and that one-adult household
have a fifty percent change of being of one sex or the other. The resulting
shape of the corresponding age pyramid was thus three juxtaposed uniform
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Table 3.1: Subset of the household categories of the ONS table ‘Household
Composition - Households (UV65)’ and the corresponding household agent
(HA) stages
ONS categories and subcategories

HA stage

One person a
pensioner

6

other

1

One family b
all pensioner
married couple

5
no children
one

cohabiting couple

lone parent

dependentd

2
child

3

two or more dependent children

3

all children non-dependent

4

no children

2

one dependent child

3

two or more dependent children

3

all children non-dependent

4

one dependent child

3

two or more dependent children

3

all children non-dependent

4

Other households c
Source: Office for National Statistics, Census 2001. — a: an isolated single person
— b: a household including two and only two adults — c: ‘other’ means there is at
least three adults present in the household. These ONS categories are not included in
the model, hence not detailled in this table. — d: The ONS defines a dependent child
as “a person aged 0 to 15 in a household (whether or not in a family) or aged 16 to
18 in full-time education and living in a family with his or her parent(s)”.
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distributions ([18;59], [60;64] and [65;100]).
The second method used a set of gamma distribution functions based
on a qualitative interpretation of the household structure. For example,
there is a greater chance that a single person is in her/his twenties than
in her/his fifties, so the parameters were set in such a way that younger
ages were more likely to be returned for HA1 (i.e. following a log-normal
function). The qualitative interpretation was also guided by a comparison
between the modelled age pyramid and the observation from table KS02 to
ensure that particular age ranges were not misrepresented.

Calibrating the age structure
The demographic module was then run for 200 model time steps (ticks) with
the birth, death and coupling probabilities fixed to the corresponding rates
observed in 2001, in order to certify the simulated population dynamics is
in adequacy with demography knowledge. This calibration was run as a
closed-world, i.e. without people getting in or out the region, in order to
eliminate the migration bias in age structure.
The collection of two types of detailed results allowed the comparison
of the methods. On one hand, comprehensive trend curves recounted the
evolution of each HA stage every 10 ticks. On the other hand, disaggregated
age pyramids gave the proportion of people by age and life cycle stage at the
start and the end of simulations. This was an important step to evaluate
the consequences of the initial age distribution for the population structure
in the long run.
The comparison of the methods also helped identifying the time period
needed to reach a dynamic stability in people and households trends
(smoothing effect).

The description of the population required by HI-

LIFE at the start of the simulation needed to be as close as possible to
the observed population in terms of both household composition (as in
Table UV65) and age structure (as in Table KS02). This required some
adjustments (calibration) of the agent population created with the above
method where the number of simulated households was different from the
initial observation.
The time required for smoothing inevitably leads to differences in both
the total count of people and the shares of households amongst the HA
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stages. Thus, a method was required to re-establish an initial number of
HA with an appropriate age pyramid. The easiest approach is to scale the
number of households in each HA stage by the ratio of the total populations
(modelled/observed), but this does not necessarily assure to recover the
observed shares of each HA stage. This problem can be overcome by using
the scaling ratio at the stage level. In this case, the age pyramid may not
be respected because some age ranges can be over- or under-represented
as they are strongly linked to particular stages. A corollary of this could
be another round of dynamics instability at the beginning of subsequent
simulations using this scaled population. For example, if the Family type
is increased significantly compared to others, a positive gap will be created
artificially in the newborn part of the age pyramid when the simulation
starts, which is not realistic.

Final adjustment

The method based on scaling each HA stage

by the ratio of the total modelled/observed populations was chosen
because it is straightforward and because it ensures a balanced dynamic
to the population.

The possible discrepancy in the HA shares will

anyway be further modified by the migration rates included in subsequent
simulations.

The analysis of Table T33 (Migration — persons, ONS)

shows different migration patterns for the three households types: young
emigration (HA1+HA2), but mature immigration (HA3+HA4) and retired
immigration (HA5+HA6), without further disaggregation. Besides, data
similarity cannot be “a sole and final criterion of validation” (Amblard
et al. 2007, p.

96) because the model was elaborated to explain and

understand a behavioural process of local residential demand driven by an
evolving population dynamics. The focus was definitely on the identification
of possible individual behaviours that may generate such a collective
phenomenon.

3.1.4

Measuring demographics sensitivity

An analysis of the population outputs sensitivity to the four parameters (pi )
controlling the natural demography was performed using a pi ±δpi sampling.
The nominal pi values of the coupling probability, the birth probability,
the slope and the seed of the death exponential function were derived
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from the corresponding rates observed in 2001. Their deviation (δpi ) was
evaluated as an arbitrary small change (Column ‘tested’ in Table 3.2). In
spite of the limited number of runs tested (81 distinct combinations), the
interpretation of the results already gave a precise idea as to the influence
of each demographic parameter within HI-LIFE.

Table 3.2: Demographic parameter values, observed in 2001 and tested for
model sensitivity
2001

tested

Units

Natural rates
Birtha

55.65

50.65
55.65
60.65

/1000

Couplingb

12.9

10.0
15.0
20.0

/1000

Slopec of the death

0.085

0.080
0.085
0.090

none

Seedc of the death

0.054

0.014
0.054
0.094

none

Migration rates

d

Young households

-1.74

/100

Family households

1.38

/100

Retired households

0.48

/100

Second-home owners

1.4

/100

a: general fertility rate, i.e. the number of birth per thousand women aged 15-44. — b:
Crude marriage rate, i.e. all persons marrying per thousand population of all ages (10.3
in 2001 for England and Wales), corrected by an estimation of the cohabiting couples
living as they were married, i.e. having children (about one fourth of the married
ones). — c: The parameters of the death function (exponential) are dimensionless.
— d: Migration rates are measured as the net percentage of change (immigration
minus emigration) for each corresponding category.

The sensitivity analysis was used to indicate the extent to which the
parameters influence, individually and in combination, the population
dynamics. It also allowed a comparison of the HI-LIFE results to other
established demographic projections (e.g. Wood et al. 1999, Berkhout et al.
2000, Lutz et al. 2008). Thus, meaningful parameter benchmarks were
defined for plausible modelling ranges of the natural demography and to
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validate and calibrate HI-LIFE.

3.1.5

Simulating demographic spatial dynamics

Households initial location
Establishing the initial location of HAs was not straightforward. Household
locations at the LSOA level are given for polygons with a small spatial
extent in urban areas, but a large spatial extent in the countryside as
the polygons were established from population counts. HI-LIFE, however,
runs with grid cells at a resolution of (250m)2 . An iterative search was
performed to estimate a cell location for each household, constrained by
the availability of RPs in 2001. This optimisation search scanned the 9dimensional variable space of the relocation algorithm (used to relocate
HAs in HI-LIFE simulations, see Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter
2, for details about the initial spatial distribution). The scanning searched
for best values of the correlation coefficient between the observed and the
simulated distributions at the LSOA level.

The search was performed

for the three HA types (young, mature, retired) because of time-budget
constrains.

Competing residents
Second-home owners are a growing pressure in East Anglia, especially along
the north-eastern coast and in some towns where they occupy up to 40%
of the total residential housing stock (Fontaine et al. 2009b, Chapter 1).
With specific location preferences (irrespective of the composition), they
compete with the local population for the available residential properties.
These agents were located using the National Property Database, which is a
census of buildings and property attributes in the UK, including coordinates
and usage (residential, commercial, etc.). The key principle of their location
process is based on the perception they have a strong purchasing power that
can outbid residential properties over local people. Hence, these agents
move in available properties before the HAs and they block permanently a
RP once occupied. This mechanism represents the shift of the property to
a more expensive housing sub-market.
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Simulation constrains

Three constraints were imposed when running HI-LIFE over a 50-ticks
period: [1] demographic dynamics follow the same trend as at present,
[2] household location behaviour continues as at present, and [3] no more
residential properties are built. The first constraint includes, beside the
natural demographic parameters, migration flows of households and of
second-home owners, i.e. property owners who are transient residents. The
third constraint thus increases the competition and the struggle for some
HAs to find a place to live in some parts of the region, particularly where
second-home owners are dominants.

3.1.6

Residential pressures on the regional landscape

HI-LIFE outputs are regional as well as local. The most important regional
outputs track the population demography: [1] total number of people, [2]
total number of households, [3] occupancy rate and [4] number of households
per HA type.
The key local output is the demand for new RPs in every land unit
for each year.

For the third constraint indicated above, every single

demand for new RP is never satisfied. The accumulation of this unsatisfied
demand during the 50 ticks simulation was mapped, depicting different
spatial patterns of demand intensity. The location of demand was also
identified within landscapes of particular interest, i.e.

demand within

zones of environmental hazard and sensitivity (erosion, flooding, national
park and AONB). These maps are indicative of areas where future urban
development, driven by population dynamics, might have the greatest
impact on people and the natural landscape.
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Results

Calibrating household agents

Households composition
Of the 912,380 households in EA (table UV65), 97% were used to model
1,404,718 adults, which account for 84% of the total number of people
aged 18 or over in 2001 (1,703,161 people derived from table KS02). The
discrepancy between the modelled and observed population is due to the age
assignation process, which creates adults on the basis of household structure
information without taking account of either ‘other households’ (3 or more
adults) or children aged over 18 and still living with their parents.

Assigning age to household adults
The method based on a gamma distribution produced a representation of
the population age structure closer to reality than the uniform distribution.
The comparison of the observed and the modelled age pyramids highlighted
that all but two age ranges were within a 10% deviation from the 84%
mean (Figure 3.3). Also, the transition in the parameter values of the
gamma functions from one HA stage to another (Table 2) caused a shift
in the peaks of each gamma curve from young to old stages (Figure 3.4),
consistent with the flow between life cycle stages.
The age range [65;74] was overestimated compared to the expected modelled mean (84%) but nearly matched the observation, which reasonable.
The number of people over 90 was 26% over observation, i.e. 3/2 of the
expected 84%. Nevertheless, the effect of this overestimation at the tail
of the pyramid was not important for the simulation results since this age
range is the last in sequence and has no influence on the size of other age
ranges. In other words, the age pyramid was not distorted for long because
the age structure calibration quickly reduced the overestimation through
the death process.
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Figure 3.3: Number of adults per age range for observed data and modelled
population (two different age distributions)
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Note: The source for observed data is the ONS table KS02 (‘Age Structure’).
The two modelled age distributions are based on a uniform function and a
gamma function (Figure 3.4), both applied to the ONS table UV65 (‘Household
Composition’). The total population modelled represent 84% of the total observed
one because not all categories in table UV65 were used.

Table 3.3: Parameter values in the two methods for age assignation
Household Adults
Uniform function
Gamma function
stage

HA1
HA2
HA3
HA4
HA5
HA6

number

1





2*






age bounds







parameters

♀

♂

18 — 59

18 — 64






)
60 — 100

1

*: or 1 in the case of a single-parent family

65 — 100

α

λ

1.0

0.13

1.5

0.04

9.0

0.29

45.0

0.67

23.0

0.45

25.0

0.40
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Figure 3.4: HI-LIFE probability curves for assigning age to adults with gamma
functions, according to the household stage they belong to
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Note: Table 3.3 gives precise age bounds and parameter values. No adult is
younger than 18 years old or older than 100 years old. The area below each curve
equals 1. The dashed tails indicate that only males (females) are Singles (Retired
Singles) between 60 and 64 years old.
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Calibrating the age structure
During the 200 ticks of calibration, the population decreased a little more
under the uniform simulation (38.6% of the 2001 population) compared
with the gamma simulation (50.6% of the 2001 population) but both
methods produced similar overall age pyramids after 200 ticks (Figure 3.5).
Compared to baseline, the three ranges at the tail and the three at the head
of the pyramid are similar with less than one percent difference. People
aged between 60 and 74 (2 ranges) are a little over represented in the final
populations, with the gamma assignation doing slightly better. For the
45-49 range, only the uniform assignation do not perform well, but it does
better than gamma for the 30-44 range.
Figure 3.5: Observed and modelled population shares per age range — Inset:
Relative evolution of total populations modelled (base: observation in 2001)
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Breaking down the age pyramid by HA stages revealed a notable
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difference in the number of single households modelled (HA1), which are
practically eradicated under the uniform simulation (Figure 3.6). It is worth
explaining that the Family membership (HA3) of people aged between 18
and 22 years old essentially refers to children who stay longer with their
parents, as in HI-LIFE the move from HA3 to HA1 is treated randomly
between the ages of 18 and 26 years.
Figure 3.6: Age pyramids of final populations disaggregated by household
stages
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The effective absence of HA1 after 200 ticks under the uniform approach
results from its rapid decline at the beginning of the simulation (Figure 3.7).
This decrease can be linked directly to the rapid increase in HA6 during
the first 80 ticks. This is consistent with the uniform method that equally
assigned 18 years old or the just-before-retirement age to single households,
creating an even number of HA1 and HA1b. Thus, the more rapid decrease
in the overall population results from singles switching from HA1 to HA1b
sooner, which decreases the number of singles available to make couples and
consequently the number of children. The two subsequent positive spikes in
HA1, concurrent with two negative spikes in HA2 confirm that HI-LIFE is
simulating effectively the transitional flux between the two life cycle stages.
The shares of HA3, HA4 and HA5 are stable through time, for both the
uniform and gamma approaches, after an initial unsettled period of 80 and
40 ticks, respectively. However, the evolution of the share is different for
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of the relative shares amongst household stages
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HA1, HA2 and HA6, which are stable for the uniform function, but for the
gamma function, HA1 decreases slightly and steadily whilst HA2 and HA6
increase. These trends are similar to the dynamics of the average number of
adults per household: from 1.7 at the start, to a stable 1.675 (after 80 ticks)
for the uniform function or to 1.61 (after 40 ticks) which slowly increases
to 1.62 (after 200 ticks) for the gamma function.

3.2.2

Measuring demographics sensitivity

The key finding from the sensitivity analysis on the demographics is the
almost total independence of the demographic parameters, as one would
expect. Their influence on the counts (general and per HA stage) are
unrelated.
The birth parameter functions as expected: a higher birth rate is
synonymous with a higher total population count. The high birth rate
is synonymous with a higher total population, as more single households
enter the systems 20 or so years after birth. This does not negate the
general decrease in the population, but demonstrates it (this is best seen
by comparing the HA5 curves which are neatly grouped until 40 ticks in
Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8: Sensitivity analysis Results: evolution of agents’ counts for 81
different parameter combinations
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Note: Each white line is the evolution of the corresponding population for one
combination of the demographic parameters. The dots indicate each position of
measure, with blacker areas indicating where combinations concentrate as they
show a similar measure at the given tick.
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The death function works as expected with more old than young people

dying. The seed parameter of the death function affects more household
numbers in the system than the slope parameter that only tunes the
numbers within the seed distinctions. In other words, a high seed parameter
with a low slope still leads to more households overall than a medium
seed parameter with a high slope. The death function has the strongest
influence on the elderly (HA5, HA6), and more on the retired couples
than the retired singles (as shown by the larger range for the HA5 curves
in the corresponding tile of Figure 3.8). The influence of the seed and
the slope parameters are negatively correlated with the overall number of
households. This result is intuitive: a lower death rate (i.e. low seed,
low slope) means people live older, thus the population remains higher for
longer. The correlation is also valid for each household stage, except for
HA1 and HA1b for which the opposite occurs: lower seed and slope values
are associated with fewer people. In other words, it is not the mortality
that has the strongest influence over the single households, as one would
expect from an exponential function.
The ‘coupling’ variable has the most surprising influence with the model
results being highly sensitive to a small change in its value. In the sample
used for the ’coupling’, the high value is not reasonable since HA1 (singles)
no longer exist in the system after about 10 ticks (bottom lines in the
first tile of Figure 3.8). The high value means that as soon as there is
a new HA1 in the system, it rapidly forms a couple (HA2). In turn, this
greatly affects the presence of HA1b (single who never become a couple), as
they are a direct derivative of the number of HA1. Conversely, with a low
coupling rate more households remain single (HA1, HA1b and HA6) and
couples tend to disappear from the system (bottom lines in the second tile
of Figure 3.8). This effect is reinforced when the birth rate is high because
the few remaining couples have a higher chance of becoming a family soon
(HA3). Only the medium coupling value preserves positive counts for HA1
and HA2 simultaneously. It seems therefore that a small change in the value
of the coupling parameter (the three different values are only half a percent
apart) has a great impact on the size of several HA stages, on their share
in the population and on the average number of people per household. It
is worth noting that a side effect of a change in the coupling parameter is
the size of the population: a low coupling rate means fewer potential new
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parents, fewer children and thus a lower population in the long run.
Finally it is worth noting that the 40 ticks needed to stabilise the
population shares is also a notable point as a bottle neck for the HA6
curves, where all values are very close to the originals (Figure 3.8). This
particular point can also be observed for the other HAs marking the point
from where the range of curves become more stable and follow a smooth
trend.

3.2.3

Simulating demographic spatial dynamics

During the first 15 ticks of the calibrated and final simulation, the total
number of households and total population increased rapidly (over 6%
growth for both measures) then decreased slowly (−0.8% and −3.2% respectively) by the 50t h tick (top right-hand tiles of Figure 3.9). Conversely,
the dynamics of occupancy rate is consistent and gradual, decreasing slowly
from an average of 2.16 to 2.10 people per household.
Figure 3.9: Demography dynamics per household stage and overall

This results from a combination of a fixed residential stock and an
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increase of second-home owners. At the beginning of the run, 6.88% of
the residential property stock is vacant. However, the third simulation
assumption — no new properties to be built — constrains the available
space for new households in the region to the existing stock. The population
increases steadily because of positive immigration, as the demographic
parameters limit natural growth. Therefore, the residential stock becomes
saturated, by the 15t h tick, as immigrants move into available RPs.
The saturation revealed the complex interactions between the migration
rates for second-home owners and the household demography.

Strong

competition occurs amongst the households as well as with the incoming
second-home owners. Second-home owners take precedence in occupying
vacant RPs since the model assumes that they have stronger purchasing
power than any other household.

In other words, the migration rate

of second-home owners increases strictly, whereas the migration rates of
residential households is a desired target that is not satisfied if there are
insufficient available properties. Thus second-home owners progressively
increase their presence in the region and in doing so, block an increasing
number of properties and force the residential households to emigrate from
the region. This accounts for the slow decrease in the total count of the
household population from the 15th tick.
The saturation also appears in the HA1 counts, but not in the other HAs
counts (Figure 3.9). This is because the relocation algorithm states that a
household does not relocate if it cannot find a new location that matches its
preferences. When the residential stock is saturated, unsatisfied migrants
then remain outside the region. Equally, unsatisfied new singles have no
choice but to leave the region because they have no previous location.

3.2.4

Residential pressure on the regional landscape

As the regional population progresses through the demographic dynamic
described above, the stock of available RPs diminishes and the number
of unsatisfied households (with respect to location preferences) increases.
Although saturation occurs at the 15t h tick, the first unsatisfied HA occurs
as early as the 4t h tick. The largest distribution of dissatisfaction across
cells in the region occurs at the 5t h tick. The accumulation of unsatisfied
demand over the 50-ticks simulation is used here as a proxy measure of
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the potential pressure arising from the development of new residential
properties.

The magnitude of the residential pressure by the end of the simulation
varies across the region, but also exhibits distinct patterns of spatial
concentration. Generally speaking, the pressure concentrates mainly in
the principal cities and in a number of satellite towns around these cities
(main map in Figure 3.10). Low pressure occurs along the coast. On the
East coast, periurban strips of pressure emerged westward from Caister-onSea and southward from Great Yarmouth from the 9th tick. On the North
coast, the pressure emerged progressively, southeastward: Sheringham (7th
tick), Cromer (8th tick), Mundesley (11th tick) and Bacton/Walcott (15th
tick). Two large towns, Felixstowe (South-East of Ipswich) and Bury-StEdmunds (West of Ipswich), have relatively less pressure than other urban
areas of a similar size or even less than a number of isolated smaller towns.
Presumably, these towns are not concentrating enough local amenities to
be attractive to a large range of HA stages.

Isolating the residential pressure within the zones of environmental
hazards and sensitivity highlights a number of regional hot spots. For
instance, most of the unsatisfied demand at the coast around Cromer
occurs within these zones, despite the overall low levels of pressure for
this area (top inset of Figure 3.10). The small town of Brundall (East
of Norwich) has a very large demand for new properties that, potentially,
would double the residential area within the floodplain and the national
park (middle inset of Figure 3.10). Pressures along the southern border of
Woodbridge (North-East of Ipswich) are also important as this is an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The low residential pressure between
Great Yarmouth and Caister-on-Sea largely covers both the National Park
and the flood plains of the River Bure connecting to the mouth of the
River Yare (round light grey patch in middle inset of Figure 3.10) and is
important as this area is virtually at sea level. Conversely, the pressure on
Norwich and Ipswich (bottom inset of Figure 3.10) is less important with
respect to the size of these cities.
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Figure 3.10: Unsatisfied demand for residential properties accumulated during
50 ticks — Insets: only within zones of hazard and sensitivity

Note: The zones of sensitivity are ‘the Broads’ National Park and the Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The zones of hazard are the eroding
zones, in the wetlands (North) and along the coastal cliffs, and the flooding zones
with a return period of one in one hundred years.
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Discussion & conclusions
A dynamic population

The sensitivity analysis was a necessary step in understanding, validating
and calibrating HI-LIFE’s demographic module. Three different values
for each demographic parameter were enough to simulate a large range
of population dynamics and to assess they are largely independent of one
another as in the real world, and this is the strength of the model. Although
intuitive, it is important that the model is able to simulate the coupling
process as having the strongest influence on the population size, before the
birth process. The general trend in EA arising from the simulations is for
a decline in the long-term population, unless this is compensated for by
immigration, an observation already been made (e.g. Lutz et al. 2001).
A major technical challenge in simulating the EA population dynamics
was the limitations of the ONS datasets. Nevertheless, the applied methods
to deal with this problem were successful in reconstructing a synthetic
household population with an age structure that closely mimics reality.
The differences in the shares of the HA stages between the modelled and
observed populations were limited because the migration flows compensated
them during the final and calibrated simulation.
The simulation results support the importance of occupancy rate as
an added-value contribution in measuring demography dynamics. Current
demographic trends would lead to a fall in occupancy rate of 2.7% in
50 years, which suggests a slow but steady change in the structure of
households in EA. One can reasonably assume that this structural change
would have an impact on households’ needs and location choice behaviour.
Nevertheless, this is not modelled explicitly in HI-LIFE since the model
does not yet take account of property sizes. Technically, in the model, a
single person can compete with a large family for a specific property of
specific size, although this competition is in practice unlikely since they
have very different location preferences.

This suggests that the model

could usefully integrate information about the size of RPs, which may
further constrain household location choices and distort the spatial output
by creating residential niches. For example, neighbourhoods of small flats
will not attract the same type of people as suburbs of villas.
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The model assumption of no new properties, not only created saturation

in the RP stock, but also caused emigration as an emergent property of the
system. For example, new singles (HA1) are leaving the region, regardless
of the migration rate defined exogenously.
Also, a high correlation was found between the evolution of emigration
and of the total population (R2 = 0.73).

This is consistent with the

migration modelling approach because the migration flows are a net positive
or negative percentage of the three households types in the region. This
call into question the use of a synthetic and net migration rate, along
with previous studies that have suggested in-migration and out-migration
should be treated as separate phenomena because different rules and
processes govern them, although few studies actually do this (Wilson
and Rees 2005, Booth 2006). The emergence of this property presented
here suggest that out-migration depends strongly on the availability of
residential property, which is consistent with the European-wide trend of
people moving from city centres to periurban areas in search of available
properties at affordable prices (Caruso 2005). This suggests that HI-LIFE
could handle migration flows more dynamically with further development
of the model representation of migration processes.
These observations suggest that HI-LIFE could benefit from more
demographic knowledge. HI-LIFE has been, however, proven useful as
a starting point for the spatial modelling of demographic projections by
being explicit about the regional consequences of household individual
(re)location decisions. It is also a solid framework for testing and exploring
scenarios that consider both demographic dynamics and location behaviour
in the future (Fontaine et al. 2009c, Chapter 4).
The age assignation process could have been used for a more refined
evaluation of the migration rates, i.e.

for each HA stage or even to

distinguish further single-parent households for instance. The idea would
be to estimate the losses and gains for each category at each tick and to
use the inverse values as migration flow to maintain stable the household
population. Simulating these migration flows through time could give an
indication of the regional migration trends, more precise than the limited
ONS information. However, they could not be easily validated against
observation because the simulation is projective and based on the 2001
population census. Furthermore, maintaining a stable population is also
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not realistic because nor the past trends or other population projections
indicate such a possibility. This approach would not therefore be able to
model the in and out flows of migrants realistically. Besides, this gives no
guarantee of generating appropriate numbers of children because it is not
birth rate of today that influences the new singles of today, but the birth
rate twenty or so years ago.

3.3.2

A dynamic landscape

The urban landscape of East Anglia would be very different from today
if new development followed the simulated spatial trends presented here.
For example, Ipswich would progressively absorb the town of Woodbridge
(north-eastward). Great Yarmouth would experience rapid, low density,
urban sprawl, southward in flood risk areas. Its northern border could
even be reached by similar sprawl from the cluster of three close coastal
town (Caister-on-Sea, Ormesby-St-Margaret and Hemsby) creating a super
coastal conurbation. This would lead potentially to serious issues of flooding
and environmental deterioration.

Conversely, the model suggests that

Lowestoft, which has a similar population size and location characteristics
to Great Yarmouth, is less prone to sprawl. Norwich remains an important
centre, but expands less rapidly than other part of the region relative to
its population, but part of the potential new development occurs in flood
hazard zones. Further east, the model suggests that Brundall would come
under intensive pressure for new development (with respect to its size)
with potential environmental consequences arising from the proximity of
the river Yare and national park. Low residential growth could occur along
the northern-east coast, in Bacton/Walcott and Mundesley, but properties
in this area are at risk coastal erosion (Mokrech et al. 2008).
The central assumption that underpins these results is that current
demographic trends and location choices will continue in the future as they
are today. However, the role of other factors such as a concern for climate
change or other human impacts on the environment may result in changes
in residential choice behaviour compared with today. This hypothesis could
be tested using HI-LIFE and different sets of demographic parameter values
through the development of coherent sets of future scenarios (e.g. Fontaine
et al. 2009c, Chapter 4).
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Concluding remarks

This paper demonstrates the utility of a spatial ABM framework such as
HI-LIFE. The model is relatively easy to analyse and validate: it has
few inputs, a limited number of rules and disaggregated results.

The

demographic outputs can be compared directly with the results from
other studies because the model uses standard demographic parameters.
Furthermore, the sensitivity analysis demonstrated flexibility in defining
parameter inputs. The spatio-temporal simulation of demography in East
Anglia with HI-LIFE provides insights into potential population structural
change at a highly disaggregated level (projections of specific groups of
the population), which current demographic projections lack (Wood et al.
1999). HI-LIFE models and tracks the dynamics of the entire age pyramid
in detail.

It also works at a sufficiently fine resolution to distinguish

between different household shares amongst similar age pyramids. HILIFE captures structural population change (as proposed by

Booth

2006) and produces useful conclusions about the dynamics of different
household profiles in the given region.

Furthermore, it simulates the

potential consequences of household choices on the regional landscape on
the basis that population dynamics is a key driver for urban land use
change (Reginster and Rounsevell 2006, Grubler et al. 2007). Population
projections are generated within a spatial model that can be used to
investigate local scale land-use impacts from demographic change whilst
keeping track of regional trends and allowing new migration property to
emerge from the system. As population trends are the result of individual
choices, HI-LIFE approaches the problem from a bottom-up perspective.
This will help to contribute to the population projection debate because
regional projections are traditionally top-down by being downscaled from
a higher to a lower level (e.g. Sanderson et al. 2004, O’Neill 2005, Lutz
et al. 2008). The approach discussed here puts individual behaviour and
decision making at the centre of the urban growth and the land-use change
debates: urbanisation being driven by population demand, which emerges
as the collective sum of individual location decisions.

3.3. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
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Chapter 4
Scenarios of residential land use
pressure arising from demographic
change using an agent-based model

After an article by Fontaine
et al. (2009c)
currently in review

This chapter presents the development of four demographic scenarios to
simulate and evaluate possible future alternatives of housing demand in the
eastern half of East Anglia, over the first half of the 21st century (Figure
4.1). The key finding is that demographic dynamics influences the intensity,
but not the location, of the residential demand in some locations only.
The scenarios are further developed with alternative location preferences
combined with alternative decisions of local planners in Chapter 6.

Chapter acknowledgments
I would like to thanks Robert Nicholls, Mustafa Mokrech and Sophie
Nicholson-Cole for their valuable inputs during the development of the
scenario storylines.
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Figure 4.1: Chapter 4 within the General Research Design
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Paper abstract
As human decisions and actions are the principal drivers of urban
land use dynamics, local population trends will strongly influence the
location and rates of change in future residential development. This
paper develops and analyses four scenarios of future population growth
in the polycentric region of East Anglia, UK, and the pressures for new
residential development arising from this growth. The consequences of
the scenarios are simulated with a spatially-explicit, agent-based model of
population dynamics and residential location choices. The model results
suggest that population changes will influence residential development
primarily through assumptions about migration rates and the behaviour
of second-home owners. The magnitude, but not the geographic location,
of these effects varies across the four scenarios. The model also suggests
increasing pressure of residential development on valuable natural areas
in some locations, as well as the potential for residential growth in areas
prone to flooding, e.g. the coastal area around Great Yarmouth. The
paper demonstrates that highly disaggregated modelling of population
change, using a combination of agent-based modelling and scenario
techniques, can contribute to the understanding of residential land use
development at the sub-national scale.

Paper keywords:
Scenarios, Agent-based modelling, Urban
growth, Land-use change, Regional landscape, Residential
demand, Household behaviour, Location choices, Preferences

4.1

Introduction

The dynamics of residential urban Land Use Change (LUC) involve complex
processes underpinned by the location preferences of households and the
influence of life cycle stage on individual choices about mobility (Andersson
et al. 2002, Loukopoulos and Scholz 2004, Caruso et al. 2007, Zellner et al.
2008, Fontaine et al. 2009b, Chapter 1).

The location and timing of

residential development has potential impacts on the quality of the local
environment (Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009b, Chapter 3).

There are,

however, few long-term population projections available at the regional
scale (see reviews by Wilson and Rees 2005, Booth 2006), which makes
the evaluation of future impacts of population dynamics on local landscapes
highly uncertain. The objective of this paper, therefore, is to construct four
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scenarios of long-term demographic projections and resulting pressures on
the wider environment arising from new residential development. The work
is based on a case-study in the region of East Anglia (EA), UK, and future
scenarios are constructed until the year 2050.

4.1.1

Scenario modelling

Scenarios are commonly used to investigate different socio-economic development pathways for uncertain futures (amongst many others Allen and
Lu 2003, Barredo et al. 2003, Civerolo et al. 2007, Grubler et al. 2007,
Holman et al. 2005a,b, 2008, Nakicenovic and Swart 2000, O’Neill 2005,
Reginster and Rounsevell 2006, Rounsevell et al. 2006). The approach
can take many forms, but the core principle is a narrative storyline that
provides qualitative descriptions of the hypothetical future evolution in a
range of sectors and environmental drivers (Rounsevell and Metzger 2009),
such as climate (Nakicenovic and Swart 2000), socio-economics (Gaffin et al.
2004), urban sprawl (Reginster and Rounsevell 2006), rural land use change
(Veldkamp and Fresco 1997, Rounsevell et al. 2006), carbon sequestration
(Dendoncker et al. 2004), population and demography (Wood et al. 1999,
Grubler et al. 2007), mobility (Loukopoulos and Scholz 2004), agriculture
(Ewert et al. 2005, Rounsevell et al. 2005, Abildtrup et al. 2006) or planning
policy (Wu et al. 2008). Qualitative storylines are generally translated into
quantitative outcomes (projections) using models. This process involves the
interpretation of model input parameters using expert judgement, deviation
and/or continuation of current trends or the results of other scenario studies
(Rounsevell and Metzger 2009).
The UK government launched the ForeSight programme1 (Lane et al.
2005) in 1994 to identify the threats and opportunities that may be faced
by future generations. The ForeSight process brought together business,
government and the scientific community amongst others to interpret for the
UK the IPCC-SRES scenarios (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
— Special Report on Emissions Scenarios Nakicenovic and Swart 2000).
The IPCC-SRES scenario framework has become a standard for scenario
studies within environmental change assessment (see, for examples Gaffin
1

www.foresight.gov.uk
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et al. 2004, O’Neill 2004, Holman et al. 2005a,b, O’Neill 2005, Reginster
and Rounsevell 2006, Rounsevell et al. 2006, Holman et al. 2008, O’Neill
and Sanderson 2008). The focus of ForeSight was on UK domestic energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions to 2050 (Lane et al. 2005),
but it says nothing about population mobility and associated changes in
residential land use.

4.1.2

Population projections

The uncertainty of population and other projections increases with time
into the future (O’Neill 2005). Few projections consider possible deviations
from a best guess pathway that is reflected in a confidence interval.
Examples of this approach exist, e.g.

the world median population

projection to 2100 of 8. 4 billion people that has an ascribed confidence
interval of 5.6 to 12.1 billion people (Lutz et al. 2001).

Furthermore,

regional population projections are not explicit about changes in the spatial
distribution of the population. Spatial variations are sometimes included
either through parallel projections for several regions, e.g. world sub-regions
(Lutz et al. 2008) or by disaggregating the projected figures from one
spatial extent to several smaller spatial units in a ‘top-down’ approach,
e.g. countries (Grubler et al. 2007) or geo-spatial grids at 1/4° resolution,
which is 30km at the equator (Gaffin et al. 2004). In all cases, long-term
projections have insufficient detail to inform the mid to long-term dynamics
of residential development that is influenced by the spatial heterogeneity of
a region and its geographic location trends.
For the UK, three independent sets of population projections have
been produced by the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
(IIASA) (Lutz et al. 2008), the Office for National Statistics (ONS) (Wood
et al. 1999) and the UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP) (Berkhout
et al. 2000).

The results of these studies are not consistent with one

another, with each study based on a different set of aims: IIASA has
world trend probabilities; ONS, three national migration scenarios; and,
UKCIP, four climate change scenarios. These studies were not concerned
with possible household structural changes in the population or with the
effect of demographic pressures and new residential development on the
regional landscape . Therefore, another approach to model and simulate
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population dynamic is needed in order to make an explicit link between
people, their location and the landscape.

4.1.3

Demographic scenarios using agent-based modelling

Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) generates a complex system synthetically
and dynamically from the key characteristics of individual agents in an
heterogeneous population and from the rules of their interactions at a
local level (Batty 2005, Ferber 2007, Crooks et al. 2008).

The agent

interaction rules may be deterministic or stochastic and qualitative or
quantitative. Within this framework, residential agents represent specific
types of space-related decision makers who are modelled individually to
simulate local and individual demand for new residential development.
The central concept of the agent-based model used here is that different
households make different location choices at different times during their
life cycle (the HI-LIFE model: Household Interactions through LIFE cycle
stage, see Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2, for more detail).
A detailed technical analysis has demonstrated its potential in modelling
heterogeneous household location choices with respect to demographic
dynamics (Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009b, Chapter 3).
The HI-LIFE model includes four variables that play a key role in the
demographic process as people are born, die, form couples or households
migrate in and out of the region. These are programmed as conditional
probabilities assigned to individual households or individual people. Thus,
household agents (HAs) in HI-LIFE represent nearly the entire spectrum
of household types found in the real region, as only the community housing
(a minimum of three adults share the same home) and divorcees are not
explicitly modelled.

For analysing results easily, household agents are

grouped into six possible life cycle stages: single (HA1), couple (HA2),
family (HA3, includes single-parent families), old couple (HA4), retired
couple (HA5) and retired single (HA6).
The physical environment of the households is represented by a regular
lattice of geographically-referenced cells. Each cell contains a set of specific
attributes (physical, social and environmental) that are taken into account
when household agents decide where to live. The household agents also take
account of the relative location of each cell in terms of the urban density, the
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local housing stock, the availability of residential properties (RPs), the local
transport network, access to jobs and services, environmental amenities
(such as a national park) and environmental risks (such as flooding). Some
of the cell attributes evolve iteratively in response to agent (inter)actions.
When a HA cannot find an available RP at a location that is satisfactory, it
relocates to a suboptimal cell, but indicates in the model where it would like
to see new development occurring. The collection of individual demands
for new housing is computed through space and through time to estimate
future, potential residential pressure on the landscape.
This paper uses the HI-LIFE model to simulate the potential spatial
evolution of the residential landscape driven by projected population
dynamics and rooted in th scenario storylines describing demographic
evolution.

Analysis of the scenario outcomes focuses on identifying

geographic locations where residential growth would affect natural areas
or where the population would experience greater flooding risk.

Such

information can inform regional and local land use planners in support of
sustainable development goals and policies. The central hypothesis of this
analysis is that the four different demographic dynamics produce significant
differences in the spatial and temporal residential development over a 50year period.

4.2

4.2.1

Material & Methods

Case study: the eastern half of East Anglia, UK

The region of East Anglia (EA), UK, was selected because it provides a
number of ecological and social challenges such as coastal erosion of soft
cliffs, flooding hazard, biodiversity loss or ageing population (see Holman
et al. 2005a,b, Richards et al. 2008, Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter
2). In 2001, EA had a population of 2.2 million people living in about
900, 000 households across a region of 17, 800 km2 (ONS 2005). In general,
the region is relatively prosperous with good economic growth and diverse
economic activities (Holman et al. 2005a,b).
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Population
The age structure and composition of each household agent were extracted
from the census data published on-line2 . These data are Crown Copyright
and free of charge if used for non-commercial purposes, but are spatially
aggregated for the protection of privacy (see Fontaine and Rounsevell
2009a, Chapter 2, for more detail). The location of each HA was assigned
using an optimisation approach that scanned the local characteristics in
multi-dimensional space to find the best correlation between the observed
and simulated spatial distributions of the HAs (see Fontaine et al. 2009b,
Chapter 1, for more detail).
Households are not randomly located across EA, but follow a ‘traditional’ spatial pattern: singles are located in urban centres, couples
are found primarily in urban centres and suburbs, families and older
couples locate in the suburbs, peri-urban and rural areas, retired couples
and retired singles locate in the suburbs and at the coast, where a high
number of second-homes and holiday properties are also found (Fontaine
and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2).
In some parts of EA second-home ownership accounts for up to
40% of the total residential housing stock (ONS 2001), due to the
stronger purchasing power of these transient residents. This can result
in social tensions because of the large differences in the standard of living
between residents, but also in environmental pressures because of residential
development in attractive, natural areas and in flood risk zones (Fontaine
and Rounsevell 2009b, Chapter 3). Second-home owners are thus included
as an agent type in HI-LIFE with their highly specific location preferences
and increasing influence on residential development. Second-home owner
agents are not however attributed with socio-economic characteristics as
with the other HAs, but instead are represented in the model by the rules
that govern their location choice.
Annual migration flows between EA and the other regions in the
UK are recorded as follows for 2001 (ONS 2001, Table T33: Migration
— persons): +1.4% of second home owners , −1.74% of the younger
generation (HA1+HA2), +1.38% of families (HA3+HA4) and +0.48% of
retired immigrants (HA5+HA6).
2

www.ons.gov.uk
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4.2.2

Landscape

The eastern half of EA (134, 772 cells) has two major cities with over
100, 000 inhabitants (in 2001) closely surrounded by other major town
centres: Norwich in the North, with Lowestoft (about 60, 000 inhabitants)
and Great Yarmouth (about 55, 000 inhabitants),Ipswich in the South, with
Felixstowe (about 28, 000 inhabitants). The eastern point of Lowestoft is
known for its growing elderly population. The eastern half of EA is more
than 100 km away from the centre of London making it less attractive to
regular London commuters, but residential development in the western part
of the region is affected by commuting to London.
The coast is prone to erosion in particular parts: wetlands, soft cliffs
and low land beaches (Richards et al. 2008).

It has a large National

Park, The Broads, spreading from Great Yarmouth to Norwich.

The

area may be prone to increasing flooding hazard with potential seal-level
rise as The Broads contain the floodplain of the river Yare that passes
through very low lying land, sometimes below sea level. Most parts of the
coast are designated Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) after
the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, which aims
to protect about one fifth of the countryside of England and Wales for
ecological value.
The flood plains and the eroding coastal areas are hazard zones for
people since they are popular residential locations. The national park and
the AONBs are sensitive to residential development pressures.

4.2.3

Developing demographic storylines

Four demographic storylines were developed as a basis to simulate future
changes in residential development and the demand for new housing. The
storylines were used to explore alternative evolutions in the demographic
parameters: birth rate, death rate, coupling rate and migration rate, from
2001.

These storylines were compared with a reference storyline that

assumed a steady state evolution in the demographic parameters. The
ForeSight scenarios (Lane et al. 2005) provide broad views about the future,
socio-economic development of the UK and so, were further interpreted for
the regional context of EA. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 give a general description of
the scenarios and their regional interpretation.
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Table 4.1: Scenario storylines (1 of 2)
The ’ForeSight’ Storyline
Storyline for East Anglia
World Markets (WM)
A world defined by an emphasis on private consumption and
highly developed and integrated
world trading systems

Private consumption and integrated trading systems lead to
more wealth and mobility of people in the country and within EA
in particular. In-flow migration
occurs because the main urban
centres are developing and so
are attractive to the work force,
and because resident commuters
seek cheaper homes further from
these centres. There is also an
increased demand for residential
development at the coast for
both retirees and second-home
owners as their purchasing power
increases

Global Sustainability (GS)
A world in which social and
ecological values are considered in
economic decisions, and in which
strong collective action through
global institutions are taken

The ‘think global, act local’ motto
encourages most people to reduce their ecological footprint by
not purchasing second-homes, by
buying existing buildings within
urban areas of reasonable size
(which creates economies of scale
for the community) and by maintaining social networks and locations close to where they originate
(which reduces migration flows)
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Table 4.2: Scenario storylines (2 of 2)
The ’ForeSight’ Storyline
Storyline for East Anglia
Local Stewardship (LS)
A world of highly devolved political structures where actions
are decided on and implemented
at the community and neighbourhood level. Conservation of
natural resources is a key concern. Labour-intensive activities
are preferred to capital-intensive
ones in order to conserve fuel,
provide work and boost local
economies.

Political actions are put in place
to boost the local economy with
in-migration incentives such as
increasing jobs provision. The
concern about natural resources
and the environment causes political actions to be taken to
raise awareness of the negative
consequences of new development
in general and second-homes ownership in particular. Most people
are receptive to these concerns
and information. Retirees tend
to be attracted as today by the
region and its coast because of its
mild climate and attractiveness.

National Enterprise (NE)
A world in which people aspire
to personal independence and material wealth within a nationally
rooted cultural identity. Liberalised markets, together with a
commitment to build capabilities
and resources to secure a high
degree of self-reliance and security, are believed to best deliver
these goals. Political and cultural
institutions are strengthened to
buttress national autonomy in a
more fragmented world.

Personal independence and material wealth encourages people
to invest in second-homes at the
coast. Liberalised markets do
not greatly shift the centre of
gravity of the economy toward the
region but maintains its activities
at today’s levels. Migration also
occurs in a similar way to today
because the hierarchies between
urban centres remain.
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Table 4.3 gives the qualitative evolution (arrows) and corresponding
quantitative measures (values) for each demographic variable and for the
residents (households and second-home owners) migration behaviour. The
qualitative evolution was decided by expert judgement when comparing
the alternative narratives to create unique combinations (Shackley and
Deanwood 2003). The quantitative values were assigned according to a
sensitivity analysis of the model (Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009b, Chapter
3) and with reference to existing demographic projections.

Table 4.3: Demographic and migration variables (observation and scenarios).
Ref.a
WM
GS
LS
NE
Demographic parameters
Birth rateb

55.65

&&

50.09
Coupling
Sloped

ratec

12.9

of death rate

0.085

of death rate

Migration rates

0.054

52.87

%

58.43

→

55.65

→

→

→

→

12.9

12.9

12.9

12.9

&

&

&

&&

0.075
Seedd

&

→

0.080
→

0.080
→

0.080
→

0.054

0.054

0.054

0.054

%

%%

%%%

→

e

Young households
Family households
Retired households
Second-home owners

-1.74
1.38
0.48
1.4

-0.9

0.0

0.5

-1.7

%

&

&

→

2.1

0.9

0.5

1.4

%%

%

→

→

1.4

1.1

0.5

0.5

%%

&

2.5

1.0

&&
0.5

%
2.0

a: Observations in 2001. — b: general fertility rate, i.e. the number of birth per
thousand women aged 15-44. — c: Crude marriage rate, i.e. all persons marrying
per thousand population of all ages (10.3 in 2001 for England and Wales), corrected
by an estimation of the cohabiting couples living as they were married, i.e. having
children (about one fourth of the married ones). — d: The parameters of the death
function (exponential) are dimensionless. — e: Migration rates are measured as the net
percentage of change (immigration minus emigration) for each corresponding category.
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4.2.4

Simulating demography dynamics and residential pressure

HI-LIFE was use to compute individual demands of households for new
housing in the eastern half of EA at a spatial resolution of 250m by 250m
(space) from 2000 to 2050 (time) for the four future scenarios. The spatial
and temporal outputs are regional as well as local. Regional outputs track
the population demography: [1] total number of people, [2] total number of
households, [3] occupancy rate and [4] number of households per HA stage.
The key local output is the demand for new RP in each cell for each year
of the simulation.

Two experimental constraints were imposed on the model to test certain
assumptions.

It was assumed that the household location behaviour,

according to life cycle stage, remained the same as the present and
did not vary across the different scenarios, This was done in order to
properly capture the sensitivity of residential development for the change
in demography only. Secondly, no residential properties were added to the
region whatever the scenario, so the demand for new residential housing
was never satisfied. This assumption may not be representative of reality,
but it ensures a common basis for a strict comparison of the final scenario
results. Thus, the constraint allows a comparison of the accumulation of
local unsatisfied demand (pressure) and the identification of scenarios that
exert more pressure on specific locations. This should help to associate
scenarios and location where flooding risk may be of concern people or
where biodiversity loss might be higher. The information could then be
used by regional and local stakeholders in developing appropriate policies
for sustainable development.

The spatial distribution, the intensity and the starting date of the
unsatisfied demand were simulated per grid cell, urban area and for the
region as a whole.
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Results
Demographic dynamics

There are similarities in the population dynamics of some scenarios, but it
is not the same scenarios that are similar for every HA stage.

Aggregated counts
Generally speaking, total numbers of households and total population
increase rapidly at the beginning of the simulation and then decrease more
slowly for all the scenarios and the Reference scenario (bottom tiles of
Figure 4.2). This evolution results from the complex interaction between
the residential constraint, the migration rates for second-home owners
and the natural demography.

At the beginning of the run, 6.88% of

the residential property stock is vacant. However, the second modelling
constraint (no new properties) limits the available space for new households
in the region. As demographic values limit natural growth, the population
progressively increases only with positive migration. As they move into
vacant properties, the residential stock is eventually saturated. At that
Moment of Saturation (MoS), competition occurs amongst them, as well
as with the incoming second-home owners. The latter have precedence in
the model to occupy a vacant property because they are considered to have
stronger purchasing power. In other words, the migration rate of secondhome owners is a strict increase, whilst the migration rates of the HAs
are a desired target, an attempt, which is not satisfied when there are no
more vacant properties. Thus, second-home owners progressively invade the
region, blocking permanently a growing number of properties and forcing
more of the regular HAs to emigrate from the region, accounted for by their
population decrease (bottom tiles in Figure 4.2).
Depending on the scenario, the Intensity of the Competition for moving
in the existing residential properties (IoC) is different because it relates
directly to the second-home owners immigration rate (see Table 4.3). In
other words, the decreasing rate of the total household curves decrease after
the MoS (bottom-left tile of Figure 4.2) is the proportional inverse of the
IoC. Also, the MoS happens at different times for each scenario (first line
of Table 3) because of different IoC. For instance, the NE scenario differs
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Figure 4.2: Demography dynamics per scenario and overall households

BU: Reference scenario — WM: World Markets — GS: Global Sustainability — LS:
Local Stewardship — NE: National Enterprise
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from LS by only two parameters: a lower birth rate and a higher increase
in second-home owners, but the birth rate has little influence on the total
household counts because they are nearly identical until 2009 (confounded
curves in bottom-left tile of Figure 4.2). Conversely, the higher immigration
rate of second-home owners in the NE scenario brings the RP stock to MoS
a year earlier. This higher rate also means a higher IoC, i.e. the total count
of HAs decreases more rapidly.

Counts per household stages & share of the 60+
The MoS appears in the HA1 counts, but not in the other HAs stages
(Figure 4.3).

This is consistent with the modelling approach of the

(re)location rule: if a HA cannot find a new preferred location, it does
not move. This is also true for migrants who remain outside the region
when their location choice is not met. As all households, except the new
singles, have a previous location when changing stage, it is logical to see
many more of the HA1 leave the region when the residential stock becomes
saturated (MoS). This is true regardless of their migration rate: the net
HA1 migration rate is null under the GS scenario, but the count of HA1
has the same trend as under the other scenarios.
Most trends of HA stages are similar across the scenarios with clear
and small differences in their magnitude. Conversely, the magnitude of
the WM trend is considerably different from the other scenarios for all
HA stages, except HA4 (Figure 4.3). For the WM scenario, the number
of younger households (HA1, HA2, HA3) is quite low, whilst the number
of older households (HA4, HA5, HA6) is larger. This is reflected in the
proportion of people aged 60 or over (60+), which reaches 49% by 2050
(top-right tile in Figure 4.2). For the other scenarios the 60+ proportion is
lower or much lower (GS:39%, NE:38%, LS:35%). Yet, all 60+ trends are
above the Reference scenario (33%). Actually, the 60+ trend for the NE
scenario is around the evolution projected by Lutz et al. (2008).
Across the HA stages, there is a repeating pattern of the curve trends
that cannot be related to the Reference scenario curves. The LS curve is
above the GS curve that is above the WM for the younger life stages. This
‘ranking’ is mirrored for the older life stages (WM ¿ GS ¿ LS). Conversely,
the NE scenario sometimes follows that general trend (as for HA1, HA3 or
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Figure 4.3: Demography dynamics per scenario and household type

BU: Reference scenario — WM: World Markets — GS: Global Sustainability — LS:
Local Stewardship — NE: National Enterprise
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HA5), sometimes it follows its own path (as for HA4 or HA6) or it starts
identically to WM, but finishes very differently (as for HA2).

Household occupancy rate
The scenario trends of the household size are more complex than the trends
of the HA stages (top-left tile of Figure 4.2). During the first ten years
of simulation, the NE scenario maintains an occupancy rate close to that
observed at the start of simulation, as does the Reference scenario (2.16
people per household). Conversely, the occupancy rates for the GS and
LS scenarios immediately fall to 2.13, whereas the WM scenario household
occupancy rate increases to nearly 2.19.
Whilst the trend in the Reference scenario continues to decline until
2.10, the four other trends shift direction at their respective MoS dates.
In 2050, LS has an occupancy rate of 2.10, as does the reference scenario,
whilst GS and NE fall further to 2.06 and WM falls to 1.96 people per
household.
Therefore, the central hypothesis of a significant difference between
temporal outputs for the different scenarios is not rejected.

4.3.2

Residential pressure on the regional landscape

Regional trends
In the spatial outputs, over all the region and for all scenarios, the stock
of available RPs declines as the regional population went through the
demographic dynamic described above. As a consequence, the number of
households unsatisfied with their location increases. Although the regional
residential saturation (MoS) happened at different times (first line of Table
4.4), the first unsatisfied demand occurred as early as 2003 for all scenarios
(except for the Reference scenario for which it occurred in 2004) within
the cells of Norwich, Ipswich and Great Yarmouth. The accumulation of
unsatisfied demand until 2050 varies across scenarios, which is consistent
with the different population sizes modelled: the more people, the greater
the residential pressure.

A general intensity ranking of the residential

pressure can be established at the regional level: Ref ¡ LS ¡ NE ¡ GS ¡
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Table 4.4: Most common starting dates of unsatisfied demand in relevant urban
areas

Region

Ref.

WM

GS

LS

NE

RPs: saturation date

2015

2003

2006

2010

2009

UD: first occurrence

2004

2003

2003

2003

2003

UD: majority

2005

2003

2003

2004

2004

AUD in 2050

734,413

1,071,606

812,230

738,696

806,778

Number of hit cells

10,376

10,393

10,392

10,347

10,356

Cities and Large Towns: majority


Norwich




Ipswich
2006

Great Yarmouth




Lowestoft
Bury St-Edmunds

2008

Felixstowe

2007



















2003












2004






)










2005













2006



















2005

2005

Coastal urban areas: majority
Bacton/Walcott
Mundesley
Cromer
Sheringham

2015
2011
2008
2007





2005





2003







Periurban belts: main range (no clear majority)
)
westward Caister-on-Sea
2009/20 2004/10
southward Great Yarmouth

2013

2021

2010

2016

2005

2005

2006

2007

2008

2005/25

2006/25

2020/35

2005

Note: The most common starting date is a majority measure amongst the dates of
the cells (belonging to the corresponding urban area) facing unsatisfied demand for
the first time.
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WM.
Over the 50-year simulation period, residential agents became unsatisfied at different rates between scenarios, but this affected a similar number
of cells (which account for less than 8% of the surface). The spatial location
of the pressure are thus identical across scenarios: only 81 cells out of all
the cells facing pressure were not affected in each of the scenarios (i.e. a
marginal 0. 0006% of the region’s surface). Furthermore, the location
of these pressures for new residential development is spatially correlated
with existing residential areas. All this results from the first experimental
constraint in which the same set of agent location preference rules are
applied to each scenario, which is based on current location trends and
on the current spatial distribution of residential properties.

4.3.3

Local trends

A comparison at the cell level shows distinct spatial patterns of concentration. Generally speaking, the residential pressure mainly concentrates in
the principal cities and large towns of the region, i.e. Norwich, Ipswich,
Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft (see Figure 4.4 as an example with the
LS scenario). A number of their satellite towns are also quite attractive
to HAs.

Lower levels of pressure mainly occur at the coast, drawing

periurban belts particularly westward from the cluster of Caister-on-Sea and
Hemsby (middle of the coast), southward from Great Yarmouth or within
the local areas of Bacton/Walcott, Mundesley, Cromer and Sheringham
(North-eastern part of the coast).
Surprisingly, two large towns have relatively little unsatisfied demand
compared with other urban areas of a similar size or even compared to
a number of isolated smaller towns in the countryside.

It seems that

Felixstowe (South-East of Ipswich, on the coast) is isolated and shadowed
by the proximity of Ipswich and that Bury-St-Edmunds (West of Ipswich)
is neglected in preference to its surrounding towns: Sudbury (South of
Bury-St-Edmunds), Mildenhall (East-North-East of Bury-St-Edmunds),
Brandon (North-East of Bury-St-Edmunds) and Thetford (North of BurySt-Edmunds). The spatial output for the LS scenario (Figure 4.4) only
differs greatly from the Reference scenario at Felixstowe and Bury StEdmunds. At these particular locations, the average pressure under the
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LS scenario is twice the size of the Reference pressure. Other city areas
have a similar magnitude of pressure between the two spatial outputs, as
for example Ipswich with twice the average found at Felixstowe or Bury
St-Edmunds.

Conversely, the pressure under GS is essentially greater

than that under LS for cities and large towns, except for Felixstowe and
Bury St-Edmunds (Figures 3 and 4).

Therefore, the GS scenario has

a similar pressure pattern to the Reference scenario with only a simple,
but significant, difference in magnitude (with the intensity of the pressure
greater for GS). The same observation applies for the NE scenario compared
to LS (Figures 5; with the intensity of the pressure greater for NE). Once
again, Felixstowe and Bury St-Edmunds make the difference for NE relative
to GS (with the intensity of the pressure still greater for NE). Finally,
the WM scenario has the largest residential pressure values for any cities
and large towns, including Felixstowe and Bury St-Edmunds. In other
words, there is a high residential pressure virtually anywhere that a demand
occurred (Figures 6). In terms of spatial pattern, the WM pressure is more
similar to the Reference and GS than to NE and LS.
Therefore, the central hypothesis of a significant difference between
spatial outputs of the different scenarios is partly rejected.

Sensitive areas
Isolating the residential pressure accumulated within the zones of hazard
and sensitivity highlights a number of hotspots in the region (see insets
of Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7). For example, the towns of Brundall
(East of Norwich) and Wroxham/Hoveton (North-East of Norwich) face
a large residential demand that potentially could double their built surface.
The attractive parts of these towns cover the flood plain and the national
park. The potentially problematic demands in Norwich, marginal compared
to the size of the city, are located along the river Yare and at the city
fringe within the river flood plain. South of the region, a similar result
occurred at Ipswich. On the other hand, the southern fringes of Woodbridge
(North-East of Ipswich) is highlighted because it belongs to an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The coastal area of Great Yarmouth
could experience intense residential pressure at its boundaries and a lower
demand at its fringe, half-way to Caister-on-Sea (round shaped patch in
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Figure 4.4: Unsatisfied demand for residential properties accumulated by 2050
under the ‘Local Stewardship’ scenario — Insets: only within zones of hazard
and sensitivity

Note: The zones of sensitivity are ‘the Broads’ National Park and the Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The zones of hazard are the eroding
zones, in the wetlands (North) and along the coastal cliffs, and the flooding zones
with a return period of one in one hundred years.
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Figure 4.5: Unsatisfied demand for residential properties accumulated by 2050
under the ‘Global Sustainability’ scenario — Insets: only within zones of hazard
and sensitivity

Note: The zones of sensitivity are ‘the Broads’ National Park and the Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The zones of hazard are the eroding
zones, in the wetlands (North) and along the coastal cliffs, and the flooding zones
with a return period of one in one hundred years.
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Figure 4.6: Unsatisfied demand for residential properties accumulated by 2050
under the ‘National Enterprise’ scenario — Insets: only within zones of hazard
and sensitivity

Note: The zones of sensitivity are ‘the Broads’ National Park and the Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The zones of hazard are the eroding
zones, in the wetlands (North) and along the coastal cliffs, and the flooding zones
with a return period of one in one hundred years.
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Figure 4.7: Unsatisfied demand for residential properties accumulated by 2050
under the ‘World Markets’ scenario — Insets: only within zones of hazard and
sensitivity

Note: The zones of sensitivity are ‘the Broads’ National Park and the Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The zones of hazard are the eroding
zones, in the wetlands (North) and along the coastal cliffs, and the flooding zones
with a return period of one in one hundred years.
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the middle insets of Figures 3 to 6). In this part of the region a residential
hotspot occurs virtually at sea level, which is less than a kilometre away.
Moreover, large floodplains correspond to the location of low demand at
the fringe of the national park.

4.4

Discussion & Conclusions

The simulated results mimic reality: smooth aggregated trends (e.g. total
households) hide various individual dynamics (e.g. household stage count)
and complex spatial patterns (e.g. potential pressure for new residential
development at specific locations). Differences between the scenarios are
easily distinguished when observing the evolution of total households, but
less so when considering the population counts, which resulted in divergent
dynamics in household occupancy rates. So, the demographic trends of
the household stages were somewhat different between scenarios, even if
some similarities were found, and they were definitely different between
life stages. As a result, the residential pressure on the regional landscape
showed substantial and unforeseen differences in magnitude within a general
and spatial pattern that is similar across scenarios.
Differences in spatial outputs across the scenarios appear in the intensity
of the residential pressure, not in the spatial distribution patterns. This
relates to the first model constraint: identical location behaviour. The
temporal change in the share of the household types was not large enough
to be reflected clearly in spatial change of the residential pressure. However,
specific locations (e.g.

Felixstowe and Bury St-Edmunds) had subtle,

relative differences in pressure (compared to other urban areas) across
scenarios. Therefore, it would be interesting to develop further the scenarios
to integrate changes in human behaviour. The location and spatial pattern
of unsatisfied HA demand might then be more divergent, highlighting
distinct hotspots in the zones of hazard and sensitivity. This would be
a useful advance in the development of HI-LIFE requiring a thorough
analysis of the complex relocation algorithm. This will also require a more
disaggregated analysis of the model outputs, e.g. local unsatisfied demand
per HA type. This information would be of value because HI-LIFE would
then be able to identify more precisely who would demand what, where and
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possibly when.

4.4.1

Advantage of agent-based simulations for scenario
modelling

The differences between the magnitude of the scenario pressures resulted
from the constraint of imposing identical location choices across scenarios,
but not across household types. These difference however have also been
attributed to the Moment of Saturation (MoS) of the housing stock. At
this point, many unsatisfied HAs are looking for new locations, which are
not available. Notwithstanding the MoS, the majority of cells have their
first residential pressure in 2003, wherever located. For all scenarios, the
pressure first appears before, or much before, the MoS date. Furthermore,
large residential pressure occurs before saturation in all cities and large
towns. The MoS point is only concomitant with most coastal and periurban
areas, i.e. where the demand is quite low. In other words, these results
confirm that HI-LIFE is capable of modelling an unsatisfied demand not
driven by the availability of residential properties at the regional level, but
at the local level. Thus, the model correctly incorporates another axiom: it
is not enough to offer sufficient properties as these also need to be located
where they are demanded. This process could explain the lower pressure
on Felixstowe and Bury St-Edmunds, which do no have local characteristics
that attract enough household life stages, compared with other urban areas
in the region.

4.4.2

New residential development in East Anglia?

The urban landscape of East Anglia would be strongly affected if new
housing development followed the spatial trends modelled here.

For

example, Ipswich would progressively absorb the town of Woodbridge
northeastward.

Great Yarmouth would experience urban sprawl, at a

rapid rate and with low-density, southward. Its northern border would
be joined by similar sprawl from the cluster of three close coastal towns
(Caister-on-Sea, Ormesby-St-Margaret and Hemsby) creating a super
coastal centre, which important implications for flooding and ecological
quality. Conversely, Lowestoft, which is similar in population size and
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location to Great Yarmouth would not be prone to such levels of sprawl.
Norwich would remain an important centre only growing slowly, as it has
reached a mature state. It is worth noting that the northern part of Norwich
does not face any demand within the city boundary, although demand
occurs just outside of Norwich, a few cells apart. This ‘hole’ is the location
of the city airport. In the south of Norwich, demand occurs in hazard zones
Further east, the town of Brundall would experience intensive pressure
for new development, with respect to its size, with important consequences
for the population and the environment given its proximity to a floodplain
and national park. These observations suggest that HI-LIFE should be
further developed with the integration of key planning actors who would
inform HAs about local development restrictions and constraints.
There is potentially very low growth in Bacton/Walcott and Mundesley,
two small areas along the northern-east coast, where the main environmental issue is the retreat of the soft cliffs. This potential low growth comes
from less than 10 unsatisfied demands in 50 years. This is an average of
one potential new property every five years, which highlights a limitation
in the modelling approach in its current form. Is the accumulation of very
low unsatisfied demand a genuine pressure? Indeed, if the demands at the
beginning of simulation had been satisfied, i.e. if a few new properties had
been built, the later demand might not have occurred at all because of the
slight increase in the housing stock. In other words, the current version
of the simulator has no mechanism for the occupancy turnover to be high
enough to cancel out the unsatisfied demand in certain locations with a
few new buildings. This suggests the need for development of the model to
integrate planning strategies for new housing that will drive the creation of
new residential properties.

4.4.3

Concluding remarks

This paper showed that highly disaggregated modelling of population
dynamics is operational at the sub-national level. The approach to explore
regional landscape dynamics with spatial agent-based modelling could
therefore be a useful tool for local authorities, a key reason being that
political decisions, such as planning strategy guidelines, mainly apply at
that level (Holman et al. 2005a,b, 2008). Population dynamics is considered
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a key driver for urban land-use change (Reginster and Rounsevell 2006,
Grubler et al. 2007), but long-term population projections lack a detailed
spatial dimension, which is needed to understand local residential dynamics.
HI-LIFE expands population projections into a spatial model that can
investigate the local land use impacts arising from demographic change.
It places human decisions at the centre of the urban growth debate:
urbanisation is driven by population demand because it emerges as the
collective sum of individual location decisions.
HI-LIFE needs further development, particularly with the integration
of new agents such as local planners. The role of these meso-scale agents
will have a significant role in local urban dynamics, and thus on regional
landscape change. Planning agents would be responsible for responding to
unsatisfied demand for residential properties, considering their own targets
and strategies. These would be different under the four scenarios. However,
since planning strategies are set for long periods of time in the UK, it would
be reasonable to expect no changes before 2020. This will allow testing of
the influence of parameter changes in the later years of the simulation.
With these proposed model developments, the complexity of the model will
increase, with the expectation that it would better simulate reality and be
more relevant to local and regional planners. In combination with variations
in human behaviour, these developments could make HI-LIFE operational
as a decision-support tool for practitioners.
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Chapter 5

Integrating responsive planning
agents into residential land use
modelling

After an article by Fontaine
et al. (2010b)
currently in review

This chapter presents the development of the second module of the
agent-based model that focuses on the planning response to residential
demand (Figure 5.1). Planning decisions are seen as a trade-off between
private local demand (after Chapter 2, enhanced with Chapter 3 findings)
and public regional policies (i.e. guidelines imposed ‘top-down’). The
main principle is to integrate local planner agents within the model
because their future planning decisions are based on past land use changes.
Simulations are applied across East Anglia until the end of the 21st
century. The key finding is that local authorities can be classified into
three groups based on the decreasing importance of simulated land use
dynamics (‘Central’,’Peripheral’,’Marginal’), which do not match the official
classifications of urban areas (‘Cities’,’Market Towns’,’Key Services Areas’).
Hence, planning accounts for local characteristics, for which subsequently
different alternatives are constructed for the future (Chapter 6).
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Paper abstract
This paper presents a Land Use Change (LUC) model (called SLIMP) that simulates residential development and urban growth from
the individual decisions of heterogeneous agents, including planners
represented endogenously. The approach uses agent-based modelling
(ABM) to explore uncertainties in the complex multidimensional
residential land use system. Local planning agents respond directly to
the demand for new housing of residents and changes in residential LUC
patterns are an outcome of these agents interactions. The method is
tested in the coastal region of East Anglia (EA), UK, which includes 20
Local planning Authorities (LA). The results indicate a set of common
LA types based on similarities in annual planning targets, granted
applications, vacant properties, population and/or the spatial location
of new development. The ‘Central LA’ type includes planners with
responsibility for the six larger urban areas in the region where important
residential LUC occurs. The ‘Peripheral LA’ type includes planners
with responsibility for the five ‘second-order’ urban areas, in proximity
to the six main centres, where LUC is moderate. The ‘Marginal LA’
type includes the remaining planners with low levels of residential
LUC.The simulation suggests that East Anglia could face an excess of
residential properties in the long-term, provided the current demographic
and planning trends continue into the future. This suggests that local
planning strategies should be more flexible and better adapted to specific
local conditions (demographic and housing sub-markets) in order to
support sustainable residential development. The paper concludes with
three major challenges for LUC models in terms of improving the
representation of urban planning.

Paper keywords: Agent-based Modelling, Planning Strategy,
Endogeneous, Residential Behaviour, Residential Land Use, Future
Land Use Change

5.1

Introduction

There are many models that explore the spatial dynamics of Land Use
Change (LUC) within an environmental management perspective (e.g. see
reviews by Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet and Le Page 2004, Verburg 2006,
Matthews et al. 2007, Robinson et al. 2007, Clifford 2008). Within LUC
models, the effect of land use planning on urban growth is usually imposed
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exogenously with land use planners assumed not to be part of the land
use system (Irwin and Geoghegan 2001). This may be appropriate for
specific short-term evaluations of LUC dynamics but it is less adequate for
analyses over longer period of time (Verburg 2006). Long-term processes
involve feedback mechanisms, between the drivers of land use change that
can only be made operational by establishing a link between the land and
the people (Verburg 2006). The pixel, most commonly used in LUC models,
is probably not, therefore, a true representation of the agents who make
(urban) land use decisions (Couclelis 2001, Verburg 2006).
Theoretical understanding of urban complexity resulting from agent
decisions has significantly improved since the 1980s (Batty 2005). For
example, the economic geography literature has developed new models
explaining the emergence of agglomerations as an endogenous process (e.g.
Fujita and Krugman 2004). For these models, urbanisation is the result of
interactions among individual economic agents who are distributed across
geographic space. They also ignore, however, much of the heterogeneity
of the landscape (Irwin and Geoghegan 2001). Other models in the urban
geography literature have also investigated city growth and urban patterns
resulting from the location decisions of individuals (e.g. Torrens 2001,
Caruso et al. 2007).

In most of these models, the role of planning is

fixed by past observations of urban growth or simply ignored (Couclelis
2005). However, urbanisation, and associated land use change, should not
be seen as an ongoing endlessly-growing phenomenon. Human decisions and
actions are the ultimate drivers of the urban growth dynamics and should
be simulated as such, amidst the complex interactions of the physical and
human factors that are the underlying cause of land use change (Andersson
et al. 2002, Allen and Lu 2003, Barredo et al. 2003, Batty 2005).
The difficulty of linking the spatial structure of land use with the
social structure of decision-making makes urban land use change research
challenging (Couclelis 2001, Verburg 2006).Urban planning, for example, is
the outcome of a complex decision-making process (Saarloos et al. 2008).
Some land use planning research has attempted to focus on the
interactions between stakeholders trying to reach an agreement about
future land management (e.g. Ligtenberg et al. 2009).

Others have

developed planning support systems tools, in which the strategic decisions
are ultimately made by a human end-user (e.g. Saarloos et al. 2008).
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Investigation of different environmental planning strategies has also sought
to construct synthetic cities in which the focus is on the theoretical
consequences for the dynamics of LUC patterns (e.g. Zellner 2007, Zellner
et al. 2008). For these models, planning authorities are considered to be
managers of LUC patterns or the coordinators between different (private)
needs.
This paper presents a LUC model in which local planners are endogenous players who respond strategically to the demands of resident for new
housing rather then imposing residential development. As in many spatial
models, more than one scale level is addressed (Verburg 2006), but in the
work presented here the top-down is reconciled with a bottom-up approach.
Local planners evolve at a meso-geographical level between the local,
individual and autonomous residents (micro-geographical) and the broad
regional, societal and collective planning policies (macro-geographical).
The focus of the model is on the Spatial and Local Interactions influencing
Meso-scale Planning (the SLIM-P framework). Thus, changes in residential
LUC patterns are considered to be the spatial by-product of agent
behaviours and interactions. The objective of the model is to simulate
the response of local housing strategies to changing resident mobility and
evolving location preferences. The case-study region is East Anglia, UK,
where residential development accounts for up to 40% of all properties.
The UK planning systems does not respond well to socio-economic
and market changes or shocks (Barker 2004). The current rate of new
housing development is less than the projected household population
growth. Thus, Britain’s housing market faces a lack of home supply and
is chronically unable to deal with demand changes, which contributes to
increasingly unaffordable prices, volatility of the market and unsustainable
social development (Barker 2004).
The agent-based modelling (ABM) approach was adopted for SLIMP since residential land use dynamics show many features of complex
multidimensional systems that be described by linear processes of causeeffect or equilibrium (Parker et al. 2003, Verburg 2006, Zellner et al. 2008).
ABM simulates LUC dynamics in silico through the local interactions of
agents and their relationship to a heterogeneous landscape operating at
different spatial and temporal scales (Irwin and Geoghegan 2001, Verburg
2006, Zellner et al. 2008).
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This work contributes to the field of landscape ecology by exploring

urban complexity within a spatio-dynamic model of planning decisions that
seeks to contribute to land use policy (Couclelis 2005).
The SLIM-P model helps to better understand the relationships between
local residential patterns and planning processes and pressures on the
environmental quality of regional landscapes.

In doing so, the model

explores the links between planning residential supply and household
housing demand that drive urban landscape change. SLIM-P is also used
to highlight discrepancies between regional housing targets, population
dynamics and potential environmental hazards for people and the natural
environment as part of an assessment of the environmental impacts of new
urban development in EA (e.g. Nicholls et al. 2009, Mokrech et al. 2009).
Planning has traditionally addressed environmental issues with regulation
on the location and the intensity of urban activities, based on assumptions
about urban and environmental dynamics that are rarely tested or updated
(Zellner et al. 2008).

5.2
5.2.1

Material & Methods
Case study: East Anglia, UK

The region of East Anglia (EA; 17,800 km2; 2.2 millions people; 900,000
households) comprises the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire,
along with the Unitary Authority of Peterborough. The three counties
are further divided administratively into ‘local authorities’ (19 in total for
EA). Local and unitary Authorities (LA) are the administrative level at
which operational planning decisions are made (Figure 5.2a). The urban
landscape of EA is polycentric with nine major urban centres; surrounded
by 86 Market Towns and 83 Key Services Areas (Figure 5.2b).
The western half of EA (Cambridgeshire and Peterborough UA) is
known to be attractive to London commuters

1

and has about a third of

the EA population. It is well served by public transport and a dense road
network from and to the City of London, less than 100 km away. The eastern
1

As an illustration see the project ‘MySociety.org’ which provide online examples of
commuting maps (www.mysociety.org/2006/travel-time-maps/).
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Figure 5.2: Counties, local and unitary authorities (top) and urban areas
(bottom) in East Anglia
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Note: The spatial classification of UK urban areas is made by the official
planning offices on the basis of detailed mapping and population thresholds: City
≥ 100, 000 > Large Town ≥ 25, 000 > Market Town ≥ 3, 000 > Key Services Area.
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half of EA is a coastal area with large numbers of second homes, holiday
properties and retirees (Fontaine et al. 2009b, Chapter 1). Second-home
owners, i.e. property owners who are transient residents in the region, are
agents with specific location preferences that who compete with the local
population for residential properties. The eastern point of EA at Lowestoft
is known for its growing elderly population.
The region has social and ecological challenges for local stakeholders
(Holman et al. 2005a,b, Richards et al. 2008, Fontaine and Rounsevell
2009a, Chpater 2). The coast is prone to erosion and land loss including
damage to properties (Figure 5.3 Richards et al. 2008). Flooding is a
major hazard in two large zones around King’s Lynn and Great Yarmouth
with climate change anticipated to increase the current return period of a
major flood every hundred years (Mokrech et al. 2008). The biodiversity of
the region may also be threatened especially because of future residential
development. ‘The Broads’ National Park, mainly in the flood plain of
the river Yare, could be subjected to more urban development due to its
convenient location between Great Yarmouth and Norwich (Fontaine and
Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2). The rest of the coast is designated as an
‘Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty’ (AONB 2 ) and is valued for tourism
and leisure activities.
In general terms, the region is relatively prosperous with good economic
growth and diverse economic activities (Holman et al. 2005a,b).

5.2.2

Conceptual design

Development of the SLIM-P model first involved identifying the principal
agents who play a role in urban development decisions, with a particular
focus on housing, and then describing the potential interactions between
these actors.

This initial scoping phase led to the construction of an

agent interaction diagram for which the validity of the relationships was
then tested in a workshop of local stakeholders. In this workshop, nine
representatives of key institutional bodies (government offices, assemblies
2

After the ‘National Parks and Access to the Countryside’ Act 1949, which aims to
protect about one fifth of the countryside of England and Wales for ecological value.
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Figure 5.3: Zones of hazard and sensitivity in East Anglia
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Note: The zones of sensitivity are ‘the Broads’ National Park and the Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The zones of hazard are the eroding
zones, in the wetlands (North) and along the coastal cliffs, and the flooding zones
with a return period of one flood in one hundred years.
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and NGOs)3 discussed their land use planning practices and suggested a
more generalised and conceptual version of the agent interaction diagram.
Only slight modifications were needed to the original version of the agent
interaction diagram following the stakeholder workshop. Three generic
groups of agents were identified as the core of a conceptual representation
of land use planning in EA: [1] ‘policy-developers’ who impose strong
regulations with little flexibility (top-down flows) to [2] ‘implementers’ of
the built environment (e.g. local planners) who are also influenced by [3]
‘lobbyists’ who seek to influence local development according to their values
and aspirations (bottom-up flows). Other types of agents were considered to
have a second-order influence on land use, including [1] environmental and
governmental agencies, [2] property developers and infrastructure providers,
and [3] community fora and natural/cultural heritage groups.

5.2.3

Operational design

Key flows in the process of land use planning decisions for new residential
development were extracted from official documents4 . These were drafted
into a flow chart which was validated by planning practitioners during faceto-face interviews (Figure 5.4). After some refinements to the specification
an operational description of the planning process and agents was reached
(detailed below) and used for the coding of the SLIM-P simulator with
NetLogo (Wilensky 1999).

5.2.4

Operational simulator

The model description follows the ODD (Overview, Design concepts,
Details) protocol for describing individual- and agent-based models (Grimm
et al. 2006, 2010).

The logic behind this protocol is that the context

and general information are provided first, followed by the strategic
considerations involved in model development and then the more technical
3

Rural Development Service, Environment Agency, English Nature, North Norfolk
District Council, Norfolk County Council, The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds,
Waveney District Council and Anglian Coastal Authorities Group.
4
Regional Spatial Strategy: Policy SS3, SS9, SS13, SS15, Local Development
Frameworks, etc
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Figure 5.4: Draft flow chart capturing interactions and influences amongst
several stakeholder decisional levels
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details (after Grimm et al. 2006). Only the overview section is reported
here, and the design concepts can be found in the appendix.

Overview

Purpose The purpose of the SLIM-P model is to make planning
decisions about new building permissions endogenous within a (nonmonetary) housing market system. In this context, urban growth is a direct
function of the volume of successful applications that generate new housing
development. Building permissions are a response to the demand for more
residential properties. This means that no new development occurs if there
is no new demand. Successful applications are a direct function of local
constraints, set through planning strategy.
Demand for new housing is simulated by an agent-based model of
Household Interactions through LIFE cycle stages (the HI-LIFE model
Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2). In this model, household
structure evolves through time as a consequence of demographic transitions
(e.g.

from marriage, new born, retirement, etc) which may lead to

dissatisfaction with the current location of a household (e.g. the property
is too small or too big, it is not close enough to work, schools, the
park, the coast, etc). Unsatisfied households trigger a relocation process
that create the demand for new housing at a specific location where no
existing homes are available at the time of relocation. This new demand is
communicated to a planner agent (i.e. the SLIM-P model) as a request for
new development. The planner agent may or may not grant a building
permission, depending on the level of development priority in the area
and the housing targets of the local authority. The outcome of this agent
interaction is the simulations changing land use patterns through urban
growth.
The objective of the model is to evaluate the planning response to
local residential pressure driven by household location preferences and the
dynamics of household demography (simulated with the HI-LIFE model).

Entities and state variables SLIM-P includes 2 types of entities:
grid cells and planning agents.
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The region is represented by a regular lattice of cells (shared with HILIFE). Each cell contains local information (state variables) for the number
of properties, their applications status and relationship to regional features
such as the floodplains (Table 5.1).

State
Variable

Table 5.1: Cells state variables
Name Description

Numbers of . . .
C1

P

properties within the cell

C2

NRP

number of non-residential properties

C3

RP

number of residential properties

C4

VRP

number of vacant properties, i.e.
occupied by a household

C5

UnD

number of unsatisfied application, i.e. the
number of application that have been
rejected and for which no suboptimal
location could be found by the requesting
household

not

Distances to the nearest . . .
C6

D2UA

urban area

C7

D2FZ

flooding zone

C8

D2NP

national park

C9

D2CL

coastline

Planning agents are responsible for regulating the demand for new
housing within their jurisdiction, i.e. amongst a collection of cells. The
planner decisional strategy includes several elements to be defined (and
adapted) by each agent, that reflects the location of the planner within the
region and the cells state variable (Table 5.2).
A second-order agent type, a ‘mayor’, is included in the model to assist
the local planners. The ‘mayor’ is responsible for monitoring a group of cells
belonging to a single urban area, on behalf of the planner. Each planner
has one or more mayors assisting them. The role of the mayor is to inform
the planner whenever the population of that urban area crosses a threshold
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State
Variable

Table 5.2: Local Planners state variables
Name
Description

P1

Planner status

‘urban’ or ‘rural’ whether in
charge of a city/large town or
not

P2

Flooding
restrictions

whether development is prevented for none of the cells,
for cells within flooding areas,
or for cell within and around
flooding areas

P3

Natural
protections

similar to previous item

P4

Eroding
restrictions

similar to previous item

P5

collection of authorised cells

the cells allowed for development on the basis of the
previous state variables

P6

Priorities
hierarchy

whether there is a ranking
amongst the authorised cells,
e.g. first granting permits for
building in urban brownfields,
then at urban fringe, then
elsewhere in rural greenfields,
if the annual target has not
been reached yet

P7

Annual
target

housing

the number of new homes
targeted by the planner to be
granted every year over the
LA
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that shifts the status of the area from ‘rural’ to ‘urban’, which can change
how development priorities are handled. For EA, the rural-urban threshold
was set at 25,000 inhabitants (today’s cities and large towns).
There are two further state variables (which are held constant for the
region) used by the planner agents to allocate building permissions:
1. a ‘Contractor’ threshold (the minimum number of applications needed
to represent a building contractor’s interest in starting residential
development within a cell)
2. a ‘Windfall’ threshold (the maximum number of applications which
can cause a privately built house to be constructed within a cell)

Scales

The EA case study has a spatial extent of 17, 800km2 and the

model was run at a spatial resolution of (250m)2 covering 203, 253 cells.
The model time step was 1 year and simulation was run for 100 years.

Process scheduling

The following occurs during a typical time step:

1. Mayors indicate to rural planners whether the population threshold
for becoming urban planner has been reached;
2. Planners update their set of authorised cells;
3. Planners update their annual housing target by adding in surplus
provision from the previous year. In addition, every 20 years, the
annual housing target is re-evaluated based on the ratio of the present
population and the total number of residential properties. If the
residential housing stock is close to saturation, the target figure is
increased, otherwise it is reduced (by ten percent in each case);
*** HI-LIFE creates a demand for new housing by engaging migration,
demography and relocation of households, which includes ‘tagging’
cells of interest for new development
4. Planners grant permission to build in authorised cells with demand
that meets the windfall condition, regardless of possible priority areas;
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5. Planners identify authorised cells matching the contractor condition
and rank them according to priority levels (if any);
6. Planners grant permission to build new properties in the ranking
sequence until the annual target is reached;
7. Other urban growth: the number of non-residential properties (NRP)
is adapted to maintain a local fixed ratio with the number of
residential properties (RP) in each cell, considering integer increases;
*** HI-LIFE asks the households waiting for a planning response to
relocate to (sub)optimal locations if possible or to stay where they
were if not possible

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Households, properties and housing target

At the macro-geographical level, both the number of households and
the effective number of residential properties increased steadily over the
simulation period (Figure 5.5). The ratio between all households and all
residential properties was 0.87 at the start of the simulation, but declined
to 0.75 by the end of the simulation. This means that the number of empty
properties increases from about one-in-ten to about one-in-four. In practice,
the one-in-four ratio was already reached by 2060, after which the number
of vacant homes stabilised. This date coincides with the moment when the
occupancy rate (the average number of people per household) converged to
a value of around 1.98 (from 2.08 at the start of the simulation).
Conversely, the regional sum of the annual targets for new housing
slowly reduced over the 100 years of the simulation (average: −0.06% a
year). For the first planning period (2000-2019), 11,025 new homes were
created in the region every year (i.e. 1.15% of the housing stock in 2000,
a figure consistent with Barker 2004). For the last planning period (20802099), 10,346 properties were simulated (i.e. 1.09% of the housing stock in
2000). In other words, the simulated planning strategy doubled the housing
stock over 100 years (annual average: +1% of the baseline stock,).
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Figure 5.5: Simulated evolution of residential properties and households number
in East Anglia (log scale)
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Concurrently, household population had a lower rate of increase (annual

average: +0.28% of the baseline population) when demographic parameters
were to the observed level in 2000. This population rate pulls the targeted
number of properties down to the effective housing stock over the simulated
century (Figure 5.5). This is consistent with the modelling approach since
the planning system was required to modify the housing target according
to population projections. However, the slope of the housing target curve
is always greater than those for the population..

This increased the

gap between the target and effective housing stock curves, whilst the
housing stock tended to run in parallel with the household population.
A comparison of the net changes in population and the annual targets
indicates that both decline overall, with net population change at a higher
average rate.

5.3.2

Housing demand and new housing

The number of applications for new properties introduced each year followed
a very different dynamic (Figure 5.6). The activity was intense during the
first forty years, when only a quarter of the applications were granted. Up
to a third of the relocating households did not actually move since they
were unable find an alternative location after their application was rejected
(suboptimal search). This indicates that a lack of applications did not
constrain the availability of new properties. Instead they were constrained
by location and/or the quantity of the demand for new properties per
cell. Most applicants found a suboptimal location, which suggests that the
planning process played a vital role in controlling sustainable residential
development. This hypothesis is especially evident toward the end of the
simulation where the number of ‘suboptimalers’ decreases sharply and ‘nomovers’ disappear completely.

Over that period, location choices of a

majority of households seemed to be quite adequate with respect to the
available housing stock.

5.3.3

Housing target, demand and supply

Results for the meso-geographical level indicate important disparities
between local authorities (LAs).
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Figure 5.6: Simulated annual number of applications for new residential
properties in East Anglia
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The annual housing targets evolved differently from one planning period

to another (Figure 5.7). Twelve planners successively reduced their target,
whilst six others increased their targets (all were of an urban type). Housing
targets for the two remaining LAs (‘Broadland’ and ‘Forest Heath’, rural)
increased for the second period (2020-2039), but decreased after this.
Ipswich, Norwich, Cambridge and Peterborough applied more significant
changes in targets because the re-evaluation is a function of the previous
housing target, which started higher in their cases.
Figure 5.7: Simulated annual number of applications for new housing in each
Local Authority

For each LA, there was much more applications activity during the first
two planning periods (similar to the regional trend) when a substantial
number of applications were rejected. The regional trend of declining new
RPs (after 2040) is also visible at the meso scale for most of LAs. Some
planners virtually had no more applications as time went by (e.g Breckland,
North Norfolk or St Edmundsbury).

Conversely, other planners had

relatively stable numbers of new RPs on an annual basis (e.g. Broadland,
South Norfolk or Great Yarmouth).
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Amongst the rural planners, only Babergh had a match between the
annual target and the number of applications granted (for the first two
planning periods). Broadland and Huntingdonshire had a close match.
South Cambridgeshire and South Norfolk had a regular increase in granted
applications from 2000 until 2040, when these became a close match with
the annual target (at that single point only). Only Breckland had the
potential to satisfy entirely its demand as the annual target curve is well
above the number of applications.
Amongst the urban planners, in Great Yarmouth and Waveney and at
the beginning of the simulation only, the annual number of applications
granted are greater than the annual housing target. This is because there
is a modelling mechanism that allows the planning agents to remember
and to reuse applications that could have been granted the year before but
were not. These two LAs also continued to meet their annual target, which
was increased for the second planning period. King’s Lynn and the Suffolk
Coastal had a regular increase in applications granted until 2040, with a
closer match to their annual target during the second planning period as
the target was reduced. Cambridge, Norwich, Ipswich and Peterborough
increased their annual target steadily whilst only granting between half and
two-thirds of applications during the entire simulation. For these LAs, the
number of applications granted seems to have fallen a little, just after the
start of the simulation, reaching a peak in 2040.

5.3.4

Households and properties

The comparison of the number of households versus measures of residential
properties (targeted, effective and vacant) shows again the distinctive
behaviours between the LAs (Figure 5.8). Most LAs had a graph similar to
the regional one: distinct slopes (from the higher to the lower) for targeted,
effective and households curves. Two LAs had a close match between all
curves (Great Yarmouth, Waveney). Four LAs had a nearly full housing
stock during the entire simulation, with a higher targeted curve (Cambridge,
Norwich, Ipswich and Peterborough). Three LAs had a higher number of
vacant properties than households from 2040 onwards (Breckland, North
Norfolk, Mid Suffolk). For these LAs, the number of household declined
during the first half of the simulation (before 2040), but concurrently , the
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number of effective homes remained virtually constant. Babergh was the
only LA to have throughout the simulation a close relationship between
targeted and effective properties.
Figure 5.8: Simulated annual number of applications for new housing in each
Local Authority

5.3.5

Spatial housing

At the micro-geographical level, a majority of the cells within urban areas
(any size, any type) had RP stock that doubled over the century.
Cells with higher residential increases were primarily located at the
periphery of the seven largest urban areas (Cambridge, Norwich, Peterborough, Ipswich, Great Yarmouth, Lowestoft and King’s Lynn), causing an
expansion of their effective spatial extent (Figure 5.9).
The same situation occurred for the market towns surrounding the seven
largest urban areas. For instance, the town of Brundall (East of Norwich)
had intensive residential development inside and outside its boundaries,
which virtually doubled its spatial extent. This could have implications
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Figure 5.9: Simulated micro-geographical residential increase outside urban
areas in East Anglia (2100)

sustainable development, since the town is close to both the National Park
and the flood plain.

5.3.6

Synthesis: planning typology

Local Authorities can be grouped according to similar a evolution in annual
targets, applications granted, vacant properties, population and/or spatial
location of new development. These groupings are described below.

Central LAs
The first group comprises six urban LAs whose annual targets were
increased at each evaluation date and, which had virtually no vacant
properties throughout the simulation. This is the case for the LAs including
the four main cities (Cambridge, Norwich, Ipswich and Peterborough). In
addition, the coastal LAs of Great Yarmouth and Waveney meet their
annual targets for most of the simulation (i.e. the effective number of homes
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matches the targeted number in addition to the number of households).
These six LAs experienced most of the new urban development (34% until
2040, 39% at the end in 2100) over a small proportion of the region’s
territory (8%), which implies dense urban growth. These are the primary
centres of residential activity.

Peripheral LAs
The second group comprises five LAs where application activities were
comparable to the Central LAs. Apart from King’s Lynn, these LAs seem to
benefit from the proximity of the main cities: Suffolk Coastal (urban, East
of Ipswich), South Norfolk (rural, South of Norwich), Broadland (rural,
North of Norwich) and South Cambridgeshire (rural, around Cambridge).
The number of applications granted even increased until 2040, when it
met the annual target, before progressively decreasing afterwards. Only
South Cambridgeshire and Broadland had important population increases.
Annual targets were reduced steadily in all but the Broadland LA, which
had a small increase only for the second planning period. These five LAs
gained a substantial share of the new urban development (35% until 2040,
36% at the end in 2100), but over a larger proportion of the region’s territory
(38%), which precludes dispersed urban growth as the development is
spread amongst several urban areas of smaller sizes. The regional towns
are the secondary centres of residential activity.

Marginal LAs
The third group comprises the nine remaining LAs, where the number of
applications was lower than the average and the population was barely
maintained. The annual target figures for these LAs were systematically
reduced whilst the number of vacant properties increased.

Population

decreased slowly in four of these LAs, of which three had even more vacant
than occupied properties from 2040 onwards (Breckland, North Norfolk
and Mid Suffolk, all rural). These nine LAs gained less of the new urban
development (30% until 2040, 25% at the end in 2100) over a much larger
proportion of the region’s territory (54%).

In consequence, there was

virtually no residential activities for locations scattered in the countryside.
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The Marginal LAs also included two isolated special cases. Babergh
(rural) had two matching pairs of observation during most of the simulation:
the targeted and effective housing stock, and the annual target and the
number of applications granted. Forest Heath (rural), had an annual target
with a positive adjustment (for the second planning period only, as in
the LA of Broadland), and a population that closely matched the slowly
increasing housing stock.

5.4
5.4.1

Discussion & Conclusions
Residential occupancy

At the macro-geographic level, the stock of empty properties eventually
increased because the number of residential properties increased more than
the population trend. In 2000, less than 5% of properties were vacant, but
this increased throughout the simulation by up to 25%. This indicates the
SLIM-P model can capture the need to increase housing stocks effectively
guaranteeing a home for everyone. However, the vacant stock was not
distributed evenly across the Local Authorities. In 2000, occupancy ranged
from 90% in North Norfolk (Marginal LA) to more than 97% in South
Cambridgeshire (Peripheral LA). The Central LAs were at full capacity all
of the time. Conversely, some of the Marginal LAs displayed a negative
population trend, but permissions for new development were still given.
Thus, the feedback mechanism to update planning strategies does not
respond sufficiently quickly to large variations in the population size. The
meso-level adjustments to housing targets had a limited effect on the
evolution of the local housing stock, which was driven more strongly by
mobility at the micro-level.
The simulated rate of empty properties (25%) seems relatively high
for a housing market that is considered to be saturated, dynamic and
volatile. The discrepancy between the evolution of the population and the
housing stock (respectively +0.28% and +1% annual average) may have two
different origins. The first explanation is to question whether the planning
agents have the ability to adapt quickly enough to changes in population.
The reduction of the annual target is not enough to compensate for the
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gap between the number of households and the effective housing stock.
This is partly because the re-evaluation of the target occurs only every
twenty years and partly because the rate of change is limited by a fixed
value. When re-evaluating the target, there is no possibility for the planning
agents to stop altogether or to substantially boost new housing. It is also
not possible for planners to start collaborating with their neighbours (e.g.
to change the LA boundaries or to merge LAs), which could have improved
the response to population dynamics in a given area. In this sense, the
SLIM-P model correctly represents the current state of the UK planning
system: slow and low-responsive. It also meets some of the concerns raised
during the stakeholder workshop that additional drivers of change needed
to be addressed, such as time lags in decision processes, i.e. it may take
several years to implement a decision made today.
Another explanation is to question the model’s ability to capture
sufficiently the interest of housing contractors in high prices, which should
cause them to refrain from building too many new houses. This does not
apply to the first half of the simulated century since, from 2000 until 2040,
a great number of applications were rejected, although the annual target
was not met. The reason for this being insufficient applicants per cell to
gain the interest of developers (the state variable ‘contractor threshold’
was not met in these cells). Conversely, the majority of the applications
were granted during the second half of the simulation and were below the
annual target so none were unsatisfied (see Figure 5.6). Over this period,
the number of vacant properties flattens out, at both the macro- and mesogeographical levels. In other words, there are enough suboptimal vacant
homes to meet the demand at any given time and to allow a smooth
turnover 5 , without household agents becoming frustrated. In this sense, the
developers eventually lost control of the regional housing stock and market.
This unforeseen result is mitigated at the meso-geographical level by the
Central LAs never having vacant properties. Therefore, the model simulator
was able to reproduce the emergence of housing ‘sub-markets’ in the region.
Each sub-market evolved differently according to preferences of residents
5
Although the turnover of individual properties was not monitored, the above
discussion indicates it could be interesting to see if these empty homes just corresponded
to a temporary delay between two households occupying them, or if they were abandoned
more permanently.
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and the planning response. At least three sub-markets corresponding to
the three LA types can be identified.

5.4.2

Housing target and new housing

In contradiction to some recommendations to increase the number of homes
substantially (e.g. Barker 2004), the simulator slowly reduced the regional
housing target, which implies a lower average growth rate. The standard
recommendations may hold true for the Central LAs, but they should
certainly be revisited in the case of Marginal LAs, where the proportion of
empty homes eventually becomes (very) high. Furthermore, the simulation
results suggest that the lack of available residential properties will not be
an issue for most LAs, and certainly not for the region as a whole. Thus,
East Anglia may have, in the long-term, an excess of residential properties,
provided the current demographic and planning trends hold as today. This
situation could then lead to lower residential prices that would make parts
of the region more attractive to immigrants. Then, the number of vacant
properties would reduce, leading to higher residential prices and a lower
immigration. Also, these population flows might influence the re-evaluation
of the planning housing targets. Therefore, a migration flows mechanism
could be developed endogenously to suppress the current limitation. The
effective growth rate of the housing stock is lower than the target rate.
The planning agents release new properties only where and when there is
enough demand, provided the location of the demand is consistent with the
planner’s strategy. In other words, the conditions are unlikely to lead to
intensive housing development.
More precisely, there is a spatial mismatch between residential agent
choices and planning responses for most LAs. The counter-examples are
South Cambridgeshire and Broadland (Peripheral LAs) for which targets
increase whilst the number of new residential properties decrease. For these
two LAs, the increasing population is accommodated within the existing
(vacant) housing stock and they do not, therefore, apply for new building
permissions. The disappearance of unsatisfied households during the second
half of the simulation indicates that the targets during the early years were
largely adequate for the regional housing stock of subsequent generations.
Building permissions were still being given because of positive demands and
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targets, but they should have been refused since sufficient properties were
available compared with population size. This means the planners were
aiming for too many new properties. Or, it means that the mechanism for
adapting the housing target were not sufficiently flexible to allow for a ‘real
time’ adjustment.
The simulated planning system appears, therefore, to involve a passive,
ill-defined reaction to the demographic dynamics rather than an active
controller of residential development interacting with households.

The

modelled planner agents adapted more slowly, less frequently and to a
lesser extent than required by the population changes. Great Yarmouth
and Waveney are the only exceptions to this, as the number of permissions
was greater than the annual target value (but only at an early stage of the
simulation). This is because the planning agents were allowed to accumulate
unallocated target from previous years and because a large number of people
wanted to move to locations where the planners were willing to give building
permissions. Thus, only these two LAs had a good match between the
spatial planning strategy and residental preferences.
Planner agents respond (slowly) to population changes, but only to the
population within their own jurisdiction and they are blind to changes in
neighbouring LAs. Thus planners are modelled as being independent from
one other, with no real coordination or communication at the macro level.
In most cases, this leads to an excess in available housing stock.
In other words, the SLIM-P model lacked communication between
planner agents that could have resulted in a shared planning strategy for the
region (as in Saarloos et al. 2008, for instance). More interactions between
the planners would have been beneficial to the Central LAs, especially for
those with an administrative boundary smaller than the effective spatial
extent of the corresponding urban area.

In the current configuration,

city growth strongly affects the surrounding Peripheral LAs without their
planners being involved in giving building permissions.
One could argue that a more detailed spatial housing development plan
should have been included in the SLIM-P model. The are, however, two
points against this approach. First, it is difficult to collect adequate information about housing development plans since there is little centralisation
and detail about local planning maps in UK regional offices. Moreover,
the plans (where these exist) are mostly paper based (although a growing
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number of local authorities are investing in electronic media). Secondly,
adding complexity to the model processes goes against the principle of
parsimonious land use modelling in which models should be simple in order
to be as clear and comprehensive as possible for the understanding of others
(Verburg 2006).

5.4.3

Challenges

Environment
In addition to how much urban development occurs, the magnitude of
environmental impacts is determined by where this development occurs
relative to the shape and extent of threatened ecological features (Brown
et al. 2004). The planning system clearly plays a key role in where new
housing will occur. An increase in population is the factor most commonly
cited as the cause of increases in housing numbers, but there is no agreement
between the different established future projections of population for the
UK, and no available projection at the regional level of EA (Fontaine and
Rounsevell 2009b, Chapter 3). Moreover, the simulation presented in this
paper suggests that residential development strategies should not be based
solely on regional figures. In East Anglia, population growth appears only
to be a major issue for the Central LAs. The ecological consequences of
urban development may be limited within the urban areas of these LAs,
since they are already well developed. Conversely, the urban growth at the
fringes of the central LAs is more of a concern, especially for the Great
Yarmouth area which is also a flood plain and national park. The work
presented here suggests that planning in the Peripheral LAs needs to take
account of the potential future magnitude of urbanisation in these areas,
since this is likely to be large with respect to the initial urban extent.
In particular, the town of Brundal, strategically located between Norwich
and Great Yarmouth, could experience intense residential development.
Brundal is on the edge of the river Yare flood plain and so new residents
could also be exposed to the risk of flooding.
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Society
With current trends in the demographic dynamics of EA, the occupancy
rate of households will fall. One could hypothesise, however, that smaller
households would have different location choice behaviour (Fontaine and
Rounsevell 2009b, Chapter 3). At present, the simulator is not explicit
about property sizes. HI-LIFE models different location preferences for
different household types, ,but this assumes that these location preferences
include implicitly information about property sizes, e.g. city centres mainly
contain apartments, coastal properties are often detached bungalows, etc..
Likewise, the assumption for the SLIM-P model is that planning agents
implicitly grant permission for different property types. Compact property
development occurs within urban areas where demand is higher per cell.
New detached houses are more likely to be in the countryside where
there is usually a single demand per cell, between modelled time steps.
A future extension of the model could test these assumptions, although
this would require many more state variables (e.g. individual property
attributes, planning strategies per residential type, etc) increasing the
model complexity.

Economy
A further major challenge for planning is the rapid pace of structural
economic change driven by the pace of globalisation (e.g. Barker 2006).
Employment location is considered to be a key household location driver
(Fujita and Thisse 2002, Knox and Pinch 2010).

Thus, residential

development should be an indirect measure of economic activity in a region.
Conversely, other considerations than the traditional distance to work
enter households’ location preferences nowadays (Loukopoulos and Scholz
2004, Reginster and Rounsevell 2006). HI-LIFE adopted an approach that
combined both economic and other factors that drive location preferences.
For example, location preferences depend on distances to different levels of
urban areas, representing jobs and services centres, as well as on local social
and environmental amenities (Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2).
A consequence of this is that the residential planning system followed a
housing demand that was only implicitly influenced by economic activities.
As a result, property values emerged indirectly from the simulations
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through supply and demand changes.
For example, property values in the Marginal LAs would have fallen
with the increasing number of vacant properties (surplus).

Similarly,

home prices would have increased steadily for the large residential LAs
with full occupation of the housing stock. House prices were not part of
the simulator, but price changes could be approximated from the local
derivative of the vacant properties curve. Thus, the planning system adapts
to changing (pseudo-) market conditions. This suggests, moreover, that a
more rapid planner response would be needed to avoid a ‘virtual’ crash
in some local housing markets, i.e. those with more vacant than occupied
properties. This also suggests that changes in planning strategies should
not be centrally driven since it is important to consider specific sub-market
dynamics.

Planning
The results presented here suggest that housing targets should be increased
or decreased according to local conditions rather than generically. This
result is different from others who recommend the allocation of more land
for development, without removing constraints on land use (e.g. Barker
2004, 2006).

There is, however, no point in releasing more land for

development if there are no potential occupiers for the new properties.
This suggests that in order to maintain sustainable residential development,
planning strategies should be much more flexible in adapting to local
changes in demographics and housing sub-markets .

5.4.4

Concluding remarks

This paper presented an approach to the challenge of bringing ’forwardlooking’ analysis (after Couclelis 2005) into urban land use change modelling. The results indicated that the SLIM-P model was able to simulate
residential development and urban growth from heterogeneous and interacting planners and residents. The added-value of this approach is the focus
on agent interactions that result in simulated urban growth, This allows for
the analysis of spatial outcomes at the micro-level that are both tangible,
e.g. new buildings, and non-tangible, e.g. unsatisfied demand.
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Appendix: SLIM-P Design Concepts & Technicals
Emergence
At the start of the simulation, the regional planning strategy is set to
observation. The housing number targeted is thus predictable. Conversely,
one cannot anticipate if (and when) planning agents will effectively reach
their personal target, since it is a direct function of local residential demand.
Population increase and changes, and thus demand, can be roughly
estimated at the macro-geographical level since regional demographic are
known (from HI-LIFE). Precise location of the new generations and other
moving households cannot. In other words, one cannot anticipate whether
they will introduce an application that will boost residential development,
nor when or where. Most of the housing increase will appear in the priority
areas (as only windfall development may be granted outside higher priority
areas) but one cannot anticipate whether all will be developed, nor when.
Likewise, projecting population numbers and housing stock numbers
can indicate if there is a risk of residential saturation (and approximately
when). The calculations are easy at the macro- and meso-geographical
levels, but are difficult to evaluate at a more local level (for a specific urban
area, for instance). Thus, one cannot anticipate whether local saturation
will occur, nor where. Nor one can know if it will induce an increase in the
number of (rejected) applications for these locations and, hence, an overall
increase of population unsatisfaction about the planning strategy.

Adaptation
Planner agents adapt their residential planning strategy every 20 years,
with a re-evaluation of their housing target depending on the evolution of
the population in their LA (see above).

Objectives
The planner objective is to deliver the yearly housing target. However, the
effective number of permit release is limited by the number of applications
submitted and their location in the LA. In other words, if there are
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no people for asking new residential properties, the planner cannot do
anything. This mechanism mimic the real situation where planners depend
mostly on developers’ goodwill to release new housing (usually done at a
pace that maximises their profits, to the expense of market prices).

Learning
Planners do not adapt their traits over time as a consequence of their
experience because the SLIM-P model is only interested in the adaptation
of their strategy (i.e. the state variables).

Prediction

Planner agent estimate future housing needs by compar-

ing, every 20 years, the number of people versus the number of homes in
their jurisdiction. They do not make assumption about the consequences
of their decision to deliver more building permits.

Sensing
Planners are receptive to one specific signal sent by households, the building
permits, which are stored by the cells (which play the middle-man between
the autonomous micro-agents and the regulating meso-agent).

Interactions
Planners only directly interact with their subordinate mayors. They also
interact with the households, through the application procedure, and act
on the cells when increasing their housing stock.
There is an indirect link between some planners and their neighbours,
during the ranking of authorised cells. The cells at the fringe of urban
areas form a belt of prioritised potential development. In the case some of
the belt cells are part of the neighbouring LA, the priority is given by the
Mayor of the urban area concerned, regardless of the LA location of the
cells. However, applications for these cells reamin under the responsibility
of the neighbouring planner during simulation.
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Stochasticity
Randomness occurs only in the planners order to go through the different
process scheduling steps.

Collectives
Planners do not form or belong to aggregations that affect, or are affected
by, the individual agents.

Observation
A minimum information are collected at every time step for every cell or for
every LA. Key state variables are written exhaustively in a text-file dataset,
which allows to map the local situation at any given point in time. Other
state variables can be derived from the saved subset.
For the cells: the number of non-residential properties, the total number
of residential properties, the number of vacant properties and the number
of unstatisfied households. For the LAs: the annual housing target and the
leftovers (the part of the target that was not met and transfered to the next
year).
Data for the LA level are derived from the local cell level.

Initialisation
At time t = 0, the SLIM-P model initialises with data information from the
case study of East Anglia.
Urban areas and local authorities boundaries and attributes were provided as a GIS shapefile from the UK National Statistics (http://www.statistics.gov.uk).
The adaptation to the grid cells were done with a ‘majority’ association on
the cell surface.
The number of residential properties per cell was derived from the UK
National Property Database (NPDB) which is a census of buildings and
property attributes in the UK, including coordinates and usage(residential,
commercial, etc.).

RPs and NRPs are the aggregated numbers of the

relevant properties occurring within each cell. This local clustering ensures
data privacy as the NPDB use is restricted.
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The housing target numbers were obtained from official documents

(some ref from Lilibeth needed). The other state variables of the planning
agents were derived from observation or interpreted from legal documents.

Input data
There is no input from external sources, per se, to represent processes
that change over time. However, there is the synergy with HI-LIFE which
produces the local annual demand for new housing in the different cells.

Chapter 6
Residential land use change from
scenarios of planner-resident
interactions using agent-based
modelling

After an article by Fontaine
et al. (2010a)
currently in review

This chapter presents the development of four scenarios that consider
the full range of modelled processes of residential land use dynamics
explored here (Figure 6.1), viz. behavioural change in resident location
preferences (after Chapter 3 and 4) and local planning strategies (after
Chapter 5). The key finding is that some scenarios were much more similar
in terms of land use change than expected such as the ‘Global Sustainability’
and the ‘Business as usual’ (reference line) scenarios. Furthermore, the
regionally-oriented scenarios led to profound changes in the structural
organisation of the urban system of East Anglia.
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Figure 6.1: Chapter 6 within the General Research Design
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Paper abstract
Understanding societal behaviour with respect to residential location
choices can be used to anticipate new residential development and
its potential environmental impacts. This paper uses the scenario
method to describe plausible changes in location decisions and planning
strategies for residential land use in East Anglia (EA), UK. The scenarios
presented here are composed of a written storyline (interpreted from the
IPCC-SRES storylines), a table of measurable indicators (derived from
the storyline), a spatial and dynamic simulation of future residential land
use change (produced with a spatial agent-based model of interactions
between the residential demand for, and planning supply of, new housing)
and an assessment of the potential consequences for society and the
environment of the simulated land use change (as a narrative derived
from the spatial simulation). Four alternative scenarios were developed
and these compared with a Reference scenario considering a steady state
evolution into the future of current demographics, planning and the
trends in resident location preferences. The results of the simulations
led to some unexpected outcomes: [1] East Anglia might already be
heading for a sustainable residential land use development; and [2] the
’no-globalisation’ scenario resulted in more profound structural changes
in the organisation of urban areas in East Anglia, compared with other
scenarios assuming a globalisation world.

Paper keywords:
Scenarios, Agent-Based modelling,
land use, land use change, residential development

6.1

urban

Introduction

Since the 1950s, the land surface allocated to residential use has increased
strongly at the periphery of most urban areas in western Europe (Caruso
et al. 2005, Reginster and Rounsevell 2006). This results from a shift
in location choices with increasing preference for personal space and
the neighbourhood amenities provided by rural areas (e.g. Loukopoulos
and Scholz 2004, Reginster and Rounsevell 2006, Caruso et al. 2007).
Periurbanisation also results from urban and regional planning, which aims
to manage space in a way that is integrated, more coherent and more
responsive to the evolution of society, i.e. to build a system to satisfy
the population’s needs (e.g. Cecchini 1999). The increasing recognition of
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the need for sustainable development may cause other behavioural shifts
in resident and planner decisions and their interactions in the future.
The interactions between these two types of heterogeneous agents results
in complex multidimensional systems that cannot be described by linear
processes of cause-effect or equilibrium (Parker et al. 2003, Verburg 2006,
Zellner et al. 2008).
This paper investigates the impacts on urban land use dynamics
of plausible behavioural shifts in resident and planner interactions and
decisions. Four scenarios of future behavioural trends are developed with a
model to simulate alternative residential land use futures and their potential
consequences for the landscape and the environment of a polycentric case
study region, East Anglia (EA), UK. The objective is to present alternatives
in the spatial distribution of new residential development resulting from a
multi-scale evolution of society in terms of demographic dynamics (macrogeographic level), planning strategies (meso-geographic level) and resident
location decisions (micro-geographic level).

6.1.1

Scenarios

The scenario approach is an indispensable tool for dealing with long-term
uncertainties in complex systems by exploring different pathways for how
the future may unfold (O’Neill 2005, Grubler et al. 2007, Rounsevell and
Metzger 2009). Scenarios are used to tackle a wide range of social and
environmental issues, such as climate change (Nakicenovic and Swart 2000),
socio-economics (Gaffin et al. 2004), urban sprawl (Barredo et al. 2003,
Reginster and Rounsevell 2006), pollution (Civerolo et al. 2007), carbon
sequestration (Dendoncker et al. 2004), population and demography (Wood
et al. 1999, O’Neill 2004, 2005, Grubler et al. 2007), mobility (Loukopoulos
and Scholz 2004), agriculture (Ewert et al. 2005, Rounsevell et al. 2005,
Abildtrup et al. 2006) or planning policy (Wu et al. 2008). Scenarios
can also help to better understand and estimate the magnitude and the
consequences of the key driving forces of land use change (Veldkamp and
Fresco 1997, Holman et al. 2005a,b, Rounsevell et al. 2006, Holman et al.
2008).
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Qualitative storylines
In scenario analysis, a storyline provides a qualitative description of the
plausible evolution of alternative worlds (and may help to understand a
‘what-if’ question), usually with a focus on a specific research question (see
list of examples given above). Storylines can be built up from focus group
discussions, interviews with experts and stakeholders, literature reviews, or
a mix of these (Rounsevell and Metzger 2009). The study can apply to any
spatial and time extents, but the time frame is usually long-term future
(typically 20 years or more).
Storylines are intended as tools for forward planning, rather than
predictions of what the future world will be like.

This paper uses

storylines adapted from the EA regional context of the ‘ForeSight scenarios’,
which provide broad visions of how the future might evolve for the UK
overall with a focus on domestic energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions to 2050 (Lane et al. 2005).

The UK government launched

the ForeSight programme in 1994 to prepare for the future by bringing
together representatives from business, government, the sciences and others
to identify the threats and opportunities that are likely to be faced by
the next generation.

Their work was founded within the IPCC-SRES

scenarios (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change — Special Report
on Emissions Scenarios Nakicenovic and Swart 2000), a standard for
environmental change studies (see examples above).
Qualitative storylines can incorporate descriptions of the heterogeneity
of the agents taking part in a development process, e.g. as in the new
residential development studied here. For example, resident agents include
households and second-home owners, with different structures (number
of people, their age, etc) and different housing needs (location, size,
etc). Hence, these residents trigger housing demands in specific places
at specific moments in time.

In addition, housing supply is largely

controlled by different policy makers and planners (particularly in the
UK), managing different areas (urban, rural, coastal, etc) at several levels
within the governance hierarchy (local, sub-regional, regional, national,
supranational). Hence, they respond to residential demands for new housing
in specific places only. Beside these two key categories of agents, housing
dynamics are also influenced by contractors (who build houses, blocks of
apartments, etc.), community groups and lobbyists. Lobbyists attempt
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to influence planners to make decisions that are beneficial to their own
interests (e.g.

regional builders and investors, environmentalists, local

neighbourhoods, etc — after Fontaine et al. 2010b, Barker 2006). In the
work presented here, residents and planners are considered explicitly as
these agents provide the central interaction that drives residential land
use dynamics, each agent representing one side of the supply and demand
relationships for new housing. Other groups are considered here implicitly
through their indirect influence on the residents and planners.

This

approach has the virtue of simplicity (Verburg 2006, Zellner et al. 2008).

Quantitative indicators

In scenario modelling, key elements of the storyline (e.g.

resident

demographic variables) are usually translated into quantitative indicators
(provided within an indicative-table), which can take different values
(cardinal measures) or levels (ordinal measures).

For example, when

a storyline described population change, the table includes a variable
indicating the (estimated) number of people in year Y. The choice of
indicators is effectively unlimited. For example, a narrative of population
change could also describe changes in birth and death rates. In this case,
the final value of the variable ‘population’ is a priori unknown and yet to
be produced (i.e. simulated using the birth and death rate indicators).
In consequence, a storyline can have a large indicative-table containing
several variables for the same storyline element. Therefore, the effective
evolution of that element may not be easy to grasp with descriptive text and
indicators alone. The interpretation is even harder when spatial assessment
is required, since a narrative interpretation of the future is usually at an
aggregate (macro-geographical level) that cannot be transposed to the local
context (micro-geographical level) without a number of subjective decisions
(Shackley and Deanwood 2003). In the work presented here, an agent-based
model of land use change is used to simulate the spatial outcome resulting
from the scenario descriptors.
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6.1.2

LUC modelling

Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) is an emerging object-oriented technique
in geo-computation that offers advantages in terms of detail, flexibility,
dynamics, usability and behavioural realism (Torrens 2001, Macy and
Willer 2002, Batty 2005, Ferber 2007, Matthews et al. 2007, Crooks et al.
2008, Wu et al. 2008). ABM generates a complex system synthetically from
the interactions at the level of individuals (the ‘agents’ at the micro level),
belonging to an heterogeneous population (at the macro level). Agents can
be of any type (e.g. plants, households, institutions, market stocks, . . . )
and behave according to specified rules (of action, reaction, interaction) that
are not necessarily stochastic and quantitative. For instance, agent actions
can result from thinking through a heuristic decision tree (Brown et al.
2008). The principle of ABM is founded on the capacity to model multiple
and locally interacting agents whose decisions lead to emergent properties
at an aggregate level, e.g. city growth, assuming no equilibrium conditions
(Jager et al. 2000, Gilbert and Bankes 2002, Parker et al. 2003, Bousquet
and Le Page 2004, Brown et al. 2004, Matthews 2006, Phan and Amblard
2007, Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a). In addition, ABM can be explicit
about the central place of space in LUC studies, described this as the
canvas on which natural and human systems interact (Torrens 2001, Parker
et al. 2003). The geography of the landscape is incorporated into ABM as
an influence on the decisional process, allowing simulation of the complex
interactions between agents and between agents and their local environment
(Parker et al. 2003, Matthews et al. 2007). Therefore, a spatially-oriented
agent-based model (i.e. Fontaine et al. 2010b) can be used to simulate
future changes in local residential land use at a fine resolution, considering
the detail of the behaviour of heterogeneous residents and planners.

6.2

Scenarios of agents behaviour and interactions

The scenarios presented here were constructed within an operational
framework that combined storylines with computer simulations because of
the need to integrate future behavioural trends in land use and land cover
(LUC) modelling to take a “forward-looking stance” (seen by Couclelis
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2005, as the prerogative of planning designers).
The spatial simulator uses an innovative approach linking residential
land use change with the alternative behaviour of heterogeneous residents
and planners following an agent-based modelling approach (Fontaine et al.
2010b). The simulator considers the behaviour of residents and planners to
be critical in residential LUC change. Residential LUC dynamics are seen
as the spatial outcome of interactions between the decisions of individuals
for locations and new housing development at the micro-geographical level.
The challenge is to create a coherent link between the scenario narrative
and the operational framework used to simulate a priori unknown outcomes,
in which both local heterogeneities and diverse agents can coexist. The
simulation tool also needs to be able to consider time within the storyline
(residential development is a temporal process) as well as its space extent
and resolution (residential development occurs at specific locations). Thus,
the simulator has to output disaggregated information useful for an analysis
of how the future may unfold at a fine resolution. Moreover, analysis of a
complex system requires the incorporation of feedbacks in both the storyline
and the simulator as agents interact and adapt to changes in the state of
the system (Batty 2005, Verburg 2006, Crooks et al. 2008), i.e. current
residential distribution was influenced by previous planning and resident
decisions and will influence future changes.

6.3

Material & Methods

Four scenarios were developed to explore alternative futures of spatial
change in residential development in East Anglia, UK (EA; the case study
region; description below). The scenarios comprised: a written storyline
(this section), a table of measurable indicators (this section), a spatial
simulation of future land use (described in the results) and an assessment
of the potential consequences for society and the environment (described
in the discussion). The four scenarios were compared with a reference
scenario, which assumed steady state evolution from 2001. This section
also provides an overview of the methodology for generating the spatial
simulations, a detailed description of which is given elsewhere (see Fontaine
and Rounsevell 2009a, Fontaine et al. 2010b).
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Case study region

The region of East Anglia (EA; 17, 800km2 ; 2.2 millions people; 900, 000
households; 20 planning Local Authorities) is located in the East of
England, UK. In general terms, the region is relatively prosperous with good
economic growth and diverse economic activities (Holman et al. 2005a,b).
The urban landscape of EA is polycentric with nine important urban centres
having a population over 25,000 inhabitants (Figure 5.2). These include
the four largest cities (over 100,000 inhabitants) evenly distributed across
the region, as well as four large coastal towns. The coast faces ecological
and social challenges such as erosion (in wetlands, soft cliffs and low land
beaches), flooding (two large zones with a current return period of 1 in
100 years), potential biodiversity loss (a National Park surrounded by large
urban areas), an ageing population and increasing second-home (Figure
5.3; for more detail see also Richards et al. 2008, Fontaine and Rounsevell
2009a, Fontaine et al. 2010b, Mokrech et al. 2009, Chapter 2, Chapter 5).

6.3.2

Scenario storylines

The four storylines describe alternative socio-economic trends that distinguish the scenarios from one another. These storylines were adapted
from the UK ForeSight scenarios (Lane et al. 2005) specifically for EA
(left columns in Table 6.1, after Fontaine et al. 2009c, Chapter 4). The
scenario names come from a mix-and-match of the two widely used IPCC
axes depicting general and opposing directions of future world development:
a focus on the market economy [A] versus environment and equity [B] and a
focus on global integration [1] versus local fragmentation [2]. The Reference
scenario, describes a steady state evolution of the situation in 2000, and is
sometimes termed a Business as Usual (BU) scenario.
The storyline also included a more detailed description of the evolution
of key elements for residential agents. The dynamic of the housing market
was considered to be mainly influenced by natural demography, migration
flows across the region’s boundaries, lifestyle choices influencing household
location preferences and planning strategy in terms of targeting urban
density, prioritising development areas or protecting zones at environmental
risk (central and right columns in Table 6.1).
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Table 6.1: Scenario storylines
World Markets (WM)
The UK ’ForeSight’ Storyline

Demography & Migration

A world defined by an emphasis
on private consumption and highly
developed and integrated world
trading systems.

The integrated trading systems lead
to more development of the main
urban centres in EA, which are still
shadowed by London. They attract
more workforces, at the expense of
more remote locations. The increasing economy and wealth boosts
private consumption and materialistic personal wellbeing, testified by
larger new houses and more secondhomes.

With medical advances, life expectancy rises significantly.
Today’s decrease of the birth rate
accelerates. In-flow migrations are
happening for two distinct reasons.
One the one hand, the developing
urban centres are attractive to the
work force. On the other hand, an
increasing number of London workers seek cheaper homes farther from
the City, increasing the resident
commuters group. There is also an
increased individual desire for more
permanent leisure location at the
coast for both retirees and secondhome owners as their purchasing
power is increasing.

Location preferences

Planning strategy

Households have more interest for
locations with (very) good connection to the rest of the region
and the country.
Therefore, it
is vital for them to be close to
main roads. They are also more
interested in locations with a good
accessibility to jobs and services in
the larger cities, to the expense
of remote, small and medium-sized
urban areas. Therefore, the current
ranking of urban areas is reinforced.
Residents desire for environmental
amenities is also increasing. Also,
the importance to be located close
to the coast is getting critical for
retirees and second-home owners.

Regulations are going down as
both urban and rural rule out
the necessity for defining priority
areas. There is a lot less planning
intervention in the residential development process so restrictions are
not enforced and people choose their
location at their own risk.

Storyline for East Anglia
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Global Sustainability (GS)
The UK ’ForeSight’ Storyline

Demography & Migration

A world in which social and ecological values are considered in
economic decisions, and in which
strong collective action through
global institutions are taken.

With medical advances, life expectancy rises and the number of
today’s average births reduce, but
to a lesser extent than for WM.
The ’think global, act local’ motto
encourages most households to not
purchase second-homes and to buy
existing buildings within urban areas where they work and of reasonable size as it creates economies
of scale for the community services
and diminish commuting. Migration flows are reduced as economic
activities target local workforce and
sustainability over high profits.

Storyline for East Anglia
The ‘think global, act local’ motto
encourages people to reduce their
ecological footprint and to invest in
their social network rather than in
material and goods. The economy
grows at a lower path than today.
The main urban centres tend to
delegate to smaller towns part of
the activities so services are closer
to everyone and size differences are
lessened.
Location preferences

Planning strategy

Households are aware of the risks
attached to hazardous zones. They
prefer locations where they have less
impact on the environment. Thus,
existing urban areas are favoured to
the countryside.

Regulations are more restrictives.
Both urban and rural planners
impose a strict priority hierarchy
amongst development areas in order
to increase urban density. Risk prevention is enforced throughout the
region with safety buffers applied
around hazardous locations.
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Local Stewardship (LS)
The UK ’ForeSight’ Storyline

Demography & Migration

A world of highly devolved political
structures where actions are decided
on and implemented at the community and neighbourhood level.
Conservation of natural resources is
a key concern. Labour-intensive
activities are preferred to capitalintensive ones in order to conserve
fuel, provide work and boost local
economies.

With medical advances, life expectancy rises. Today’s birth rate
trend is inverted as people are encouraged to contribute to the local
age pyramid for maintaining the local community alive. Nevertheless,
the increased jobs provision still
attracts new migrants who settle
permanently. External retirees tend
to be attracted as today by the
region because of its mild weather
and its welcoming local community
attitude.

Storyline for East Anglia
Political actions are put in place
to boost the local economy which
increase jobs provision. The concern
about natural resources and the
environment pushes political actions
to be taken to better inform on
the negative consequences of new
development in general and secondhomes ownership in particular.
Most people are receptive to these
concerns and information.
The
local economic activities maintain
a sustainable viability of every
communities which are as autarchic
as possible and mainly maintain
contacts with the surrounding communities.
Location preferences

Planning strategy

Autarchy values encourage households to go and remain in areas of
origin. Also, they tend to avoid
protected and hazardous areas to
preserve the community safety as
suggested by the politics. Thus,
secondary urban areas are growing
more than cities. Local economy
growth focuses on active neighbourhood activities and local exchanges,
which reduces the commuting loads
and thus the importance to reside
close to main roads.

Rural planners impose development
priorities to better organise and
structure the local landscape around
the local community, , as they are
freed from regional and national
strategies. Restrictions are applied
firmly for community safety in hazardous zones only. Urban planners
strategies remain the same as the
community logic does not prevail as
much in larger built areas.
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National Enterprise (NE)
The UK ’ForeSight’ Storyline

Demography & Migration

A world in which people aspire to
personal independence and material
wealth within a nationally rooted
cultural identity. Liberalised markets, together with a commitment
to build capabilities and resources to
secure a high degree of self-reliance
and security, are believed to best
deliver these goals. Political and
cultural institutions are strengthened to buttress national autonomy
in a more fragmented world.

With medical advances, life expectancy rises.
The birth rate
keeps at today’s level. Personal
independence and material wealth
encourages people to invest in second homes at the coast. London
keeps its influence and migrations
occurs similarly as today.

Storyline for East Anglia
Liberalised markets do not greatly
shift the gravity centre of economy
toward the region but maintains its
activities to today’s levels.
Location preferences

Planning strategy

Households devote their attention
on medium-sized urban areas because they are perceived as the right
balance between social needs and
open-space will. Also, they need to
stay close enough to the main jobs
centres, represented by the cities
and large towns.
At the same
time, residents have more desire for
environmental amenities. Retirees
and second-home owners attraction
to the coast is increasing.

The planning control is getting
weaker, particularly in the countryside, where the economical focus
prevail over landscape conservation.
Restrictions on hazardous zones
remain as today’s and less attention
is given to the conservation of
natural areas.
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6.3.3

Scenario indicators

The table of indicators was the bridge between the storyline and the LUC
model simulations. The key elements of the storylines were translated
into quantitative input parameters for the LUC model. One or several
cardinal or ordinal indicators were first identified per key element of each
storyline(row names in Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4). These indicators were
either regional variables (e.g. migration rates - see Table 6.2) or agent state
variables (e.g. probability of death — see Tables 6.3 and 6.4). Secondly, a
qualitative change was assigned to each indicator based on an interpretation
of a storyline’s content (the arrows in Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4).
Finally, the value or the level of an indicator observed in 2001 was
changed in order to reflect the qualitative directional change for each
scenario (the numbers and levels in Table 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4).

6.3.4

Residential land use change simulations

Changes in future land use were simulated with a model integrating two
modules coded with NetLogo (Wilensky 1999).

The first module is a

framework for modelling and simulating, in space and time, residential
demand for new housing driven by Household Interactions through LIFE
cycle stages (the HI-LIFE model, see Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a,b,
Fontaine et al. 2009c, for more detail, Chapters 2, 3 and 4). Household
structures evolve through time (e.g. from marriage, new born, retirement,
etc), which may lead to dissatisfaction about a current location (e.g. the
property is too small/big, not close enough to work, to the coast, . . . ).
Unsatisfied households trigger a relocation process that may result in a
demand for new housing at a specific location when no properties are
already available at that location. This demand is handled by the second
module, a framework designed to stylise Spatial and Local Interactions
influencing Meso-scale Planning (the SLIM-P model, see Fontaine et al.
2010b, Chapter 5, for more detail). Local planners may or may not grant a
building permission, depending on the number of local demands, the level
of priority of the area or the planners housing targets. The outcomes of
these models is a simulation of the dynamic patterns of residential land use
and changes in the future regional landscape.
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Table 6.2: Demographic macro-indicators for each scenario
Ref a

WM

GS

LS

NE

units

&&

&

%

→



Natural probabilities
Birthb

55.65

50.09
Deathc

0.085

&&

52.87
&

58.43
&

55.65
&

0.075

0.080

0.080

0.080

%

%%

%%%

→

—

Migrationd
Young households
Family households
Retired households
Second-home owners

-1.74
1.38
0.48
1.4

-0.9

0.0

0.5

-1.7

%

&

&

→

2.1

0.9

0.5

1.4

%%

%

→

→

1.4

1.1

0.5

0.5

%%

&

2.5

1.0

&&
0.5

%
2.0

a: The Reference scenario follows the observation made in 2001. The values for the
other scenarios are an adaptation of the Reference’s. — b: The birth probability is
equivalent to the general fertility rate (i.e. the number of birth per thousand women
aged 15-44). It applies every year to half of the agent’s adults aged under 44 years old.
— c: The death probability follows an exponential function of the agent’s adults age.
Only the slope parameter varies across scenarios (fixed seed: 0.054; both parameters
are dimensionless). — d: Migration rates are measured as the net percentage of change
(immigration minus emigration) in the population of each corresponding category.

%
%
%
%
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Table 6.3: Planning meso-indicators for each scenario
Ref WM GS LS NE
hierarchy of priority areasa
urban planner

3

5

3

3

5

rural planner

5

5

3

5

5

Building restrictionsb in sensitive zones
Protected areas
−1
Flooding areas
0c
Coastal areas
1c

&&

%%

→

&

none

2

−1

none

&&

%%

%

→

none

2

1

0

&&

%%

%

→

none

3

2

1

a: changes in planning strategy were evaluated with a distinction between urban and
rural local authorities (LA). In 2000, the nine urban LA (out of 20) are the one
including the nine cities or large towns sheltering more than 25,000 people. The
hierarchy indicates a ranking cells to be developed in priority: brownfields in urban
areas, then periphery of urban areas and finally greefields in the countryside. When
the LA contains several levels of urban areas, the more populated precede the smaller
one (e.g. the brownfields in cities have a higher priority than the one in market towns).
— b: When existing, restrictions are applied to the cells that belong to a buffer drawn
around the corresponding spatial feature. The buffer size is measured as a number
of cells, 0 means the exact extent of the feature. — c: as observed today, there is
a tolerance for small increase within cells that are already urbanised even if they are
within he corresponding restricted feature.
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Table 6.4: Location preferences micro-indicators for each scenario
Ref

WM

GS

LS

NE

HA1

HA3

HA5a

HA2

HA4

HA6

0.00

0.10

0.50

→

&

%%

%

0.05

0.15

0.40

β0

β − 0.5

β+1.00

β + 0.50

0.2

5.0

0.0

%

→

&

→

Key Services area

5.0

1.0

1.0

&

%

%%

→

Market town

5.0

1.0

0.2

&

%

%%

→

Cities & Large town

0.2

1.0

1.0

→

→

&

→

Coast attractiveness

0.0

0.0

0.2

%

%

&

%

∼5

5

3

3

5

. . . flooding risk?

∼3

5

3

3

5

. . . coastal erosion risk?

∼3

5

3

3

5

β (‘green’ amenities)b

Main roads network
Jobs & Services in . . .

Nature conservation?
Aversion to. . .

Note: Changes in location preferences were evaluated for the seven household types
altogether. The relative differences between location preferences are not altered. In
other words, the relative shift in behaviour is equivalent for the entire population (→:
no change, %: +5%, &: −5%). There is no scenario where one household type
changed its locations preferences but not the others. — a: Second-home owners
have the same location preferences as retired households — b: Relative importance
of environmental amenities in the direct neighbourhood, compared to social amenity
(see Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, for more detail).
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Modelling aims
The objective of the simulator was to generate alternative evolutionary
pathways in urban land use patterns through the simulation of (future)
residential (non-monetary) housing market dynamics.

An agent-based

modelling approach was used because of its capacity to explore complex system dynamics through individual decisions and local interactions (amongst
many others: Batty 2005, Crooks et al. 2008, Zellner et al. 2008). The
study was multi-scale with different geographic levels considered together:
demographic dynamics (macro), household location choices (micro) and
planning strategy (meso).
The purpose of the HI-LIFE model is to link residential demand for
new housing with changing household location preferences. The purpose
of the SLIM-P model is to endogenise planning decisions concerning new
housing development. In this context, urban growth is a direct function of
the number of granted applications that supply new housing development.
Permissions are a response to the demand for new housing and are limited
by the intensity of that demand. Whether an application is successful or
not is a direct function of the planning strategy constraints and goals.

Model entities and state variables
The model includes three types of entities: the residents, the planners
and the spatial environment within which the other two (inter)act. The
environment (region) is represented by a regular lattice of cells holding local
and spatial information. Cells are indexed by their geographic coordinates
(i, j) in a matrix space {I ×J}. Each cell is considered to be a homogeneous
land unit.
The primary residents are the households, a coherent unit of analysis
for residential demand because these are responsible for the property within
which they are located. Households are in one, and only one, life cycle stage
at any given point in time. There are six possible stages: single (HA1),
couple (HA2), family (HA3), old couple (i.e. who used to have children
at home, HA4), retired couple (HA5) and retired single (HA6).

Each

time a household agent changes stage, its location preferences also change
and the household reassess its current location (based on the potential
attractiveness of cells).
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Second-home owners are a special case, especially in scenic coastal areas
such as East Anglia. They are known to compete with local residents on the
housing market of EA, and have a preference for coastal locations. Secondhome owner are transient residents within the region, but once they occupy
a property it becomes unavailable to other residents for the remainder of
the simulation. This model mechanism reflects the strong purchasing power
of second-home owners who are able to outbid other residents for the best
properties. These properties then enter into a specific subset of the housing
market that is unavailable to local residents due to higher prices.
Twenty planning agents regulate the demand for new housing amongst
the collection of cells that represent their LA. Regulation strategies include
[1] an annual housing target (i.e. the number of new homes the planner is
required to grant each year); [2] restrictions for new development in flooding
zones, natural areas or coastal locations; [3] a hierarchy of development
priority.

Development priorities follow the order:

building in urban

brownfield sites, building at the urban fringe, building on rural greenfield
sites, provided the annual target has not yet been reached.

Technical issues
The spatial extent of East Anglia is 17, 800km2 and the spatial resolution
of the model is (250m)2 , giving 203, 253 cells in the model. The time step
is 1 year and each scenario simulation was run for 100 years. At time t = 0,
the model initialises with case-study data information.
The number of residential properties within each cell is derived from
the UK National Property Database (NPDB1 ). NPDB use is restricted
and so data are aggregated to ensure privacy. The number of households
and their composition was derived from the 2001 census database (source:
www.statistics.gov.uk; also see Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009b, Chapter 3,
for details on the reformatting procedure).
Euclidean distances and environmental information were calculated
with ArcGIS from shapefiles available from the office for national statistics
(www.ons.gov.uk) and from a government web-based interactive map
service (www.magic.gov.uk). Vector data were converted to raster grid cells
1

A census of buildings and property attributes in the UK, including coordinates and
usage (residential, commercial, etc.).
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using the ‘majority’ methods (Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, Chapter 2).
The housing target numbers were obtained from official documents
such as ‘Regional Spatial Strategy’ containing policy objectives or ‘Local
Development Frameworks’ detailing operational levers to be used (e.g.
Policy SS3, SS9, SS13, SS15, etc). The status of the planning agents
was extracted from spatial data crossing (LA and urban areas boundaries).
The planning strategies for development priorities were derived from legal
documents and analysis reports (e.g. Barker 2006).
Output data from the simulations were collected at each time step for
every cell and for the region as a whole. Key state variables were written
to a text-file from which maps of the local land use could be created at any
moment in time. Other state variables were derived from the saved subset.
Data at a higher spatial level can be derived from thee data saved at a lower
spatial level (see correspondences in Table 6.5). The simulation results were
synthesised within a qualitative narrative that is complementary to the
initial storyline (Table 6.1). A more detailed description of the simulation
results is given in the appendix (including additional figures).

6.4

Results

6.4.1

The Reference scenario (BU)

The storyline supposes a steady state continuation of demography, household behaviour and planning decision.
Population grows mainly due to the significant increase in single person
households until 2060, as well as to a more moderate increase in families and
retired households. Consequently, the simulated occupancy rate reduces
from 2.09 (in 2000) to a stable 1.98 people per household on average
(from 2060 onwards).

Combined with a moderate increase in second-

home ownership, the population has a strong demand for new residential
properties in preferred locations only during the first half of the simulation,
with a peak in 2020. The spatial location of building permissions follows
the current distribution of urban areas uniformly, preserving the ranksize hierarchy, with little consideration for sensitive areas. Most building
permissions are given, and unsatisfied demand is avoided, due to the
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Table 6.5: Observations measured at the three geographical levels
Geographical level
Total counts available
all people
all households
households per life cycle stage
households per stage who emigrated
Ghostsa
non-residential properties
residential properties (RP)
vacant residential properties (VRP)

micro
(cell)

3
3
3

macro
(region)
3
3
3
3
3

RP - VRP

from micro
from micro
from micro

3
3
3

3
3

from meso

UnD + newRP

from micro

3
3

from micro

3
3
3

planning annual housing target
planning annual leftoversc
applicationsb
unsatisfied demand (UnD)
new properties (newRP)

meso
(local authority)

from micro

a: Number of households which had to leave the region because no residential location
could be found — b: i.e. the sum of unsatisfied demand and new properties — c: the
part of the target that was not met at the end of the year and transfered to the next
year

from meso
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incompatibility of the location demand with the planning strategy. New
development in sensitive areas is limited, but not avoided. In particular,
on the southeastern side of Norwich, the nearby town of Brundall and
the undeveloped land between Hemsby and Great Yarmouth are all in the
floodplain of the river Yare and part of The Broads National Park.
The urban landscape structure of East Anglia is not fundamentally
modified and urban land use change occurs at the periphery of the main
urban centres (Figure 6.2).

6.4.2

The World Markets scenario (WM)

The storyline describes a society that puts economic considerations and world integration first.
Population grows more rapidly than in the BU scenario, due to a
steady increase in all households (except singles) with an increase until
2060 followed by a steady state (as for BU). Consequently, the trend
in the occupancy rate is the same as the BU scenario, but with lower
values (1.96 in 2060). Conversely, the proportion of retired households
increases from 21%( measured in 2000) to 25.5% (at the end of the
century). The combination of a steady increase in residential population
and in second-home ownership lead to a large constant demand for new
residential properties every year (higher than the BU peak), of which a
stable average of 15% was granted each year. Conversely, the magnitude
of the unsatisfied demand decreases a little from 2040, when population
grows at a slightly lower annual rate, causing an increase in the vacancy of
existing properties. Hence, relocating households have more chance to find
a new (suboptimal) residential property. The granted demand is mainly
located in market towns and at the periphery of the main cities. This
includes, more specifically, the western periurban centres located between
Peterborough and Cambridge. Coastal urban areas are preferred since
they offer environmental amenities that are highly attractive to residents.
In particular, King’s Lynn experiences rapid development throughout the
century. The strip of land between the small areas of Cromer and Hemsby
on the northeastern coast of East Anglia also attract a lot of residents.
The result of this simulation is that the urban landscape of East Anglia
is slowly modified, by increasing the importance of secondary urban areas.
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Locations with environmental amenities are preferred, without regard to
exposure to natural hazards along cliff tops, low lying beaches or in
floodplains. The urban sprawl observed currently is reinforced, and this
causes large changes in land use (Figure 6.3).

6.4.3

The Global Sustainability scenario (GS)

The storyline describes a society that is primarily concerned with
environmental conservation and sustainability.
The population grows at a slower pace than in BU in the long term,
mainly due to a lower number of families (10% to 15 % less than for BU).
Consequently, the occupancy rate falls just below 1.9 from 2060 onwards.
At the same time, all other trends (demand, unsatisfied demand, vacancy,
etc) follow the BU scenario trend, but about 10% below the BU values.
The general distribution of the granted demand appears to be similar to
BU. However, the lower intensity of the demand and the restriction on
building new properties in sensitive areas make a substantial difference
from a sustainable management perspective.
Land use change at the urban periphery is minimal, with the result that
the urban landscape of East Anglia achieves sustainability goals (Figure
6.4).

6.4.4

The Local Stewardship scenario (LS)

The storyline describes a society that opts to be more selfsustaining and equitable with respect to human well-being,
societal security and environmental conservation.
Population growth accelerates in the middle of the century after having
followed the BU trend. This is partly because of the pro-natality policy,
encouraging couples to have more children, that increases the number
of young singles from the 2020’s onwards.

At the same time, the

region becomes more attractive to young migrants, but the increasing life
expectancy results in an ageing population. In consequence, the proportion
of single-person households increases and the occupancy rate falls to 1.83
as early as the 2060’s (after having followed the BU trend). Conversely,
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the proportion of retired households remains at current levels (unlike in
the other scenarios) until 2060, and then increases to reach a similar level
as the BU scenario by the end of the century. This large increase in new
households results in an annual demand for new properties at the level of
the WM scenario, even though the total number of households is lower.
Conversely, the spatial location of the demand concentrates in the main
cities and large towns, as more people are aware of environmental risks
and act to reduce them. This allows planners to grant permissions at
comparable levels to WM (a stable average of 12% granted every year)
with little effect on sensitive areas. The quasi-constant increase of vacant
properties also leads household to find suboptimal homes more easily as
time goes by.
Consequently, there are changes in the urban landscape hierarchy of
East Anglia.

The main regional centres become more important and

are strongly redeveloped at the expanse of smaller towns. Urban land
use change is more critical at the periphery of cities, but there is more
environmental conservation in the countryside (Figure 6.5).

6.4.5

The National Enterprise scenario (NE)

The storyline describes a society oriented towards the local
economy and regional wealth.
Population growth follows today’s trend, but the demand for new
residential properties is higher than in the BU scenario.

The pace of

new development falls in the middle of the century, when the demand also
declines. From this moment onwards, the number of building permissions
delivered annually falls sharply by 25%, to a lower stable average number.
The spatial location of the granted demand is largely within and around
the four main cities. Consequently, the ‘satellite’ towns of the main cities
develop throughout the century. Thus, regional centres are redeveloped
at the expense of the rest of the region (even more so than in the LS
scenario). Most environmentally sensitive areas benefit from this trend with
their distance from the main centres seen as a disadvantage for economic
development.
Consequently, the current urban landscape of East Anglia is strongly
reinforced. Urban land use change is intensive at the periphery of cities
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(especially in the west), but not important in the countryside (Figure 6.6).

6.4.6

Discussion & Conclusions

A known challenge for urban scenario research is to be able to identify
key processes, to define qualitatively their relative importance and to
translate these into quantitative land use change projections (Reginster and
Rounsevell 2006). A further challenge is to develop appropriate algorithms
that are representative of human behavioural processes and reflect the
location of land use change. The objective of this paper was to develop
four scenarios describing alternative, spatial distributions of residential
development arising from a range of societal trends at multiple geographical
scales.
There are a number of unexpected similarities between the scenarios,
which depend on the scale of analysis. At the macro level, the storylines
depicted quite distinct societal choices. Most model input parameters were
given different values in each scenario, but even so, these led to similar
outcomes (i.e. equifinality). At the micro level, the four scenarios showed
distinct differences in the spatial change of residential development.
Conversely, the similarity between the World Markets and Local Stewardship scenarios was a surprise since these storylines have very different
basic assumptions. WM describes a society embracing globalisation through
economic development.

LS describes a self-sustaining world of local

communities, concerned for the security of people and the environment.
Response trends at the macro- and meso-geographical levels are very similar
for these scenarios (although different in magnitude).

Conversely, the

spatial distributions of new housing development at the micro level are
very different between the storylines. In LS, urban development is mostly
concentrated in the largest urban centres, whilst WM leads to urban sprawl.
This suggests greater changes in organisation and infrastructure of cities,
and hence in the overall region, under a LS scenario (even though the
absolute increase was lower than for WM).
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netBU2100
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Figure 6.2: Residential land use change in East Anglia in 2100 for the Reference
scenario (micro-geographical level)

Note: This map highlights the converted cells that had no residential property in 2000
as well as the average rate of land use change, i.e. X new properties build every Y
years (‘X in Y ’ labels).
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Figure 6.3: Residential land use change in East Anglia in 2100 for the World
Market scenario (micro-geographical level)

Note: This map highlights the converted cells that had no residential property in 2000
as well as the average rate of land use change, i.e. X new properties build every Y
years (‘X in Y ’ labels).
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Figure 6.4: Residential land use change in East Anglia in 2100 for the Global
Sustainability scenario (micro-geographical level)

Note: This map highlights the converted cells that had no residential property in 2000
as well as the average rate of land use change, i.e. X new properties build every Y
years (‘X in Y ’ labels).
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Figure 6.5: Residential land use change in East Anglia in 2100 for the Local
Stewardship scenario (micro-geographical level)

Note: This map highlights the converted cells that had no residential property in 2000
as well as the average rate of land use change, i.e. X new properties build every Y
years (‘X in Y ’ labels).
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Figure 6.6: Residential land use change in East Anglia in 2100 for the National
Enterprise scenario (micro-geographical level)

Note: This map highlights the converted cells that had no residential property in 2000
as well as the average rate of land use change, i.e. X new properties build every Y
years (‘X in Y ’ labels).
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Sustainable East Anglia?

The close similarity between the Global Sustainability scenario and the
Reference scenario through time and space (with the exception of the
restrictions on sensitive areas in GS) was unforeseen. The magnitude of
the values for total population, most household stages, targeted housing
stocks, vacant properties, unsatisfied demand and effective urban growth
were different, but trends were essentially the same, at all scales. The
principal difference, limited to the three most westerly rural LAs (Fenland,
Huntingdonshire and South Cambridgeshire), was in the evolution of the
GS annual planning target that was increased once (by 2.5% in the second
planning period), but not in the BU scenario.
There are different possible explanations for this similarity between the
scenarios. First, it could be due to equi-finality, i.e. when different initial
conditions lead to identical final outcomes. However, since the simulation
settings at each geographical level and each time step were unique and
distinct between the scenarios (e.g. about 10% difference in population
trends), equi-finality seems improbable. Tobler’s first law of geography2
appears to be a more appropriate explanation because both simulations
started from the exact same initial spatial configuration and then diverged
from this configuration iteratively. Second, the result also challenges the
view that society is moving toward a WM world because the scenario
outcomes suggest that EA is moving toward a GS world. However, this
is conditional on a few but significant key elements: the rate of population
growth must decline (i.e. lower birth rate and net migration rates closer to
zero), people have to shift some of their location preferences (i.e. choosing
locations with higher densities within medium-sized urban areas), building
permissions have to be considered with a hierarchy of priorities (anywhere)
and firm and definitive building restrictions have to be applied to buffer
zones around the most sensitive areas.

These limited, but significant

behavioural differences, suggest that EA could be close to achieving a
more sustainable housing development provided substantial changes occur
in individual and local decision-making.
2

“Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than
distant things”, Tobler (1970).
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A new emerging East Anglia?
The National Enterprise scenario is the only simulation that maintains
agent behaviour and land use change rules at all scales, in spite of having
a storyline that is similar to the Reference scenario. At the meso level,
household counts, number of permission granted, etc are closer to the
Reference scenario (hence to GS as well) for some local authorities, but are
also closer to the other scenarios (i.e. the couple {WM,LS}) in other places.
This is equally true for population and planning aspects. At the micro level,
the spatial distribution of the housing stock lies between BU and LS, but
without the planning restrictions applied to the latter. Urban growth in
the NE scenario looks less realistic than in the LS scenario which has more,
even residential development within the main cities and large towns. This is
a typical example of ‘strong’ emergence, i.e. a result that was not expected
and which could not have been anticipated from the initial model conditions
(Dessalles et al. 2007). A detailed analysis of the set of location decision
parameters (including the distinction between the resident types) might
had given some clues as to zones of potential development, but without
accurate prediction. Indeed, effective changes in the local housing stock
result from the ordered combination of five conditional processes related to
the different spatial levels:
1. The fraction of the total number of residents making a relocation
decision in the region, conditional on the demographic dynamics
(birth, death, retirement and migration rates);
2. The relative attractiveness of a given cell, conditional on the local
urban density, its spatial location and the types of resident changing
location;
3. The availability of vacant homes in a given cell, conditional on
population movements during previous time steps (i.e. to the very
same ordered combination of conditional processes);
4. The volume of demand for a given cell, conditional on the number
of vacant properties;
5. The number of granted applications for a given cell, conditional on
the cell position within the local planning strategy and on the number
of granted applications at other locations in the same local authority.
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Therefore, it is impossible to know beforehand when and from where
the housing stock increase would come. Hence the importance of using an
individual-focused approach such as the one presented here. Furthermore,
the simulation that provided the unexpected result also indicates which
parts of the system should be further investigated to better understand its
complexity.
One could argue that the spatial pattern of new development for NE
is unusual and unrealistic, which suggests the need for a more thorough
verification of the simulator. Yet, this result was produced with the same
agent rules and algorithms that appeared to be appropriate for the other
scenarios, which displayed classic isotropic urban growth patterns (i.e. the
more expected and ‘conventional’ sprawl). The reason for the difference
probably has something to do with the scenario settings. The NE household
preferences for ‘green’ local amenities and the absence of planning priorities
increase new development within authorised areas where the urban density
is the lowest, i.e. at the periphery of the main cities and closest market
towns.
This is confirmed when mapping the vacant properties (not shown),
which are found either right at the centre of cities or further away in
the countryside.

This could suggest the value of the β indicator may

have inadvertently been shifted beyond a bounding limit of the system.
However, the β value was shifted even more for the LS scenario, which
gave rise to largely even and isotropic patterns of vacant properties.
Compared to NE, LS has a lower birth rate and reduced migration flows. In
addition, the importance of secondary urban centres (e.g. Market Towns)
in the relocation process of residents was increased. These changes led to
radically different residential land use dynamics. These results support the
contention that the model captures the key elements in the complexity of
the residential land use system.

Landscape dynamics
The question of sustainability and emergence provides a paradox in terms
of the interactions between agents and residential land use change. A stable
dynamic of the system (no disruptive shocks in the output measures and the
land use change trends are smooth) comes from the unstable equilibrium
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in the indicative-table (few indicator changes lead to significant differences
in spatial responses). Therefore, analysis of the results cannot be limited
to the final model outputs, but need also to consider the path followed by
several variables that describe properly the scenario trend. An illustration
of this is the evolution of the proportion of retired households that was
similar for the BU, GS, LS and NE scenarios at the start and at the end
of simulation. The annual changes indicate that only the NE scenario
was consistent with sinusoidal trends in the BU scenario (GS increased
monotonously and LS maintained the initial level during two-thirds of the
simulation period).
From a landscape ecology perspective, this study has highlighted the
sensitivity of several locations, regardless of the scenario. For instance,
South Cambridgeshire has the highest number of growing towns (at the
periphery of Cambridge city), although there was no explicit references
to the proximity of London. Interestingly this exemplifies Tobler’s first
law of geography: past land use configurations are generally the strongest
influence on location dynamics.

Moreover, this suggests that property

prices could be derived from population mobility, introducing another
limiting location factor to some residents (provided they are given a
wealth state variable). Other coastal or tidal locations (e.g. King’s Lynn,
Felixstowe, Brundall or the coastal strip of land between Hemsby and Great
Yarmouth) might face strong flooding risk, especially with a deregulated
planning system. The detailed analysis of these kinds of risks goes beyond
the scope of this research, but the results presented here could be used for
these types of assessment (e.g. Mokrech et al. 2009).

Concluding remarks
The quantitative interpretation of the scenario (indicative-table) may have
been too conservative, considering the similarities in the spatial results of
new development for the different scenarios. Only the NE scenario led to
a very different outcome for the future urban development in East Anglia.
It appears that EA is effectively following a GS scenario trend. In light
of the spatial results, it seems that the global-local axis is more important
than the economy-environmental focus. The environmental component of
the scenario outcomes is only seen in the absence of new housing in local
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environmental protection zones mainly constrained by planning.
Further investigation could explore the global sensitivity of the simulator, in order to develop more diverse and robust scenarios of residential
land use change.
This paper has demonstrated that complex residential dynamics can
be generated with an ABM with just two types of agents: residents
and planners. Yet other information could have been tracked during the
simulation to better understand the local dynamics, e.g. who comes from
where and when, who makes (and succeeds) in planning applications from
where and when, etc. This could be useful information for stakeholders
interested in knowing more precisely which agent type could be associated
with which possible land use change.
ABM has already been used to better represent agent land use decisions
within different scenarios (Ligtenberg et al. 2001), but this paper has
demonstrated that the technique can also be applied to large geographic
regions that include polycentric urban landscapes. In contrast to Couclelis
(2005) who said that “the problem from the modelling standpoint is that
a local land- use model can support the development of scenarios only
when used in the context of local land-use planning”, this paper suggests
that stylised planning decisions at the meso-geographic level are already
sufficient to differentiate local land use change, as long as the rules used by
the meso-agents refer to key information at the micro-scale.
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6.5
6.5.1

Annex: detailed analysis of the results
Macro-geographical level (the region)

Residents
The trajectories of ‘total residents’ steadily increase over the simulation
period. The total number of households increased in a similar way for all
scenarios, but the World Market (WM), had a growth rate twice a great
as for the other scenarios. In 2100, the simulated household population
is about 10% higher for the locally oriented scenarios (Local Stewardship
[LS] and National Enterprise [NE]) than for the Global Sustainability (GS)
or Reference (BU) scenarios. The GS population also behaved slightly
differently as it was just above the other three curves until 2040 then just
below from 2060 onwards.
This description remained true when subtracting the number of secondhome owners except for the LS scenario. This was caused by the LS
second-home ownership growth rate. In 2001, the number of transient
residential agents was equal to 1.33% of the permanent EA residents.
Starting with 1.33% of transient residents in 2000, the simulated numbers
equalled about 9.9% (WM), 7.5% (NE), 4.2% (BU), 2.8% (GS) and 1.6%
(LS) of the households in 2100. In consequence, each curve except that
for LS was shifted downward. The curves of GS and BU were virtually
confounded, with the NE curve evolving just above them. The WM curve
was twice these values. Conversely, LS remained about its former position
and was between WM and the other three curves.
A life cycle split of ’total households’ revealed distinct evolutions
between stages and similarities between scenarios. The number of families
(HA3) increased monotonously and fairly evenly across scenarios (packed
curves). The curves for both of the regionally-oriented scenarios (LS and
NE) evolved to nearly match the BU curve, whilst the number of families
in WM increased a little and in GS reduced a little (see Figure 6.7 showing
relative change compared to BU). The one-person households (HA1,HA6)
were favoured in the LS scenario, whilst in WM the number of twopeople households (HA2,HA4,HA5) increased. Conversely, one-person HAs
decreased in WM whilst two-people HAs were neglected in LS. Between
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these extremes, the NE and BU scenarios evolved virtually identically, with
the GS not greatly different. The numbers of households for three stages
were stable from 2060 onwards (flatter curves, after a decrease for HA2
and an increase for HA1 and HA6). Conversely, the former-family couples
(HA4) increased steadily from 2040 onwards, after a slow decrease under all
scenarios except WM. The retired couples (HA5) remained stable except in
the WM scenario (large increase) and in the GS scenario (slow decrease).
Figure 6.7: Simulated and aggregated resident population, relative to the
Reference scenario evolution
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Note: The relative evolution of the count is defined as the ratio between the
absolute number for one measure at one date for one scenario and the absolute
number for the same measure for the Reference scenario.

Housing stock: targeted supply
At the regional level, there was no visible correlation between the ‘total
household’ trends and the annual housing targets. All scenario targets
started just above 11,000 annual new residential properties. Targets were
steadily increased in WM (variations between about +4% and +6%), but
steadily reduced in the NE and BU scenarios (with the latter just above
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the former: about -2% for NE). The GS annual target was increased for
the second planning period (2020-2039) then reduced successively for the
remainder of the simulation. The LS annual target was less and reduced
less than NE or BU (from about -2% down to about -0.25%) until it was
moderately increased for the last planning period (2080-2099), reaching the
GS annual target level (about 10,700 units).

Housing stock: new properties
The number of effective residential properties were nearly identical
between the scenarios for the first 40 years of simulation. During this
period, all residential stocks slowly increased (annual growth rate of around
1% on average). Although similar, the NE curve was the highest and the
GS was the lowest. From 2060, the scenarios began to diverge more clearly.
The BU scenario had a reduced and just positive average growth rate (about
+0.2%). The GS scenario followed the same trend, reinforcing its lowest
position, with an effective residential stock about 5% lower than in BU.
The NE scenario also showed a reduced average annual growth rate, but
to a lesser extent than BU (about +0.7%). As a consequence, the WM
scenario took the lead from 2068 onwards, sticking with an average annual
growth rate above 1%. The LS scenario maintained a constant average
annual growth rate during the entire simulation.

Housing stock: demand (granted and unsatisfied)
The housing stock trends were directly linked to the overall evolution of the
number of applications for new residential properties (total demand). The
GS and BU scenarios faced demand essentially before 2040. After 2060 the
annual number of applications varied between none and 750. Consequently,
there were unsatisfied households only until 2040.

The number of

households choosing a suboptimal location (in the neighbourhood) also
dropped sharply from that date.

The NE scenario followed a similar

trend, but with higher numbesr of applications over the entire simulation.
Also, the demand after 2060 was more stable (around 1,500 applications
a year), as was the number of households selecting suboptimal locations.
The number of unsatisfied households was also higher throughout the
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simulation, but the intensity decreased with time.
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The LS and WM

scenarios had a similar stable trend between 40,000 and 50,000 annual
applications.

Consequently, there was a large number of unsatisfied

households throughout the simulations for these two scenarios (LS, WM),
slowly reducing with time.

Housing stock: occupancy
In terms of regional numbers of vacant properties, all but the WM
scenario displayed a similar increasing trend during the first 40 years of
simulation. After 2060, the numbers were fairly stable for GS and BU, with
there were fewer vacant homes under GS. The numbers for NE followed
the same increasing trend. The LS numbers also continued to increase,
although this was interrupted by a quasi-plateau between 2040 and 2060.
The number of vacant properties for WM displayed a completely different
trend. The number started with a slow decrease for the first 30 years and
then a slow increase during the next 50 years. Finally, in 2080 the numbers
jumped to reach a plateau in 2090, leaving the scenario with the fewest
vacant residential properties.

6.5.2

Meso-geographical level (the local authority)

Results collated at the meso-geographical level revealed disparities between
Local Authorities (LAs) and between the scenarios for some LAs.

Residents
There were striking differences in the evolution of the household population, from steady growth to continuous decline. Household numbers grew
monotonically for all scenarios in 8 LAs (Broadland, South Cambridgeshire,
Cambridge, Great Yarmouth, Ipswich, Norwich, Peterborough, Waveney).
The growth rate was very similar in each case except for South Cambridgeshire where the trends were clearly different between on the one hand,
the Reference and Global Sustainability scenarios and, on the other hand,
the World Market and Local Stewardship scenarios. This difference actually
applied to the 8 LAs even although with a smaller magnitude. Between the
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two scenarios groups, NE followed its own evolution (sometimes with the
first group, sometimes with the second, sometimes with one and then the
other). For instance, Ipswich and Waveney had a declining population from
2050 onwards for NE only. The population was fairly stable in 8 other LAs
for all scenarios, except for WM that displayed growth (Babergh, East
Cambridgeshire, Fenland, Forest Heath, Huntingdonshire, King’s Lynn,
South Norfolk, Suffolk Coastal). The remaining 4 LAs had a declining
household population for all scenarios except WM, for which it was fairly
stable (Breckland, Mid Suffolk, North Norfolk, St-Edmundsbury). Thus,
the highest household curve were always for WM, but in the LA including
the four main cities (where it was for LS) and South Cambridgeshire (where
it was for NE).

Housing stock: targeted supply
Conversely, planning agents always aimed to increase housing stocks, with
differences in magnitude for some of them in some scenarios. The annual
targets were changed identically amongst scenarios in six LAs (constant
decrease in Breckland and Mid Suffolk, both rural; constant increase
in Cambridge, Great Yarmouth, Norwich and Peterborough, all urban
planners). Two other urban-LA targets also increased constantly for all
scenarios except for NE (Figure 6.8), for which targets were decreased from
2080 (Ipswich) and 2060 (Waveney) onwards. The three remaining urban
LAs, as well as 4 other rural LAs, decreased their targets constantly for
all scenarios, except for WM. King’s Lynn (urban) always increased its
annual target for WM. Babergh (rural) increased it for all planning periods,
but reduced it for the final one (2080-2099). St-Edmundsbury and Suffolk
Coastal (urban), as well as East Cambridgeshire and South Norfolk (rural),
increased it twice, then decreased it twice. North Norfolk (rural) increased
its WM target in 2040 only. The only common trait amongst the remaining
5 LAs was for the GS annual target to increase first and then to be reduced
constantly. Conversely, the planner behaviour was specific for each other
scenario in each LA. All targets (except GS) were constantly decreased in
Huntingdonshire. In Fenland and South Cambridgeshire, the WM target
was increased constantly whilst constantly decreased for NE, LS and BU.
WM, NE and LS targets followed the same trends in Forest Heath, except
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BU which matched GS. In Broadland, WM and LS were increased at all
times, whilst the two others followed the GS trend.

Housing stock: new properties
The effective housing stock numbers also showed the highest values in
WM for all but 5 LAs (the 4 cities LAs and Cambridgeshire). Once again,
BU and GS reduced their rate at mid-simulation (flatter curves) on the one
hand, and WM and LS growth rates evolved steadily and closely, on the
other hand. The NE scenario still followed its own path, erratically amongst
LAs. Half of the LAs actually had very similar curves, i.e. urban growth
was very similar amongst the scenarios, hiding the scenarios distinction
described just above in a common low growth rate (less than a percent in
annual average). For the other half, the annual growth rates were more
similar to the household curves (i.e. over 1% in average). The divergence
of the curves was the greatest for South Cambridgeshire, Peterborough,
Broadland and Norwich (in that decreasing order).

Housing stock: demand (granted)
These observations were directly linked to the number of new residential
properties built each year.

In each LA, applications were essentially

granted before 2050 for BU and GS. After that date, the number of new
residential properties was much lower and less frequent (i.e. in some years
no permissions were granted at all). Conversely, the volumes of granted
applications were maintained to much more stable levels for WM and LS
throughout the simulations (with WM numbers higher than LS’s, but in
the four main city LAs). Once again, the NE scenario was erratic in the
number of applications (Figure 6.9). In South Cambridgeshire, the NE
curve was an up-side-down U curve, above all other scenarios. For that
scenario, the level of new residential properties was stable throughout the
simulation in 11 LAs (Babergh, Broadland, East Cambridgeshire, Fenland,
Forest Heath, Mid Suffolk, South Norfolk, Cambridge, Great Yarmouth,
Norwich, Peterborough). For the remaining 8 LAs, the number of granted
applications was (much) higher before 2050 than afterwards. During the
rest of the simulation, the curves were low and stable (more than for the
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Figure 6.8: Evolution of population, housing targets and housing stock for the
National Enterprise scenario
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GS or BU cases), or even null in Breckland and St-Edmundsbury.

Housing stock: occupancy
The trends in vacant properties ranked the LAs, for all scenarios,
from Great Yarmouth — with virtually no vacancy at any time — to
Huntingtonshire and Breckland — with large and increasing numbers of
vacancy at all times.

However, these last two LAs were depopulated

at various scenario rates (annual rate between about +2% and +4% in
average).
The four main city LAs had virtually no vacancy at any time except
for NE where the number of vacant properties was positive from 2040
and increased heavily from 2060 onwards. The LA of Waveney followed
with close-to-stable low numbers of vacant properties. The next six LAs
displayed growth rates averaging 1% a year, with a divergence of the curves
providing a visual distinction between scenarios. The 6 remaining LAs had
a greater divergence in the curves and higher numbers of vacant homes
than the six previous ones, but lower than Huntingtonshire and Breckland
(South Norfolk, North Norfolk, King’s Lynn, St-Edmundsbury, Mid Suffolk
and Suffolk Coastal). Again, the 8 LAs at the bottom of the ranking clearly
revealed the double scenarios association explained previously (WM and LS
steadier than GS and BU which were levelling out in 2050 and an erratic
NE). In all cases, WM was the scenario with the least vacancy.

Housing stock: demand (unsatisfied)
The numbers of unsatisfied households were the highest in South
Cambridgeshire and Broadland for all scenarios (5,000 units a year for the
highest scenario, LS), but with significant differences between the scenarios.
Once again, the Global Sustainability and Reference scenarios were similar
in trend and magnitude. The two scenario curves shaped as an up-sidedown V, stretching from 2005 to 2040 with a peak in 2020 at 2,000 units.
After 2040, there were no more unsatisfied households in these two LAs with
these scenarios. The National Enterprise curve followed a similar trend (upside-down V with a peak in 2020), but greater in magnitude (peak at 4,000
units). Consequently, there were unsatisfied households until the end of
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simulation for that scenario. The World Market and Local Stewardship
curves were parallel and positive (with a very slow decrease) throughout
the entire simulation, with both above the three other scenarios. The LS
magnitude was greater than WM’s for these two LAs (LS around 5,000 and
WM around 3,000 units). The above description of all the scenario trends
also applied to the other LAs, with the exception of the four main city
LAs where WM was greater than LS. Thus, amongst the other LAs, the
general magnitude of unsatisfied demand was medium for 3 of them (South
Norfolk, Great Yarmouth and Peterbough, where LS+WM curves were
around 3,000 units). It was low for 2 others (Babergh and King’s Lynn,
highest curve [LS] at 2,000) and even lower for 7 others (between 1,000
and 2,000: Huntingdonshire, North Norfolk, Cambridge, Ipswich, Norwich,
Suffolk Coastal and Waveney). The unsatisfied demand was the lowest for
the 6 remaining LAs (less or much less than a thousand a year).

6.5.3

Micro-geographical level (the cell)

Housing stock: new properties
At the micro-geographical level, the differences in the spatial distribution
of new properties were striking from one scenario to another. The maps
for the BU and GS scenarios were similar and consistent with the curves
of regional housing stocks. The main difference between the two scenario
maps was the absence of new building within a buffer of 500 meters around
the main flooding zone and along the coast (restrictions imposed by the
planning agents). The average net increase in residential properties per cell
was mostly between 1 and 3 new homes every 5 years. The average was the
same amongst all cells within and directly surrounding every urban area,
without much differences between cities and key services areas.
Conversely, for the WM scenario, the average net increase per cell was
between 2 and 4 new homes every 5 years, with a larger urban sprawl and
without restrictions on sensitive areas. Several hot spots were identified.
First, the centres of King’s Lynn, Felixstow, St-Edmunds and the southern
part of Ipswich were intensively developed with nearly every other cell
facing an average net increase of 1 new home every year. Secondly, the
market towns north of King’s Lynn and Great Yarmouth also had heavy
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development, regardless of the zones’ sensitivity to flooding or its natural
value. Thirdly, the area of Cromer (North Coast) and Brundall (East of
Norwich) had development in the same direction, but to a lesser extent.
The number of new properties for the LS scenario (lower than the
WM scenario’s) was spatially concentrated in the four main cities as well
as at Great Yarmouth, Lowestoft and King’s Lynn. Furthermore, urban
sprawl was virtually nonexistent (and much more limited than for the
other scenarios) at Great Yarmouth and King’s Lynn because of the strong
planning restrictions enforced there. Development was virtually absent in
the countryside (average rate of one new home every ten years), as well as
in sensitive areas where restrictions applied (Figure 6.5).
The residential development took an intermediate direction with the
NE scenario (Figure 6.6). Development was concentrated essentially in the
four main cities, including the market towns and their direct surroundings.
Specific patterns of development occurred in each city. Peterborough grew
an eastern crescent. Ipswich developed along its western side, to the extent
of the market town of Woodbrige on its eastern side. Cambridge developed
evenly, but in its centre, which was only increased by a few properties.
Norwich did not develop along its eastern side, although the nearby market
towns of Brundall and Poringland did develop. The other urban areas also
gained new properties and more than under the LS scenario. A special
case occurred along the east coast where Great Yarmouth and its northern
market town developed at similar levels to the LS scenario, whilst Lowestoft
did not.

Part IV

Discussion & Conclusion
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Modelling the complexity of urban land use dynamics requires the
development and application of appropriate tools (Barredo et al. 2003).
The research design presented in the introduction to this thesis (Figure
1, page 21)was used as a conceptual thread for the development of a
model of resident and local planner behaviour to produce operational
simulations of future (urban) land use change. Detailed information about
the model architecture can be found in the Appendix. Each of the previous
chapters focused on a specific aspect of the model development including
the residential agents (both individual residents and local planners), their
behaviour, their interactions and the implications of their decisions in
the case study region of East Anglia, UK. I believe that each step has
illuminated a particular challenge for land use agent-based modelling.
This final chapter synthesises the thesis findings by theme and extends
the discussion, particularly in terms of model limitations and potential
improvements.
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Operational simulations of future
land use change
The scenario analyses presented in Chapter 4 and 6 demonstrated
the operational value of a behavioural approach for dynamic residential
modelling. A known challenge for urban scenario research is to be able to
identify key processes, to define qualitatively their relative importance and
to translate these into quantitative land use change projections (Reginster
and Rounsevell 2006).

A further challenge is to develop appropriate

algorithms that are representative of human behavioural processes and
reflect the location of land use change (Chapter 6).
Exploring the influence of alternative demographic dynamics on the
demand for new residential development (Chapter 4) showed identical
spatial patterns of future demand, but different magnitudes of residential
pressure. This resulted from the assumption of imposing identical location
behaviour across scenarios, but distinctive behaviour across household life
cycle stages. Some locations (e.g. Felixstowe or Bury St-Edmunds) showed
larger scenario differences in demand for new housing compared to other
urban areas of similar size. Scenario storylines were further developed to
also integrate changes in agent residential behaviour (Chapter 6). As a
result, simulations of new housing development were variable in both space
and time.
Importantly, the findings contradicted the policy recommendation to
increase substantially the number of new homes as well as the available
land surface for new housing (e.g. see Barker 2004). The simulation results
suggested that regional housing targets should be reduced progressively,
as population growth slows down. With current population trends, East
Anglia would face an excess of residential properties in the long-term if
234
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planning strategies were not adapted to the local population dynamics
(Chapters 5 and 6).
The second key finding was that changes in the organisation of the
urban system might follow plausible shifts in the spatial distribution of
the population explored through regionally-oriented scenarios (Chapter
6). This analysis also resulted in unexpected similarities between some
scenarios depending on the scale of analysis. For example, the housing
development in both regionally-oriented scenarios reinforced the dominant
position of the four main cities and the two largest coastal towns,
even though their demographic trends and planning strategies were very
different.

Limitations and further work
A limitation with the scenario analysis is the translation through interpretation of the storylines into model input parameters. This interpretation
procedure may have been too conservative, given that only the National
Enterprise scenario led to a very different outcome for the urban system
in East Anglia. Conversely, the Global Sustainability scenario was close
to the Reference scenario (depicting a ‘business as usual’ trend), which
contradicts the axiomatic perception that today’s society is moving toward
a World Market scenario. Thus, there is potential to develop the scenario
analysis further by exploring alternative futures.
A possible development would be to shift demographic indicators further
than investigated here to match the most extreme projections of others (e.g.
Wood et al. 1999, Berkhout et al. 2000, Lutz et al. 2008). The population
projections used here are around the mean of these other projections
(transposed to EA). Doing this would require additional demographic
assumptions and further justification for such demographical shifts, such as
the high probability of rapid increases in the population age profile during
the twenty-first century (see Lutz et al. 2008).
In line with the aim of creating more extreme scenarios, is the possibility
of adapting the land use planning rules to the scenarios. For instance,
in the Local Stewardship scenario, relocating residents could consult with
one another to propose common projects to be negotiated with the local
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planners. This would cause a longer delay between the decision to move and
the construction of new homes or renovation of older/inadequate properties.
This would slow the rate of land use change and create more localized
development.

Conversely, a strictly sustainable scenario could include

planners who make land use decisions based solely on the location of new
properties in terms of landscape impact, totally disregarding the location
of the demand.

Modelling decisions and
behaviours
Explicitly considering agent behaviour in the modelling framework
focuses the research on the underlying processes that drive land use
change. Pixels, as representations of geographic space, are not in themselves
reflective of land use decision-makers (Verburg 2006). This focus on diverse
agents and their behaviour, changing in both space and time, contrasts
with equilibrium-based urban models that are rooted in homogenous homo
economicus populations (Jager et al. 2000). Moreover, simulating the
decisions of heterogeneous agents is important for understanding the effect
of agent behaviour on future residential development.

Planning
Planning decisions about new housing development have been stylised
within the model from a knowledge of current practice (Chapter 5). The
objective was to address the challenge of bringing ‘forward-looking’ methods
(Couclelis 2005) into urban land use change modelling.

Two essential

elements were used to define the strategy of giving residents permission
to development new housing: housing targets and authorised locations. In
addition, the planning agents revised their strategy at given times (every
twenty years) and independently from one another. This led to inertia in the
planning system, with slow new housing development, which is consistent
with observation of the current situation in the UK. The simulated planning
system became a passive, ill-defined reaction to demographic dynamics
rather than an active controller of residential development in negotiation
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with households. Nevertheless, a typology of the local planners emerged
from these simple behavioural rules. The model identified the difference
between ‘urban’ and ‘rural’ planners from the population size of urban
areas only. However, the simulations indicated that the spatial relationships
between urban areas were also important leading to the subdivision of the
local planning system into three groups from ‘Central’, to ‘Peripheral’ to
‘Marginal’ Local Authorities.

Limitations and further work
The definition of planning agents could and should be further investigated
since there is currently discussion (e.g. Barker 2006) about making current
planning practices more responsive to a larger range of socio-economic
indicators such as property prices.

Such structural changes could be

explored through scenario analysis (see above discussion), including testing
of the consequences of fundamental change.

This could include, for

example, relaxing the inability of planner agents to transfer local demand a
few cells apart (requiring negotiation with claiming residents). This would
be a useful practice if it were considered important to deliver new homes at a
higher rate in specific areas. The process of aging in the housing stock (e.g.
Batty et al. 1999a) could also be explored in order to redirect priorities
for redevelopment.

However, this would require an extensive database

about property ages, which is likely to be limiting. In the context of the
study presented here with a large spatial extent, the internal mechanism of
population mobility would probably be sufficient to represent the dynamics
of property aging (see the later discussion ‘Beyond the agents’).
The simulation results suggested a large increase in the number of
vacant homes over the long-term. Thus, we can ask the question: are
housing targets efficient in terms of their magnitude and frequency? At
the macro-geographical level, the effective housing stock was always below
the target. This seems to contradict the current situation in the UK with
a well publicised housing shortage (e.g. Barker 2004) that even ambitious
policies have difficulties to resolve. The partial decrease in the number
of vacant properties in the World Market scenario (from 2000 until 2040)
even suggested that the regional planning response to population increase
is inadequate to meet demographic booms. Beside which, the region needs
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a minimum level of vacancy to account for the turnover in residential
property occupation. Conversely, the analysis at the meso-geographical
level confirmed that only specific local authorities (those including the four
main cities) were in more urgent need of housing (re)development. These
authorities were more attractive to households, but planning agents were
limited in their capacity to accommodate the high demand. Concurrently,
other authorities should have decided to limit new property development
in response to a declining population.
Finally, planning agents should better use information about vacant
properties to adjust housing targets more frequently. This would have
avoided a number of new developments since available vacant properties
were nearby. In this way, the high demand for housing in some residential
zones could be moderated by redirecting prospective residents to nearby
emptying neighbourhoods (assuming these comply with their location
preferences).

This approach would require more communication with

residents and better exchange of information between planners, especially
those responsible for cities whose areas extend beyond the local authority
boundary3 .

Residents
The initial location and structure of the residential population was established synthetically using census data, but this approach could not replicate
accurately the observed population statistics (Chapters 1 and 3). The
population dynamics was modelled with demographic variables applied to
the level of individuals or households (Chapters 2 and 3).
The resulting trends from the sensitivity analysis indicated that some
variables have more influence on the demographic output (such as the
‘coupling’ rate), and hence on the intensity of the demand for new housing,
but not on its location (Chapter 4).
3

At the moment, the city planners simply ‘borrow’ cells from their neighbours, if their
jurisdictions limit new development.
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Limitations and further work
A limitation of the relocation algorithm is that residents use local externalities and distances to find their preferred location, which can be exchanged
for a suboptimal choice but only within a limited window (Chapter 2).
An improvement on this approach would be to include a much larger
neighbourhood search area (e.g. an entire borough) when residents identify
suboptimal locations.

Another enhancement would be for residents to

remember information from their previous location, i.e. to have memory.
For instance, before leaving the parent’s home, a new single household
could remember the density of that location, store this information in their
memory and later use it when relocating as part of a family household.
Alternative usage of memory would be tested in the storyline, e.g. people
would ignore most of their personal experience in the Local Stewardship
scenario because the collective decision for sustainability is the one that
matter.
Another improvement to the relocation algorithm would be for residents
to have a location search window that is influenced by the proximity of
relatives and friends.
Furthermore, the property type and size could be included in location
preferences. For instance, singles usually look for apartments (of limited
size) whilst families seek detached houses with extra space. Incorporating
such rules into the model would require consideration of the height
dimension of buildings. . For instance, cells consisting of detached houses
would become saturated more quickly than cells made up of apartment
blocks. The consequences of this development for the wider environment
would be quite different (e.g. in terms of scenery, waste management,
infrastructure needs, etc) and hence for the sustainable development of
the region.
Finally, the inclusion of other local amenities (e.g.

train stations,

public facilities, school, hospital, etc), and negative externalities (such as
aircraft noise or waste disposal sites), would provide more local landscape
variability. Consequently, local development would evolve quite differently,
although the distribution of residential development in the rest of the
region would not be strongly affected. This suggests the need for greater
integration with other land use aspects in order to reach a fully coupled
human- environment LUC model. The agents could then, for example,
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consider ecosystem services within an assessment of their environmental
impacts when making residential decisions (and the perception of their
impact would be tuned according to the scenario).

Beyond the agents
Property prices and wealth
The unequal distribution of households across residential properties was
not taken into consideration by the model presented here. The state of
the housing market, i.e. tenure and prices, could however be measured
explicitly. At present, the process of first allocating a resident to an existing
property mimics the rental and buying markets, whilst the demand process
mimics the new housing market (Chapter 2). If it is agreed that prices are
an outcome of supply and demand mechanisms, properties that are occupied
continuously should gain in value, whilst vacant properties should have a
lower value. In addition, the property type (e.g. flat, detached house, etc)
will also influence its price. Furthermore, a wealth measure would need to
be allocated to residents, as well as a tenant/landlord status. Both of these
attributes would further tune the location choice and frequency of moving
house.
This more economic approach to resident location would also need a
more explicit consideration of the job market. Employment location is
known to be a key location driver (Fujita and Thisse 2002, Knox and
Pinch 2010). In the model presented here, the job market is considered
indirectly through the hierarchical importance of urban areas, following the
assumption that larger cities have more employment opportunities (Chapter
2).

This hierarchy was, however, set at the start of each simulation,

without further rank-size updates in spite of different population sizes and
distributions being assumed for the different scenarios (Chapters 4 and 6).
A limitation of this approach is its inability to adequately deal with changes
in the local job market, such as an expansion or contraction in the economic
activity of a specific sector or city.
However, incorporating the types of processes discussed above would
increase the model complexity enormously through more agent charac-
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teristics, but without the guarantee of corresponding gains in model
performance. An appropriate method of further development would be to
integrate these new process representations stepwise, in order to test their
benefits or otherwise for model performance. Doing this within a theoretical
agent-based model before making the approach operational would also assist
the development procedure.

Contractors
A major question for this work is how to deal with the (powerful)
property developers that underpin the UK housing market?
developers be included explicitly within the model?

Should

Currently, the

behaviour of developers is partly and indirectly represented in the supplydemand interaction.

Local planners are only sensitive to residential

pressure accumulated beyond a certain threshold, which effectively ‘hides’
any low demand.

Thus, planning agents are limited in allowing new

development that is ‘controlled’ by a hidden developer.

Conversely,

residents are limited in their location choice to where planners allow
building permissions. Thus, they are limited to locations that are ‘worth’
developing. Incorporating developers explicitly within the model would
require therefore an understanding of their behavioural processes, especially
with respect to their profit maximizing goals.

Technicals

Verification
One could argue that the spatial pattern of new development for the
National Enterprise scenario is unusual and unrealistic, which suggests the
need for a more thorough verification of the simulator (Chapter 6). Yet,
this result was produced with the same agent rules and algorithms that
appeared to be appropriate for the other scenarios, which displayed classic
isotropic urban growth patterns (i.e. the more expected and ‘conventional’
sprawl). The reason for the difference probably has something to do with
the settings within the indicative-table. Compared to Reference scenario,
the National Enterprise scenario differs only in household preferences for
‘green’ local amenities (β indicator),whilst the relative importance of the
size of urban areas were retained as today. The only difference in the
behaviour of local planners is the total absence of location priorities within
the authorised areas for new development. In consequence, residents gain
more development opportunities where the urban density is at its lowest (i.e.
at the periphery), but still as close as possible to the main jobs and service
centres (i.e. cities and their closest market towns). As new development
occurs, the local urban density increases, pushing the best (according to
the scenario) residential locations further away from city centres. This
is confirmed when mapping the vacant properties (not shown), which are
found either right at the centre of cities or further away in the countryside,
leaving donut-like patterns of near-full occupancy around cities. The vacant
property patterns in the Reference scenario are more evenly distributed
between city centres and their periphery.
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Sensitivity & calibration
Data for the case study were used to synthetise and calibrate the characteristics of space, residents and planner agents. However, not all data were
available for this task such as the ages of individuals in households (Chapter
3).
The initial location of households was also difficult to calibrate since
information about households addresses is not available (Chapter 2). Other
methods may be useful in overcoming this limitation for spatial agentbased models. For example, different sampling methods (e.g. Particle
Swarm Optimiser, Direct Search, etc) could be adapted and applied to
the variables of the relocation algorithm used to spatially distribute the
agents at each household stage (Fontaine et al. 2009a). An analysis would
be required to confirm the dominant variables in the algorithm. Each
simulated distribution would also be compared to observation to better
calibrate the initial set of location parameters.

General conclusion
This thesis has demonstrated that complex residential dynamics can
be generated with an ABM with just two types of agents: residents and
planners. ABM has already been used to better represent agent land use
decisions within different scenarios (Ligtenberg et al. 2001), but this thesis
has demonstrated that the technique can also be applied to large geographic
regions that include polycentric urban landscapes. In contrast to Couclelis
(2005) who said that “the problem from the modelling standpoint is that a
local land use model can support the development of scenarios only when
used in the context of local land-use planning”, this thesis suggests that
stylised planning decisions at the meso-geographic level are already good
enough to differentiate local land use change, as long as the rules used by
the meso-agents refer to key information at the micro-scale.
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Appendix A

ODD description of the model
Changes in future land use were simulated with a model integrating
two modules coded with NetLogo (Wilensky 1999). The first module is
a framework for modelling and simulating, in space and time, residential
demand for new housing driven by Household Interactions through LIFE
cycle stages (he HI-LIFE model, see Chapters 2, 3 and 4 for more detail).
Household structures evolve through time (e.g. from marriage, new born,
retirement, etc), which may lead to dissatisfaction about a current location
(e.g. the property is too small/big, not close enough to work, to the coast,
. . . ). Unsatisfied households trigger a relocation process that may result
in a demand for new housing at a specific location when no properties are
already available at that location. This demand is handled by the second
module, a framework designed to stylise Spatial and Local Interactions
influencing Meso-scale Planning (the SLIM-P model, see Chapter 5 and
6 for more detail). Local planners may or may not grant a building
permission, depending on the number of local demands, the level of priority
of the area or the planners housing targets. The outcomes of these models
is a simulation of the dynamic patterns of residential land use and changes
in the future regional landscape.

A.1
A.1.1

Overview
Purpose

The objective of the simulator was to produce useful outputs for evaluating
alternative evolutions in urban land use patterns through the simulation of
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a (future) residential (non-monetary) housing market dynamics. An agentbased modelling approach was used for its convenience in handling a complex and dynamic system with individual decisions and local interactions
(amongst many others: Batty 2005, Crooks et al. 2008, Zellner et al. 2008).
The study was multi-scale as different geographical levels are considered
together: demography dynamics (macro), households location (micro) and
planning strategy (meso).
The purpose of the HI-LIFE model is to link residential demand for
new housing with changing household location preferences. The purpose
of the SLIM-P model is to endogenise planning decisions concerning new
housing development. In this context, urban growth is a direct function of
the number of granted applications that supply new housing development.
Permissions are a response to the demand for new housing and are limited
by the intensity of that demand. Whether an application is successful or
not is a direct function of the planning strategy constraints and goals.

A.1.2

Entities and state variables

The model includes three types of entities: the residents, the planners and
the spatial environment within which the other two (inter)act.

Geographical environment
A regular lattice of cells holding local and spatial information represent the
region. The environment (region) is represented by a regular lattice of cells
holding local and spatial information. Cells are indexed by their geographic
coordinates (i, j) in a matrix space {I × J}. Each cell is considered to be
a homogeneous land unit, with the following state variables:
[C1] number of residential properties (RP)
[C1] number of non-residential properties (NRP)
[C1] number of vacant residential properties (VRP)
[C1] number of applications for new housing development (reset every
year)
[C1] number of unsatisfied applications (reset every year), i.e. the number
of application that have been rejected and for which no suboptimal
location could be found by the requesting household
[C1] Euclidean distance to the main road network
[C1] Euclidean distance to the closest key services area
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[C1] Euclidean distance to the closest market town
[C1] Euclidean distance to the closest city or large town
[C1] Euclidean distance to the coastline
[C1] Euclidean distance to the protected national park
[C1] Euclidean distance to flooding zones
[C1] Euclidean distance to eroding zones (coastal cliffs and wetlands)

Residents: households
The primary residents are the households, a coherent unit of analysis for
residential demand because these are responsible for the property within
which they are located. The households have the following state variables:
[H1] Current location
[H1] Number of adults
[H1] Number of children
[H1] Adults’ ages
[H1] Children’s ages
[H1] Life cycle stage (derived from the number and ages of its members)
[H1] Targeted new location (when in a relocation process), which is
one of the best cells selected from a map presenting specific local
attractiveness according to the stage the household is in
Households are in one and only one life cycle stage at any given point
in time. There are six possible stages: single (HA1), couple (HA2), family
(HA3), former-family couple (HA4), retired couple (HA5) and retired single
(HA6). The life cycle stage of a household is directly derived from the
number and ages of its member(s). Each type (stage) has a specific set of
values for the parameters used in the location algorithm produces the map
of cells’ potential attractiveness, from which individual household agents
extract their targeted new location.
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Residents: Second-home owners
Second-home owners are a special case, especially in scenic coastal areas
such as East Anglia. They are known to compete with local residents on the
housing market of EA, and have a preference for coastal locations. Secondhome owner are transient residents within the region, but once they occupy
a property it becomes unavailable to other residents for the remainder of
the simulation. This model mechanism reflects the strong purchasing power
of second-home owners who are able to outbid other residents for the best
properties. These properties then enter into a specific subset of the housing
market that is unavailable to local residents due to higher prices. Secondhome owners have a unique state variable: current location.

Regulators: local planners
Twenty planning agents regulate the demand for new housing amongst the
collection of cells that represent their LA. Regulation strategies include
several elements to be defined (and adapted) by each agent, according to
a strategy that may vary according to the LA situation. Planners state
variables are:
[P1] Planner status: urban or rural (whether there is a city or a large town
in the LA)
[P1] Annual housing target, i.e. the number of new homes targeted by the
planner to be granted every year over the LA (in reality, the regional
policy makers decide, in consultation with local planners, the overall
target per LA for a given planning period, typically 20 years, which
the planners break down in annual figure for convenience in practice)
[P1] Flooding restrictions (whether development is prevented for none of
the cells, for cells within flooding areas, or for cell within and around
flooding areas)
[P1] Natural protections (similar to previous item for the National Park)
[P1] Coastal restrictions (similar to previous item for the shoreline cells)
[P1] Map of authorised cells (the cells allowed for development on the
basis of the previous state variables) which may be further classified
by development priority. Development priorities follow the order:
building in urban brownfield sites, building at the urban fringe,
building on rural greenfield sites, provided the annual target has not
yet been reached.
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Regulators: mayors
A second-order agent type, a ‘mayor’, is included in the model to assist the
local planners. The ‘mayor’ is responsible for monitoring a group of cells
belonging to a single urban area, on behalf of the planner. Each planner
has one or more mayors assisting them. The role of the mayor is to inform
the planner whenever the population of that urban area crosses a threshold
that shifts the status of the area from ‘rural’ to ‘urban’, which can change
how development priorities are handled. For EA, the rural-urban threshold
was set at 25,000 inhabitants (today’s cities and large towns).

Global parameters
The difference between the two elements ‘state variables’ and ‘parameters’
is in the setting of their value (Grimm et al. 2010). Parameters are elements
for which the value is and remains fixed. State variables are elements for
which the value may change across simulations, amongst agents and/or
through time.
The household population have the following parameters in common
(see also Table 6.2):
[G1] coupling probability (concerns only singles. 1 value for all scenarios.
It is equivalent to the crude marriage rate, i.e. all persons marrying
per thousand population of all ages. The crude marriage rate was 10.3
in 2001 for England and Wales. It was corrected to 12.9, in order to
integrate an estimation of the number of cohabiting couples living as
they were married, i.e. having children, and evaluated to about one
fourth of the married ones)
[G2] birth probability (1 value per scenario, applies only to half of the
adults aged younger than 44 years old)
[G3] death probability (exponential function of individual adult ages)
[G4] migration rates (for three households groups, see section ‘Concepts >
collectives’ below)
[G5] the set of parameter values to be used by the (re)location algorithm
(common for each household stage)
There is also two other parameters used by the planner agents to release
building permits:
[G6] ‘Contractor’ threshold: the minimum number of applications needed
for representing a building contractor’s interest to start residential
development in that cell (10)
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[G7] ‘Windfall’ threshold: the maximum number of applications which can
represent a private initiative to start building one’s own house in a
cell (2)

A.1.3

Scales

The spatial extent of East Anglia is 17, 800km2 and the spatial resolution
is (250m)2 . In other words, the simulator includes 203,253 cells. The time
step represent 1 year and each scenario simulation was run for 100 years.

A.1.4

Process scheduling

A typical time step involves the following:
1. Mayors indicate if the population threshold has been reached to
change planner status from rural to urban;
2. Planners update their map of authorised cells (and their priorities
if considered). The list of cells available for further development
considering possible restrictions and possible ‘urban saturation’ (when
the sum of RPs and NRPs is over 450 units in a cell);
3. Planners update their annual housing target by piling up any leftovers
from the previous year. Also, every 20 years, the update of the yearly
housing target involves a re-evaluation of the figure with the ratio of
present population and total number of residential properties. If the
stock is close to saturation (i.e. the sum of VRP within the LA is
close to null), the target figure is increased, otherwise it is reduced
(by ten percent in each case);
4. Households migrate in and out the region as a function of the number
of residents present in the region and at the same stage;
5. People life spins one year forward, this may trigger a relocation
process which includes ‘tagging’ cells of interest for new development
(i.e. creating housing demand):
(a) some people die (which may lead to a change in the household
status but without triggering a relocation process);
(b) some households retire (new HA5 or HA6);
(c) some children leave their parent’s households to be on their own
(new HA1);
(d) some parents do not have any more children to look after (new
HA4);
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(e) some people were born (bigger or new HA3);
(f) some singles move in together (new HA2);
6. Planners grant permits in authorised cells with demand meeting the
windfall condition (G7), regardless of possible priority areas;
7. Planners garbage authorised cells matching the contractor condition
(G6) and rank them according to priority levels (if any);
8. Planners to grant permits along the ranking, as long as the annual
target number has not been reached;
9. Other urban growth: the number of non-residential properties (NRP)
is adapted to maintain a local fixed ratio with the number of
residential properties (RP) in each cell, considering integer increases;
10. Households waiting for a response to their application inspect their
targeted new location and move in, if any newly available property.
Otherwise, they either look for a suboptimal location in the direct
vicinity of the target location or they stay where they were, unsatisfied.

A.2

Concepts

A.2.1

Emergence

At the start of the simulation, the model is is set as close to observation
as possible. Considering it is a complex system with no stable (or
‘dynamically’ stable) equilibrium, emergence is mostly unpredictable.
Population trends could be forecast for each scenario, since natural
demography and migration rates are known. Conversely, one cannot
anticipate the population evolution of each household stage in each
cell. Furthermore, one cannot anticipate whether residents will introduce
applications that may boost urban development, nor when, nor where.
Therefore, the consequences on local residential demand is impossible to
predict, hence the recourse to a simulator.
In a similar way, the planning housing number targeted for the first
period (2000-2019) is known. Conversely, one cannot anticipate if (and
when) planning agents will effectively reached their individual target, since
it is a direct function of local residential demand. Most of the housing
increase will appear in the priority areas (as only windfall development
may be granted outside higher priority areas) but one cannot anticipate
the development pace.
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Likewise, changes in the planning housing number targeted cannot be
easily projected since population evolution is unknown at the meso- and
micro-geographical levels. Thus, one cannot anticipate which local urban
areas may face saturation, nor when.
Emergence of distinct residential land use patterns can be expected
for the different scenarios’ storyline. For instance, scenarios with an
environmental focus are viewed as more constraining for urban growth than
economic ones. Scenarios with a regional focus are expected to protect more
their people and local resources. Hence, the result from the combination is
less clear and even less for assessment at the cell level.

A.2.2

Adaptation

Households do not adapt per se. Their demand resulting from the relocation
process is influenced by the presence (or not) of other households at their
place of interest.
Planner agents adapt their residential planning strategy every 20 years,
with a re-evaluation of their housing target depending on the evolution of
the population in their LA.

A.2.3

Objectives

The household objective is to find the residential locations that best satisfy
the need of the moment. When prefered locations are occupied and no new
housing is developed, the resident has to be contented with a suboptimal
location. Sometimes, it may even stay where it was, completely frustrated.
The planner objective is to deliver the yearly housing target. However,
the effective number of permit release is limited by the number of
applications submitted and their location in the LA. This mechanism mimic
the real situation where planners depend on the gooodwill of developers1

A.2.4

Learning

Nor households or planners adapt their traits over time as a consequence
of their experience through simulation.
1

Developers were not explicitly included explicitly to keep the modelling as simple
as possible. In the real world, developers usually build new properties at a pace that
maximises their profits, mostly to the expense of competitive market prices.
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Prediction

Household agents do not anticipate their future needs.
Planner agent estimate future housing needs by comparing, every 20
years, the number of people versus the number of homes in their jurisdiction.
They do not make assumption about the consequences of their decision to
deliver more building permits.

A.2.6

Sensing

Household agents are receptive to the landscape configuration (cf. cells’
state variables) when they are in the relocating process. Thus, their life
cycle stage will alter that perception. This perception includes the local
urban density (ρij ) derived from the sum of RP and NRP found in a cell
(see Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a, for more detail). It represents the
degree of urbanisation, or more precisely, how much of it is not green or
open space. The local urban density is a direct function of new development,
hence of changes in urban land use. Household agents are thus receptive to
the simulated land use change.
Planners are receptive to one specific signal sent by households, the
building permits, which are stored by the cells. Therefore the cells play
the middle-man between the autonomous micro-agents (residents) and the
regulating meso-agents (planners).

A.2.7

Interactions

Household agents interact in three cases: [1] When two singles directly
merge to form one couple; [2] When applying for a permit, they indirectly
interact with a planner; [3] When unsatisfied, they tag a cell (an action
rather than an interaction).
Planners only directly interact with their subordinate mayors. They
also interact with the households, through the application procedure, and
act on the cells when increasing the housing stock of the LA.

A.2.8

Stochasticity

Randomness occurs only in the agents order to go through the different
scheduling steps of the simulatiuon process.
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Collectives

Households’ evaluation of the relocation algorithm is common to each
household stage. The entire population face the same coupling, birth
and death probabilities. Household migration figures are distinct for four
groups: actives (HA1+HA2), families (HA3+HA4), retirees (HA5+HA6)
and second-home owners.
Planners do not form or belong to aggregations that affect, or are
affected by, the individual agents. In that sense, the possible coordination
of a regional policy maker has not been explicitly included.

A.2.10

Observation

A minimum information are collected at every time step for every cell and
at the region level. Key state variables are written exhaustively in a textfile dataset, which allows to map the local land use situation at any given
point in time. Other state variables can be derived from the saved subset.
Information at a higher spatial level can be derived if the information has
been saved at a lower level (see correspondences in Table 6.5).

A.3
A.3.1

Technicals
Initialisation

At time t = 0, the model initialise with data information from the case
study of East Anglia.
The number of residential and non-residential properties are derived
from the UK National Property Database (NPDB), which is a census of
buildings and property attributes in the UK, including coordinates and
usage (residential, commercial, etc.). RPs and NRPs are the aggregated
numbers of the relevant properties occurring within each cell. This local
clustering insures data privacy as the NPDB use is restricted.
The euclidean distances were calculated with a GIS software from shapefiles available at the office for national statistics (www.ons.gov.uk) and
from a web-based interactive map service to bring together environmental
information from across government bodies (www.magic.gov.uk). The
adaptation of the vector format to the grid cells was done with a ‘majority’
association on the cell surface (Fontaine and Rounsevell 2009a).
The number of households and their composition was derived from the
2001 census database (source: www.statistics.gov.uk; also see Fontaine
and Rounsevell 2009b, for details on the reformatting procedure).
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The housing target numbers were obtained from official documents
such as ‘Regional Spatial Strategy’ containing policy objectives or ‘Local
Development Frameworks’ detailing operational levers to be used (some
other ref from Lilibeth might be needed). The status of the planning agents
was extracted from spatial data crossing (LA and urban areas boundaries).
The planning strategies for development priorities were derived from legal
documents (e.g. Barker 2006).

A.3.2

Input data

During simulation, there is no input from external sources to represent
processes that change over time.

A.3.3

Submodels

The details of the ‘Process overview and scheduling’ can be found in the
source code of the NetLogo file.

